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Preface

General Introduction Adding semantics to knowledge based systems is important for the user.
The user does not want to interpret the data in the database himself, but wants to get information
on the knowledge IeveL In order to add more semantics to knowledge based systems sophisticated
data representations - such as objects, or mechanisms to group data, or object classes - are needed.
Not only on the data level, but also on the inference level semantics is added to the underlying
database, by production rules in rule based systems, views in relational databases or deductive
rules in databases. Constraints can also add more semantics to the knowledge base. Nowadays,
constraint management in knowledge based systems is becoming more important, because of the
growing complexity of such system. In this thesis, the emphasis is on the way constraints can be
checked. We look at the management of constraints in a special kind of knowledge based systems,
namely deductive database systems.

In general, we not only want complete freedom in expressing all kinds of constraints on the data,
but we also want the system to be responsible for checking the constraints. Deductive database
management systems should offer this functionality. However, it turns out that the automated
checking of integrity constraints involves a lot of complications. This thesis presents a method
for checking the integrity constraints specified for a deductive database after a transaction. We
are not interested in integrity constraint enforcement, i. e. , determining how to make an ineonsis-
tent database consistent again atier a transaction, but we are only interested in the issue of integriry
constraint checkink, i. e. , determining if the database is still consistent after a transaction. In order
to make integrity checking less complicated the following assumption is made:

"before each transaction a database is supposed to be consistent."

If this assumption holds, the inconsistency of the database can only be introduced by the current
transaction, in which all kinds of updates, i. e. , fact updates, rule updates and constraint updates,
can appear. Because of this assumption a high degree of efficiency may be reachable.

Structure of the Thesis Globally, this thesis can be divided into three parts. The first part, con-

sisting of CHAPTER 1 and CHAPTER 2, contains an introduction to the domain of integrity check-

ing in deductive databases. The second part, consisting of CHAPTER 3, CHAPTER 4 and CHAP-

TER 5, contains the theoretical results. The third part, consisting of CHAPTER 6, CHAPTER 7

and APPENDIX A, contains the practical results. The intention of writing this thesis was to parti-

tion the thesis into chapters, which would be indepent from each other as much as possible. This



resulted in a reduction of cross-referencing between chapters and of reference lists at the end of
each chapter with little or no overlap.

A metaphor is used to illustrate the major concepts involved in integrity checking in deductive
databases. We link integrity checking to goal keeping in soccer. A football represents a fact, a
goal represents a database and a goal keeper represents one or more integrity constraints. The
aim of the goal-keeper is to keep all balls from his goal, but only footballs that are visible, repre-
senting facts that lead to an inconsistency. Transparent footballs exist, which represent facts that
are allowed to update the database. Therefore, in the goal-keeper's perception, he keeps every ball
from the goal, although the transparent ones, being invisible to the goal-keeper, are scored. Until
now, we have represented integrity checking in relational databases. However, we want to repre-
sent integrity checking in deductive databases. For this purpose, we introduce a football canon.
This is a strange canon, because after a shot of a ball into this canon several balls (transparent or
not) may be fired to the goal. Those shots represent the derived updates; so, the football canon
represents the rules of a deductive database. Some of these shots may be with visible footballs;
in other words, there may be some derived updates that lead to an inconsistency. Between every
two succeeding chapters, a picture representing some part of the metaphor is given. The last pic-
ture represents the way revised inconsistency rules can be looked at in the metaphor for integrity
checking in deductive databases.

Problem Description Efficiency problems arise when checking constraints automatically in
knowledge based systems. The main goal of this thesis was to find causes for inefficiencies when
checking integrity constraints in deductive databases and to present solutions to overcome this. In
general, when considering integrity checking in deductive databases, a deductive database is sup-
posed to be consistent with respect to a specified set of integrity constraints; it may become incon-
sistent when the database is updated. This assumption, which is considered to be true throughout
the whole thesis, makes it possible to constrain the search for a possible inconsistency to the up-
dates in the transaction and the part of the database that is influenced by the transaction. However,
in some cases, depending on the interaction of facts, rules and constraints, this assumption cannot
avoid the fact that checking the integrity constraints can still be very inefficient, when choosing the
wrong search strategy for finding inconsistencies. In this thesis we study why and in which cases
two well known methods for checking constraints are still inefficient. Because these methods are
in some sense each others counterpart, they show different behaviour in different deductive data-
base states, showing different aspects of inefficiencies in checking constraints in deductive data-
bases. The language of first order logic is the most natural language for describing and studying
deductive databases and their integrity constraints. Further, inefficiencies in integrity constraint
checking were solved by logic programming techniques resulting in a new method for checking
integrity constraints by making use of so called inconsistency rules, which detect inconsistencies
in deductive databases. These inconsistency rules, which can be generated automatically from any
set of rules and constraints, are deductive rules that can be íncorporated in the deductive database
and used as if they were deductive database rules. Hence, no meta-interpreter is needed to handle
such rules.
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Overview of the Thesis This thesis starts with an introduction to logic and databases. The nec-
essary definitions, propositions and references are given in order to be able to understand the re-
mainder of the thesis. The second chapter gives an introduction to the basic concepts on integrity
checking as well as an introduction to the problems studied in this thesis; the concepts and the
problems concerning integrity checking are introduced. Readers familiar with these concepts and
problems can skip the first two chapters.

The main results of this thesis are presented in the next three chapters. In CxAPTER 3 efficiency
problems concerning integrity checking are classified. This classification gives an overview of
all kinds of redundancies that may appear in integrity checking methods. It turns out that known
methods for checking integrity constraints in deductive databases do not eliminate all aspects of
redundancy in integrity checking. In my opinion, this is due to the fact that the authors of those

methods do not make a full inventory of all redundancy aspects, but try to improve a previously
published method. By making the redundancy aspects of integrity constraint checking explicit,

independently from any chosen method, it was possible to develop a new method that is optimal
with respect to the classified redundancy aspects of CHAPTEtt 3. Although some of the redun-
dancy aspects seem straightforward, I consider this chapter as a necessary and importan[ basis

for the realization of this thesis. The proposed method based on inconsistency rules as well as

its advantages are described in CttAPTEx 4. Inconsistency rules are backward chaining rules in
which some forward chaining information generated from arbitrary updates, independently from

the current transaction, is incorporated. Using inconsistency rules has two advantages. First, by
incorporating such forward chaining information into inconsistency rules, no meta-interpreter is
needed to check integrity constraints. Second, the construction of inconsistency rules can be per-

formed completely at compile time. The possible extensions, such as augmenting the proposed

method with negation, recursion and more general transactions, are described in CHAPTER 5.

The method based on inconsistency rules is usable in a system responsible for checking the seman-

tic integrity constraints in a deductive database. We will call such a system ~ICCS, pronounced as

fi.z. jICCS is an acronym for Fact Integrity Constraint Checking System. This name emphasizes

that this subsystem of the deductive database management system is reponsible for checking the
integrity constraints that are specified for base and derived fncts in the deductíve database. Being

a subsystem responsible for maintaining the consistency of deductive databases, jICCS may be

the core of the deductive database management system, because before an inconsistency can be
repaired it must be detected first. Besides a subsystem like jICCS, subsystems responsible for

maintaining the rule integrity of the rule base are needed, in order to check if rules themselves are

free from redundancy and inconsistency. However, rule validation is not elaborated in this thesis,

because a lot of research has already been done in that area.

CHApTFtt 6 shows that this method can easily be implemented, particularly in Prolog. In CHAP-

TER 7 a classification of the available methods for integrity constraint checking is given. By mak-

ing this classification, the disadvantages of the classified methods become clear as well. Each

presented method more or less has the disadvantages belonging to the class, to which it belongs.

In APpetv~tx A a case study and some test results are given in order to show the practical use and
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applicability of the proposed method. This case study was performed as the final project for the
Master of Science Course for Knowledge Engineering at the Centre for Knowledge Engineering
in Utrecht, which I accomplished besides my work as an assistent researcher at the universities of
Tilburg and Eindhoven.

Project Information This thesis is the result of the research project 91 P of the Co-operation
Centre of Tilburg and Eindhoven Universities, which started in July 1991.

The research reported in this thesis has been carried out under the auspices of SIKS, the Dutch
Graduate School for Information and Knowledge Systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Logic and Databases

A logical language is used to describe deductive databases in a natural manner. the language of
6rst order logic.

1.1 Logic and Databases
First order logic is a very expressive language, it can be used to describe relational databases
and deductive databases as well as operations on these databases. This section shows how these
databases can be described by logic. More on this subject can be found in [L1o87], [Rei84] and
[U1188a].

1.1.1 Logic

The symbols used in a first-order language are (1) parentheses and brackets, (2) variables and
constants, (3) predicate symbols, (4) function symbols, (5) logical connectives like ~(not), n
(and), v(or), ~(implication), and (6) quantifiers b' (for all) and ~(there exists).

Dt~FtNtTtotv 1.1 A term is either a variable or a constant or of the form f(ti , t2, ..., t„ ) , where
f is an rt-ary function symbol and ti , t~ ,..., t„ are terms.

DEFINtTtoN I.2 An expression p(ti , tz, ... , t„ ) is called an cttornicformuln, or an atom, where
p is a predicate symbol of arity rr and ti, t,, .. ., t„ are terms.

DEFt1vITtoN 1.3 Both atomic formulas and their negation are called literctls. Atoms are called
positive liternls and negated atoms are called negative liternls respectively.

Throughout the thesis the lower-case characters n, b, c, d, e or words consisting of lower-case
characters represent constants, the upper-case characters U, V, W, X, Y, Z are used to represent
variables, the lower-case characters f,~~, h are used to represent function symbols, the lower-case
characters p, y, r are used to represent predicate names and the lower-case characters s, t are used
to represent terms.
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The upper-case characters A, B, C, D, E, when appearing as arguments of a function or a pred-

icate symbol are used to represent some constant but it is not specified which constant; so, they

are used as meta-symbols and are not belonging to the first order language itself. Further, k, !, m,

n, n are used for not specified fixed integers, i, j for arbitrary integers.
Some metalogical symbols are used to state that from one statement another statement can be in-

ferred (~) ,(G), and that two statements are equivalent ( ta). These symbols do not belong to the

first-order language. Further, the abbreviation iff is used for the statement if nnd onl~~ if.

DEFINIT1oN 1.4 The expressions allowed in a first-order language, the well fnnned formulns

(wffs) of the first-order logic, also called first-urderformulas, are defined inductively as follows.

(i) Any literal is a wff.

(ii) If wi and w~ are wffs, then (,wi ), (wi v w~), (w~ n wz) and (wi -~ wz) are wffs, and

`dX[wi (X)] and 3X[w~(X)] are wffs.

(iii) The only wffs are those given by (i) and (ii).

When in the following the term "formula" is used, it stands for awell-formed formula of the first-

order logic.

DEFINITION 1.5 ln `dX[wi(X)] (resp. 3X[w~(X)]) we call w~(X) (resp. wz(X)) the scope of

dX (resp. ~X).

To avoid formulas with an overload of parentheses and brackets an order of precedenceon the

logical connectives and quantifiers is given:

3, n,

where each symbol in this sequence has a lower priority than the symbol to the left of it. Conse-

quently, by -~wi ~ w~ we mean (~wi )~ wz and not ~(wi -~ wz); and by wi v itiz ~ wa we

mean ( w i v w~ )~ w3 and not w i v(w~ --~ w; ).

DEFINIT1oN 1.6 Let (wi --~ u~z) be a formula. Then w~ is called the heud and wi is called the

bod~~ of the formula. Each literal in u~~ is called a hecid literal and each literal in wi is called a

bnds~ literal.

DEFINITION 1.7 Let F:(wi ~ w~ ) be a formula. Let L be a body literal. Then the side Iitercrls

of L in F, or just the side literals when from the context it is clear which body literal of which

formula is meant, are all the body literals of F except this specihc body literal L. When a body

literal is an atom it is called a body nto~n.

DEFINITION I.8 An occurrence of a variable X in a wff F is called bound if the occurrence is in a

quantifier dX or 3X or in the scope of dX (resp. ~X). An occurrence of a variable in an expression

is called free if it is not bound.

DEFINITION 1.9 A formula is called closed, if it contains no free variables. Otherwise, it is

called open.
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Dt.r~:vt~~[oN 1.10 A formula is called recrified, if every variable is bound by at most one quan-
titier.

EXaMP~E 1.1 The formula `dX[n(X)] --~ 3X[b(X, X)] is not rectified.

[n this thesis formulas are supposed to be rectified. This is no problem because we can rename
variables, which are not rectified in order to make them rectified. For instance, in the example
above a rewritten equivalent rectified formula is b'Xrr(X )~ 3Yb(Y, Y)

DEFtN1TtoN 1.1 1 A formula in which no variables occur is called a grouizd formula.

D1 r11v1T1otv 1.12 A clause is a formula of the form dXi `dX~ ... dX„ [Li v L~ v... v L,n], where
Xi , X~, ..., X„ are all the variables occurring in the literals Li, Lt, ..., L,,,.

[n this thesis the following logically equivalent definition of a clause is used:

bX,b'X~..-`dX„[Ci nC~n...nC,,,n,Ai n,A,n.--n,A~~ Hi vH~v...vHk]

where Hi. H~, ..., H~, Ci, C~. .. . , C,,, and Ai, A~, .. ., A~ are atomic formulas. In this thesis a
clause is written in the clausal fonn e.rpressio~i:

H, vH,v...vHti. ~--Ci nC~n...nC,,,n,Ai n,A,n...n,A~,

where the expression is supposed to be universally quantified. Because in this thesis we only con-
sider such expressions, the logical connectives are replaced by colons where each colon represents
the proper connective. Lloyd (see [L1o87]) showed that each formula can be converted into a uni-
versally quantified formula. Therefore, the restriction to those formulas may seem a limitation
but in fact they are not.

DEFtNtTtotv 1.13 If it is possible to express a formula in the above clausal form it is called an
in~lefirzite clause. If l - 0 it is called a positive indefinite clnuse.
A clause is called a uormnl clause if k- l.
A clause is called a definite clc~use if 1 - 0 and k- 1.
A clause is called a Horn clause if l - 0 and k ~ 1.
A clause is called a denial if k- 0. ~
A elause is called the empty clause if k - 0, m- 0 and l- 0; notation o. The empty clause
represents a contradiction.

DEFttvtTtotv 1.14 A bi~iding is a mapping from a variable X to a term t which is distinet from
X, denoted as X~t.

DEFtNtTtoN l. I S A substitution o for a distinct set of variables Xi , Xz, ..., X„ is a finite set of
bindings{Xi~ti.X~~t~,... ,X„~t„}.

The application of a substitution a to a formula F is denoted as FQ which results from F by re-
placing all variables in the substitution by the corresponding terms.
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DEFINITION 1.16 A ground substitution for a formula F is a substitution v for which Fa is
ground. We say that F is instantiated by Q and that FQ is a(ground) instance of F.

Substitutions can be composed. Let Q and 6 be two substitutions, then QB is also a substitution
(see [LIo87] for the definition of crB).

DEFINITION 1.17 A unifier of two formulas F and G is a substitution a such that Fa - Ga.
Two formulas are unifiable if such a substition exists.

DEFIN1TION 1.18 Let F be a formula and let S be a set of literals. F is called relevant to S and

S is called relevant to F iff there exists a literal L in S unifiable with a literal of F. In particular,

we say that F is relevant to L and that L is relevant to F.

DEFINITION I.19 A most general unifier (mgu) of two formulas F and G is a unifier B of these
two formulas such that for each unifier Q there exists a substitution y such that Q - By.

DEFINITION 1.20 Let F be a formula relevant to a literal A. So, there is a literal L~ in F which
is unifiable with A. Let o be a most general unifier of L~ and A. We call FQ a simplified instance
of F with respect to A.

1.1.2 Databases

Codd developed the relational model in the early seventies (see [Cod90]). It is still used in rela-
tional database management systems of today (see [Cod90]). However, for some purposes this
model seems to be insufficient. For instance, when looking at logical databases, the relational
database model is extended (with rules) to the deductive database model. Below, these two mod-
els are described.

1.1.2.1 The Relational Datamodel

The relational datamodel is described by relations. A relation R is a subset of Di x D~ x... x D,,,

the cartesian product of so called domains, Di, Dz, ... , D,,. A relation can be represented by a

table. Sometimes a relation R is referred to as table R Here, n is called the arity of the relation,

and D~ is a finite or infinite set of values for each j- 1, 2, ..., n. An element of a relation R

is denoted by (ei , e~ ,... , e„ ) and is called a tuple of R. An arbitrary tuple (e i, e~ ,... , en ) for

a certain n-ary relation R is abbreviated by é. When expressing a tuple which can vary along a

complete relation we use tuple variables. A tuple variable is represented by (ti, t~, ... , t„) or t,

where t~ is a variable for each j- 1, 2, ... , r2. Let DI -{ Ri , R~ .... , R„ } be a set of relations.

DI is called a databaseinstance or dntabase state. DB -{é ~é E R for some R E DI } is ealled the

extension of the database or, for short, database if it is clear that a relational database is involved.

Each domain has a type, called attribute, which is a finite sequence of symbols. Let relation R be a

subset of Di x DZ x... x D~ and A~ be the attribute of domain D~ for each j- 1, 2, ..., n, then

R(Ai , Az, ... , A„ ) is ealled a relational schema for R. Each attribute A~, for j- 1, 2, ..., n,

from a relational schema R(Ai , Az, ..., A„ ) can be seen as a projection, A~ : R~ D~, where

A~((e~,ez,... ,e„)) -e, foreachtuple (ei,ez,... ,e„) E R.
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ExA1vi['1.E 1.2 Pn~;e~~t (y~rar, seT) is a relational schema for relation Patiea~t, where pnr is the
attribute with domain (1, ..., 10000} and se.r is the attribute with domain {~n, f}.

In a more practical environment n-ary relations are represented by tables with n columns, where
each column has a name corresponding to the related attribute.

More details on the relational model can be found in [Cod70], [Cod90], [Dat95] and [Mai83]. For
manipulating the relations in the relational model some data manipulation language is needed to
do so. The most popular one is Che Structured Querv Langunge (SQL) which is based on relational
al,~ebru in which operations on relations as selection, projection, product, union, difference and
all kinds of joins are defined. For an extensive introduction to this subject the references above
are recommended. For a quick introduction see paragraph 27 of (Swa94].

First-order logic can describe the relational datamodel, in a very natural way. Predicates represent
relations. For each relation R with n columns a corresponding n-ary predicate pR is created for
which pR (ti , t~, ..., t„ ) is true if and only if tuple ( ti , t~, ... , t„j belongs to R. In the relational
datamodel the type ofa component is recognized by the attribute, while in the corresponding pred-
icate the type is recognized by its position in the predicate. The relational datamodel also contains
arithmetic comparison relations like -, ~, ~, ~, ~. Let (~ represent the set of these relations. In
the logical model corresponding predicates -, ~, ~, ~, ~ are also available.

This distinction in relations of the relational datamodel imposes a similar distinction between
predicates in the logic model.

DEFINITION 1.21 A predicate which is related to a relation in the database is called an exten-

sionnl dntcrbase predicate.

DEFtNITION 1.22 A predicate which is related to an arithmetic comparison relation from O is
ealled a built-in predicate.

DEFINITION 1.23 Let p(ci , cz. ... , c„ ) be a ground atom for p a n-ary predieate symbol and

ci , c~ ,..., c„ constant symbols. If p is an extensional database predicate, then p(ci , c,, ..., c„ )
is called a fact.

DEFINITION 1.24 A relutionaldatabase ( RDB) eonsists of a set of faets F.

1.1.2.2 The Deductive Datamodel

A deductive database consists of facts and rules, where rules are defined in logic as follows.

DEFINITION 1.25 A rule is a clausal form expression.

DEFINITION 1.26 A deductive datnbase (DDB) consist of a set of facts F and a set of rules R.

Three kinds of deductive databases are distinguished, for which the definition of the rules differ:
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D indefinite deductive databases, i. e. , deductive databases where rules are clauses.

~ definite deductive databases, i. e. , deductive databases where rules are definite elauses.

D normnl deductive databases, i. e. , deductive databases where rules are normal clauses.

In general, a database is called positive if it contains no negative literals in its rules.

DEF~NITION 1.27 A predicate p directly depends on a predicate q if a rule R exists for which p
appears in a head literal of R and y appears in a body literal of R.

When p directly depends on q, we denote q~--~ p.

DEFINITION 1.28 A predicate p depends on a predicate q iff

(i) it directly depends on q, or

(ii) it directly depends on a predicate which depends on q.

When p depends on q, we denote q-~ p.

DEFINtT[oN 1.29 A predicate p is called recursive if p~ p. Otherwise, it is called nonrecur-
sive.

DEFINITION 1.30 Two predicates p and q are called mutually recursive if q~ p and p-~ q.

DEFINITION 1.31 A rule R is called recursive if there exists a body literal of R the predicate of
which is mutually recursive to the predicate of a head literal.

DEFINITION 1.32 A database D is called recursive if it contains a recursive rule.

When drawing dependencies between predicates of a set of clauses S in a graph, by drawing a
node for each predicate in S and drawing an arc from one predicate to another if the first predi-
cate depends on the latter, we get a dependency~ grnph. A dependency graph is often represented
by an AND~OR tree. AND~OR trees show how predicates are defined by rules. For each applica-
tion of a rule with respect to its head, represented as a node in the AND~OR tree, several related
AND-nodes, one for each literal in the body of the rule, are drawn. The branches to AND-nodes
belonging to the rule are joined by an arc. If n rules define some predicate, then n groups ofjoined
AND-nodes originate from that predicate. These groups are called OR-groups. OR-groups are not
linked to each other. In this form a dependency graph is referred to as an AND~OR dependency~
graph. So, a database is recursive if its set of clauses has a dependency graph with one or more
cycles.

Exa.tvtPLE 1.3 Let S consisting of the clauses p E-- q, r, p F- y', r', s' and q ~-- s. Then the
dependency graph of S looks as in FIGUxE 1.1.

DEFINITION 1.33 The variables appearing in the head of a rule are called distinguished vari-
ables. The variables appearing in the body of a rule that are not distinguished variables are called
nondistinguished variables.
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P P
~`r q,~` ,

Figure l.1: Dependency graph of ExaI~PLE 1.3

An extensional database predicate is closely related to the physical part of the database. In deduc-

tive databases one has the possibility of defining new relations in terms of other existing database
relations by means of rules.

DEFItvIT[oN 1.34 Let D be a deductive database. Let R be a rule in D. A predícate in the head of
R is called an intensional databasepredicate if in the body of R at least one extensional database
predicate occurs.

DEFINITIOtv 1.35 Let p(ci , c~, ..., c„ ) be a ground atom for p a n-ary predicate symbol and

ci , c~, ..., c„ constant symbols. If p is an intensional database predieate, then p(ci , cz, ..., c„ )

is called a derived fact.

DEF'INITIOtv 1.36 A database predicate is a predicate which either is an extensional database
predicate or an intensional database predicate.

DEFItvITION I.37 A literal is called a database literal if the literal contains a database predicate.

Other rules are used to name arithmetic expressions. Now predicates in our logic are further clas-
sified by the role they play in rules of the database.

DEFINITION 1.38 Let D be a deductive database. Let R be a rule in D. A predicate in the head
of R is called an evaluable predicate if in the body of R there only appear system predicates or

other built-in predicates, arithmetic expressions andlor evaluable predicates.

Note that an evaluable predicate is not defined in terms of any database predicate at any level of

its definition.

DEFINITION I.39 The extensioual databaseconsists of all facts in the database. The intensional

dntabase consists of all rules in the database. A deri~~ed relation is described by some predicate

which is defined in terms of one or more predicates. A ba.re relation is not defined by other rela-

tions.

DEFINITION 1.40 A deductive database is called structured if it does not contain any database

predicate that is both extensional and intensional.

In this thesis, deductive databases are supposed to be structured. Therefore, a relation cannot be

a base relation and a derived relation at the same time. For instance, the situation in the next

example should not occur.
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ExAtvtPt.E 1.4 Let D be a database consisting of the following facts and rule:

tàther(frPd )

mother( milrnn )

husband(fred, wilma)

father(X) ~ mother(Y). husband(X, Y)

Here, father(frecl ) is a fact, but can also be derived by applying the rule in the database.

As a consequence, a derived fact in a structured deductive database does not exist physically but
depends purely on facts in base relations. This assumption makes the necessary definitions less
complicated.

RE1vtARx From a database which is not structured a corresponding structured database could be
derived. For instance, in our previous example a new intensional predicate could be introduced,
say is-father, which is defined as:

is-tàther(X ) ~ tàther( X )

is-father(X) ~ rnother(Y),husband(!C. Y)

and replaces the rule in the example.

In real life databases one distinguishes derived relations, i. e. , views in relational databases, and
base relations. Views are helpful to hide or format some parts of the database for security reasons
or reasons of brevity or readability.

A database is useless if it can only store information. Its power lies in the possibility of retrieval of
ínformation. In order to retrieve information a yuery is posed, which is an expression representing
the needed infonnati~n.

DEFIN[TION 1.41 A quen~ is a first-order formula.

However, before the answer to a query can be determined we must first get a clear notion of what
information a database contains. For this reason the concept of interpretation is introduced.

1.1.3 Logical Interpretation of Databases

As before, databases are expressed by tirst-order formulas. Now, a semantics for these formulas

is defined. Therefore, a meaning must be given to the constant, function and predicate symbols,
called the interpretation of the first-order language. When a meaning is given to the syntax, one
can determine the truth of the database in this interpretation. This section gives a short overview
of these~ matters.
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1.1.3.1 Interpretations and Satisfiability

We begin this section by giving the definition of interpretatron.

DEFitvtTtoN 1.42 An interpretation I of a first-order language L consists of a non-empty set D,
called the domain of 1, such that:

(i) to each constant c in L is assigned an element, say cc, in D,

(ii) to each n-ary function symbol f in L is assigned a mapping, say f c: D" -~ D,

(iii) to each n-ary predicate symbol p in L is assigned a mapping, say pc : D" ~{ truc, false }.

In each interpretation a formula gets a truth value. However, when a formula contains free vari-
ables, this truth value depends on the assignment of elements of D to these free variables as the
next example shows.

ExalvlpLE 1.5 Let 3Y[ p(Y, X) ] be interpreted as follows. Let D be the domain of the interpreta-
tion I, which represents the set of integers, and to p is assigned the predicate from D x D which
states that the square of the first argument is equal to the second argument. When the variable X
is interpreted as a negative integer the formula is not true in this interpretation with this variable
assignmenL However, if to X is assigned the integer 4 then the formula is true in this interpreta-
tion. Note that the variable assignment is an assignment which maps each variable symbol of L
to an element of the domain D. If the formula is closed, then given an interpretation the formula
is either true or false, independent of the variable assignment. For instance, the closed formula
b'X 3Y[p(Y, X)] with the same interpretation as before, i. e. , the statement that all integers are
equal to some squared integer, is false. So, the formula is false in this interpretation. However,
one can construct interpretations in which this formula is true.

The truth value of functíon-free formulas in an interpretation is defined as follows:

Let p be a n-ary predicate symbol and ci , c~ ,... , c„ constant symbols. A fact p(ci , cZ, ..., c„ )
is called true in interpretation I if pc (ci , c; ,..., c; ) holds. Otherwise, p(ci , cz ,..., c„ ) is called

fcclse in I. The truth of a more complex formula is determined by applying the following rules.
Let w, wi and wz be function-free formulas, then

y

~

D

y

~

,w is true in I iff w is false in l,

wi n wz is true in 1 iff both wi and u~~ are true in l,

wi v w~ is true in l iff wi or u~~ is true in 1,

wi ~ w~ is true in 1 iff wi is false or w~ is true in l,

b'X[w(X)] is true in l iff for all c in D it holds that w(X) is true in I[X ~ c],

~X[w(X)] is true in l iff for some c in D it holds that w(X) is true in I[X -~ c].

The databases considered here do not contain existentially quantified formulas, because they con-

sist only of facts and universally quantified rules. Therefore, the last rule will not be applied in

determinin~ the truth of a formula.
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REMARK The truth value of closed formulas in interpretation I is independent from the variable
assignment.

In this thesis databases are supposed to contain closed formulas only.

DEFtNITtoN 1.43 Let F be a closed function-free well-formed formula in a first-order language
L. A rnodel of F is an interpretation M of L in which F is true, notation ~MF.

DEFtNtTtoN 1.44 A formula F is sutisfinble iff there exists a model of F.

DEF~NITION 1.45 A formula F is valid if each interpretation is a model of F.

These definitions are generalized for sets of formulas.

DEFtNITION 1.46 A model of a set S of formulas is an interpretation M in which each formula
in that set is true, notation ~MS.
A set of formulas S is satis~inble iff there exists at least one model of S.
A set of formulas S is vnlid if each interpretation is a model of S.

DEF~NITION 1.47 A formula F is a (ogicnl conseguence of a set of formulas S if each model
of S is also a model of F, notation S~ F. Si ~ S~ means that Si t- Fi v F, v-.. v F,,, where
Fi , F~, ... , F„ are the formulas occurring in S~.

1.1.3.2 Herbrand Interpretations

The Herbrnnd universe `Zl~ for a first-order language L ís the set of all ground terms constructable
from constants and function symbols occurring in L.

Let F be a formula ( resp. S be a set of formulasj. Then the first-order language LF (resp. Ls)
consists of all symbols appearing in F(resp. S). By the Herbrand universe `tlF (resp. `lls) of a
formula F ( resp. a set of formulas S) the Herbrand universe of LF (resp. LS) is denoted.

DEFtNtTtoN 1.48 An Herbrand interpretation for a hrst-order language L is an interpretation I
which has the Herbrand universe `llL as domain and in whieh for every constant c, cr - c.

From now on, by a Herbrand interpretation of a formula F(resp. a set of formulas S) we mean a
Herbrand interpretation, where the domain is `LIF (resp. `ZL,S).

DEFINITION I.49 The Herbrnnd bcrse BL for a first-order language L is the set of all ground
atoms constructable from predicate symbols with ground terms from the Herbrand universe 71~

as arguments.

By the Herbrand base BF (resp. BS) of a formula F(resp. a set of formulas S) we mean the Her-
brand base of the first-order language LF (resp. LS).

DEFIN[TION 1.50 When a Herbrand interpretation is a model of a formula F(resp. a set of for-
mulas S), it is called a Herbrand model of F(resp. S).
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More about Herbrand models and some examples can be found in [L1o87] and (Swa94]. Herbrand
interpretations play an important role in expressing the semantics of databases, as is shown in the
nex[ section.

1.1.3.3 Herbrand Interpretations for Databases

In this thesis databases are supposed to contain closed formulas only, so, the truth value of an
interpreted formula is independent of [he variable assignment. Also in this thesis databases are
supposed to be lunction-free. Consequently, databases are represented in a function-free first-
order logic, i. e. , in this logic a tern~ is either a constant or a variable. Therefore, the interpretation
of function symbols, see (ii) in the detinition of interpretation, is not relevant here. Also a database
D is supposed to consist of clausal-fvrm expressions. Now, the following definition of a Herbrand
interpretation is used.

DEFwtTtoN 1.51 Let D be a database consisting of function-free, clausal-form expressions. Let
'ZL~~ be the Herbrand universe of D. l is a Herbrmul interpretation of D, if

(i) to each constant c in Li, is assigned an element, say c~, in `tl~~, such that c~ - c, and

( ii) to each n-ary predicate symbol p in Li, is assigned a mapping, say p~ :`L('~, ~{ I ~ ~cc, fal.5~c }.

RLtvtARK Because no function symbols are use~d, 'Zli, is the set of all constants occurring in L~.
Also when two Herbrand interpretations for a fixed set of formulas are compared, the constant
assignments are equal while Herbrand interpretations may be different by the second condition
for Herbrand interpretations. Note, however, that each subset S of the Hcrbrand base B~ cor-
responds one-to-one to a mapping from `IL'~ to {h~~r~ , f~,l.~~ }: for each p(ei, e~, ... , e„ ) E S, to
p(ei,e~,... ,e„)isassignedti~r~randforeachq(di,ci,.... , cl,,,)EB~~Stoq(di,dr,... ,d,,,)is
assigned.~i~~l.tir . Therefore, we can identify a Herbrand interpretation with a subset of the Herbrand
base. So, the detinition of a Herbrand interpretation can be reduced to "a Herbrand interpretation
of a function-free database D is a subset of its Herbrand base B~~".

More about variable assignments and first-order languages with function symbols can be found
in [L1o87), [Swa93~ and [Swa94].

The effort in detining Herbrand interpretations (and modcls) is unnecessary, because satisfiability
of a database can be detined in terms of the existence of a more general interpretation (and model).

Let M be a model of a set of clauses, say D, expressed in a first-order language L. By defi-
nition, each formula in D is true in intcrpretation M. The truth of a formula is determined by
the U-uth of its atomic components. Let p(ci, c~. ... , c„ ) be a ground instunee of an atom ap-
pearing in D, where p and ci, c~~, .. . , c„ are symbols in L. Now, when in the interpretation M,

.c~ ....p~' (r `r , c,~ ) is true, then we define p(ci , c~ ...., c„ ) to belong to 1, else p(ci , c,, ..., c„ )
does not belong to L All these oround instances of atoms appearing in D de[ermine a set 1 of
ground atoms. Now, I is also a subset of the Herbrand base of D. I is even an Herbrand inter-
pretation which makes D true because of the correspondence of truth in I and in M. So, I is a
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Herbrand model of D. A detailed proof can be found in [Swa94] (proof of Theorem 26.5).

The previous remarks show that when a set of clauses has a model, that set has also a Herbrand

modeL Together with the definition of satisfiability, this result leads to the following proposition

(see [L1o87]).

PROPOSTTION I Let S be u set of clauses. Then S is satisfinble iff S has a Herbrnnd model.

For more general formulas the proposition does not hold ( see remarks after proposition 26.5 in

[Swa94]). However, when searching for models of deductive databases consisting of clauses only,

the proposition states that it is sufficient to observe only Herbrand models.

1.1.4 Query Answering in Databases

A query is an expression representing the information of a database one wants to retrieve. The

next two definitions give exactly what information is meant by the query. Such information will

be called an answer to the query.

DEFINITIO1v l.52 Let Q be a query and Xi , Xz, ..., X„ the free variables in Q. A possible an-

swer to Q is a substitution Q for Q.

DEFINITroN 1.53 Let D be a database and M be a model of D. Then a(correct) nnswer to a

query Q with respect to D is a possible answer which is true in M.

REtvlAtztc Answers to yueries do not have to be necessarily ground. But in this thesis an answer

to a query is supposed to be ground. So, we are not interested in partially answering questions.

When the query contains symbols which also appear in the database, the query is called nppli-

ccible. When a yuery is not applicable, the query is meaningless. We suppose that queries are

applicable. Applicability of queries does not guarantee the right answer or even an answer at all.

For instance, not only we are interested in what information the database provides but also what

information the database does not provide. Also, it is possible that in order to answer applicable

queries a search through an infinite or undefined part of a relation is needed.

1.1.4.1 Assumptions for Query Answering

Classical negation cannot be implemented here, because it is not feasible to store all negative in-

formation of the world in the database. Therefore, negative information is stored implicitly in

the database. The database only contains positive information. When queries are posed to such

a database some assumptions are made in answering that query, which are important for infer-

ring the implicit negative information of the database. The following three assumptions are made

concerning the information content of the database:

y Closed World Assumption (CWA),

~ Unique Name Assumption (UNA),
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~ Domain Closure Assumption (DCA).

The CWA states that facts which cannot be found in the database are supposed to be false. The
UNA states that individuals with different names in the database are supposed to represent differ-
ent things in the real world. The DCA states that all the individuals in the database are the only
possible ones to choose from.

Exal~Pt,E 1.6 Consider a relational database consisting of the facts:

Pí~'), p(d), m(c), S~J)

and the query Q(X) -~(m(X) n p(X)) expressing the real world situation that Chris (c) and
Donald (d) are parents ( p), C'h.~~ás is married (m) and .Ioh~ia ( j) is single (s). The query is posed in
order to find persons who are not married parents. The DCA says that in order to answer the query
c, d and j are the only individuals to consider. It is obvious that c is not an answer to the query.
How about d or j? The UNA says that ~(d - c) and ~(j - c) which implies that m(d), p(j) and
m(j) cannot be concluded from the database. All facts that cannot be concluded from the database
are supposed to be false following the CWA. So, ~na(d'), ~p(j) and -~m( j) are true. This implies
that the answer to our query is Q(d) and Q(j), i. e. , Do~ar~ld and ,lohrl are not married parents.

Usually, instead of single-character constant and predicate symbols some meaningful constant
strings and predicate strings are used in order to show the meaning they should have in the real
world. For instance, in the example above we could have used parent instead of p.

1.1.4.2 Domain Independent Query Answering

When answering a query long response times or infinite answers are not appreciated. Suppose a
database D, consisting of the rule R: q(X, Y) ~ r(X), ,p(Y) and some facts with respect to
predicates p, q and r. For a query q(c, Y), answers depend on instances of ~p(Y). Besides the
substitutions of Y corresponding to the facts in the database with respect to p all other substitu-
tions lead to an answer. When Y ranges over a whole domain the number of answers is equal to
the number of elements in the domain.

Suppose the query was g(X, c), then the problem disappears because by applying the rule Y is
bound to c and therefore ,p(c) does no longer range over the domain as a whole. For the other
part of the query, i. e. , r(X), X ranges over the finite set of instances of r. Suppose a variable
in a negative literal A of a rule R does not occur in a positive literal of the body of R. The in-
stances of the head of the rule will depend on the database domain as a whole. Application of
such rules would require a complete domain search, i. e. , domnin dependent search, which is in
most cases extremely inefficient. In order to keep the evaluation of a rule domain independent,
the rules must obey some syntactic property. This syntactical decidable property does not cover
the whole class of domain independent formulas, because this class is undecidable. Here, in or-
der to compel the domain independency the subclass of range-restricted formulas (see [Nic82])
suffices for the purpose of thís thesis.
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DEFINITION 1.54 A formula is range-restricted iff each variable that occurs in the head of the

formula or in a negative literal of the body of the formula occurs in at least one positive literal of

the body of the formula.

Note that this restriction concerns the rules. As a consequence, the queries will behave domain

independent as well. Less strong properties are available but are not elaborated here. We could

have chosen a less restrictive but more complex property to achieve domain independence, but it

does not contribute to the essence of this thesis. The most important result ís that the evaluation

of queries and rules proceeds independently from the domains. Therefore, rules of a database are

supposed to be range-restricted. This will instantiate a negative literal completely whenever the

positive literals in the body are instantiated. Other syntactic properties on formulas to guarantee

domain independence are available, such as allowed formulas, range separable,formulas, safe

fonnulas, evaluableformulas, generalized range-restrictedformulas (see [Cod72,Dec87,Dem82,

Top87, U1188a] ).

1.2 Logic and Deductive Databases

From a logical point of view, a relational or deductive database is looked at in two different ways

(see [GMN84]). In the first place, there is the model-theoretic view. Here, the facts (resp. all facts

and deducible facts) of the relational database (resp. deductive database) are looked at as an inter-

pretation (or model) of the set of its logical formulas. Here, the interpretation assigns truth values

to these logical formulas. If they are true in this interpretation then the database is a model for the

formulas. In the second place, there is the proof-theoretic view in which the database is looked at

as a first-order theory.

In the theoretical part of this paper we use the model-theoretical view. In the practical part of

the thesis the proof-theoretical view is used.

1.2.1 Model Theory and Deductive Databases

In determining the semantics of databases, mini~nal Herbrand models (also called least Herbrand

models, [EK76]) play an important role (see [EK76]). Mimimal Herbrand models of a set of for-

mulas S are smallest Herbrand models in the sense that they contain no other Herbrand models. In

general, minimal Herbrand models do not express the intended meaning of deductive databases,

as we will see below. Sometimes some other semantics are needed to express the intended mean-

ing of more complex deductive databases. For instance, an extension of the minimal Herbrand

model semantics, the perfect model semantics (see [PP90,Prz87,Prz88]).

1.2.1.1 Model Theory for Definite Deductive Databases

In this section only model theory for definite deductive databases is considered. In general, def-

inite deductive databases may have several models. But not all of these models represent the in-

tended meaning of the database. In order to find the intended meaning of a database one tries
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to find only minimal Herbrand models. Because of the definite nature of the database only one
minimal Herhrand model is found. The next example gives insight in the model theory of definite
deductive datahatieti.

ExntviP[.E 1.7 Suppose a definite deductive database consists of the following fact and rule base:

employed(frerl)

married(~red, u~il~rraa )
dependent(X, Y) ~- married(Y, X), employed(Y)

For this database several models exist. For instance, a model where both fred and u~ilma are mar-
ried to each other and are employed and dependent on each other. This is the largest possible
Herbrand model for this example. However, this model does not express the intended meaning of
the database. The model that expresses the true intension of the database, is the model in which
(rr ~l married io~~lnia, fred is employed and wilnia depends on fred. As a matter of fact this is also
the only minimal Herbrand model and the only minimal one for this database.

In general, in definite deductive databases the (only) minimal model describes the semantics of
the database adequately ( see theorem 26.6 and 26.8 in [Swa94] and [Vo187]).

1.2.1.2 Model Theory for Indefinite Deductive Databases

[n this section only model theory for indefinite deductive databases is considered. As a simplifi-
cation the indefinite deductive database is supposed to be positive. When negation is involved the
determination of models becomes more complicated. This complication in the case of negation
is postponed to 1.2.1.3. Indefinite deductive databases have some typical problems related to the
indefinite nature of the database, which is clarified at best by using positive indefinite deductive
databases only. Because of the indefinite nature of the database several minimal Herbrand mod-
els could be found. This means that indefinite deductive databases could have several intended
meanings. The next example gives insight in the model theory of indefinite deductive databases.

F.x:ati~Pi,E 1.8 Suppose an indefinite deductive database consists of the following fact and rule
h.ttic:

employed(fred )

married(fred, ~u~ilma)

dependent(X, Y) v employed(X) ~married(Y, X), employed(Y)
In this example a person is called dependent or employed if the person's partner is employed. As
in the previous example, the model which states all possibilities, i. e. , both fred and ioilma are
married to the other and are employed and dependent on the other, is not the intended meaning
of this database. However, there is not one intended meaning in this case, because wilma. is de-
pendent of f~~~d or is employed. In [his case, two minimal models are appropriate as a meaning to
this database. One in which f~~ed is married to wilnza, fred is employed and ~Uilma is dependent
of frrrl. And one in which fred is married to u~ilrna and both wilma and fred are employed.
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In general, each positive indefinite deductive database has one or more minimal Herbrand models,

which describe the semantics of the database adequately. For indefinite deductive databases with

negation, the minimal models fail to describe the intended meaning of the database as the case of

normal deductive databases shows. More on the model theory for indefinite deductive databases

can be found in [Prz90J, [Prz91] and [Vol89J.

1.2.1.3 Model Theory for Normal Deductive Databases

As we have seen, definite deductive databases have a well defined meaning. In this section, we

study the intended meaning of a database when negation is introduced. The next example gives

insight in the model theory of normal deductive databases with an unrestricted use of negation.

EXAMPt.E 1.9 Suppose a normal deductive database consists of the following fact and rule base:

em ployed(f red )

married((red, wilmt, )

dependent(X, Y) E- ,employed(X), married(Y, X), employed(Y)

In this example a person is called dependent if the person is not employed and that person's part-

ner is employed. As in the indefinite case two minimal models are found. In fact, these are the

same models as in the indefinite case. However, the intended meaning differs from the previous

case because of the negated presence of ernployed(X) in the body of the rule. In the first min-

imal model rc~ilma is dependent of fred and in the latter she is employed. Because in databases

the -, is interpreted as "is not part of the database", the database implicitly contains the informa-

tion ,employed(~r~~~il~rna) because emptoyed(u~ilrnn) is not part of the database. Therefore, the

intended meaning of this database corresponds to the first minimal model.

REMARK Suppose the rule in the example was replaced by:

dependent(X, Y) E- not-employed(X), married(Y, X), employed(Y)

where not-employed is a predicate which explicitly states that a person is not employed. Using

this predicate makes it is possible to store all such facts in the database. Then the normal deductive

database has turned into a definite one for which the only minimal model is the model expressing

that frFd is married to u~ihna and fred is employed. By formulating a negative relation in a positive

way, positive and negative atoms play a symmetric role in the database. Note that this corresponds

to a more logic-like interpretation of , in databases for which minimal Herbrand models describe

the intended meaning of such a database well. However, negation is still needed to express that

certain information is not available in the database. This kind of use of negation is explored later.

REMARK While equivalent formulas in first-order logic have the same meaning in logic, in a

deductive database setting equivalent formulas may imply a completely different meaning for the

database. As we saw from EXAMPLE 1.8 and ExAMPLE 1.9 the rules that were used in the ex-

amples are equivalent in the logical sense but the intended meaning of both databases differs. The
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appearence of an atom as a negated atom in a conjunction of the body of a rule has a greater dis-
criminating effect on the set of minimal models than the corresponding occurrence in the dis-
junction of the head. To be more precise, the set of minimal models of a database of the first
kind is a subset of the set of minimal models of the corresponding database of the second kind.
(see [Prz87]).

Minimal Herbrand models are a good way to describe the semantics of a positive database; how-
ever, it turned out that in normal databases the minimal Herbrand models do not necessarily cor-
respond to the intended meaning of these normal deductive databases. So, some semantics should
be developed to take the semantics of normal deductive databases into account as well. This has
been done for a subclass of the class of normal deductive databases, the stratified normal deduc-
tive databases (see [ABW88]), in which the use of negation is restricted.

1.2.1.4 Model Theory for Stratified Deductive Databases

When introducing negation in deductive databases problems arise. In the following only normal
deductive databases are considered. In order to describe the problems involving negation, first
fixpoints of mappings on a partial ordered set are introduced (see [LIo87]). In the previous exam-
ples the models of the databases in the examples were given. But how can we find those models.
Eixpoint theory is very helpful here. It turns out that the fixpoints of certain mappings related to
the database are equal to the minima] models of that database.

DEFINtTION 1.55 A pcrrtially ordered set S is a set on which a relation r: S x S~{triie, false }
is defined that satisfies the following conditions:

(i) for all x E S: r(x, x) is true,
(ii) for all x, y E S: if both r(x, y) and r(y, x) hold, i. e. , are true, then x- y,

(iii) for all x, y, z E S : ifboth r(x, y) and r( y, z) hold, i. e. , are true, then r(x, z) is true. Relation
r is called a partial order (on set S).

Here, the partially ordered sets of interest are the powersets 2s for some set S on which the subset
rela[ion (c) is defined.

DEFitvtTtort I.56 Let r be a partial order on set S and X c S. Then u E S is an upper bound of
X if r(x, u) holds for all x E X. When for the upper bound u of X it also holds that r(u, u' ) for all
upper bounds u' of X, u is called the least upper bound of X. Similarly, I E S is a lower bound
of X if r(l, x) holds for all x E X. When for the lower bound 1 of X it also holds that r(l', l) for
all lower bounds 1' of X, l is called the greatest lower bound of X.

DEFtNtTtoN 1.57 S is called a complete lattice with respect to a partial order on S if for every
subset X of S a least upper bound and greatest lower bound exist.

Note that for a set S, the partial order c on 2S gives a complete lattice because the least upper
bound of a collection of subsets of S can be found by taking the union over this collection, while
the greatest lower bound can be found by taking the intersection over this collection.
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DEFINITION 1.58 Let S be a complete lattice with respect to partial order r. A mapping T: S~

S is n~onotonic if for all x, y E S for which r(x, y) holds also r(T(x), T(y)) holds.

DEFINtTtoN 1.59 Let T: S~ S for a set S. A.fixpoint of T is an element s of S for which

T(s) - s.

DEFINIT1oN 1.60 Let S be a complete lattice with respect to partial order r. Suppose X is the

subset of S consisting of all fixpoints of a mapping T: S-~ S. Now, an element s of S is called

a lenst fixpoint (resp. a greate.ctfixpoint) if it is a lower bound (-resp. upper bound) of X.

REMARx Tarski (see [Tar88]) showed that if a mapping T of a complete lattice is monotonic

then T has a least fixpoint and a greatest fixpoint. Our interest goes to the least fixpoint of such a

mapping.

The theory of óxpoints is applied to the theory of databases as follows. Let D be a deductive data-

base. Take as initial set the Herbrand base H of D with as partial order on the powerset of H the

set inclusion c. Now 2~ is a complete lattice with respect to C. The interesting mapping from 2H

to 2H is the mapping, say Tll, which assigns to each element 1 E 2N, i. e. , I C H, a subset which

is the union of L and the set, say Tn (1), of all derivable facts by applying each rule of the database

once to the facts in the subset. To be more precise, To(1) - (AB~A ~-- Li, Lz, ... , L„ E D and

B is a ground substitution of Li , L~ ,..., L„ such that L;B E I for each i- 1, 2. ..., n}. Lloyd de-

fined a more general mapping for all kinds of interpretations and for a broader class of databases

(see [L1o87]). Here, we are only interested in a mapping based on Herbrand interpretations and

function free databases consisting of normal clauses. In case of a deductive database there is a

close relationship between Herbrand models and fixpoints. Namely, for each I c H it holds that

1 is a Herbrand model of D iff ! is a fixpoint of To iff To(1) c I(see [L1o87]). The mapping

T~ is monotonic. So, from the previous remark it follows that this database D guarantees that a

Herbrand model I of D is a fixpoint of Tc~. The minimal Herbrand models of a deductive database

D correspond to the least fixpoints of T~.

Databases with negation may have several minimal fixpoints (minimal Herbrand models) (see

ExAlvtpi,E 1.9). A database is only useful when the database has only one unique fixpoint (min-

imal Herbrand model). In order to compel a unique fixpoint (minimal Herbrand model) the data-

base is supposed to obey the syntactic property of stratification.

DEFtNITION l.61 A database is strntified ifwe can partition the database in Pi , P,, .... P,,, such

that for each i- l, 2. ..., n, j- 1, 2, ..., n:

(i) if A is an atom occurring in the body of a clause in P;, then the definition of the predicate

symbol of A can only appear in P~ for some j ~ i,

(ii) if ,A is a negated atom occurring in the body of a clause in P; then the definition of the

predicate symbol of A can only appear in P~ for some j ~ i,

In case of a stratified deductive database there is a close relationship between Herbrand models

and fixpoints. Namely, for each 1 c H it holds that 1 is a Herbrand model of D iff 1 is a fixpoint
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of T~ iff T~ ( I) c l(see [L1o87]}. In fact, stratification makes the mapping To monotonic. So,
from the previous remark it follows that stratification of a database D guarantees that a Herbrand
model I of D is a fixpoint of T~.

So, one has succeeded in finding a semantics fvr a subclass of the class of normal deductive data-
bases, the stratified deductive databases (see [ABW88]) and lncnlly stratified deductive datnbases
(see [Prz87]), for which the perfect models (see [Prz88]) give a uniquely determined semantics for
the database. Other semantics for subclasses of normal deductive~ databases are the svenkly per-
fèct model sernmitics (see [PP90]), the stable model senaantics (see [GL88]) and the well-foeencled
mndel seniantics (see [GRS88]). Przymusinski (see [Prz90]) extended both the perfect model se-
mantics and the well-founded model semantics to the stationarv senTantics applicable to the class
of all indefinite deductive databases and normal deductive databases. Other semantics for indefi-
nite deductive databases are the extended well foanided semuratic.c (see [Ros90b]), the generalized
n~ell-Fnundecl semnntics (see [BLM90]) and the disjunctive and pcartialdisjunctive stable sernccn-
rics (see [Prz90]). In this thesis we consider stratified deductive databases, which does not mean
that the results presented in this thesis cannot be extended to more general kinds of databases.

1.2.2 Proof Theory and Deductive Databases

[n contrast to the model-theoretic approach in which the meaning of a database is given, the proof-
theoretic approach tries to infer syntactieally infvrmation from a database.

The model-theoretic approach has some disadvantages when describing more advanced databases.
Por instance, databases with incomplete information, for example inde6nite deductive databases
or databases with null vnlues representing values which are not known in the present database
state, get a temporary value. Null values represent any value of a domain. So, one cannot say
for sure if the null value is equal to a certain value in the domain or not. Because a model shows
only exactly one database state, one model is not sufficient to represent several possible database
states corresponding to one fixed value for each null value. So, the model thevey will fail here. In

the case vf indefinite deductive databases it is often not possible to describe the database model-
theoretically by only one set of ground literals, i. e. , several models may be needed. In the proof-
theoretic approach one theory is enough to cover several models describing one database state.

The proof-theoretic approach turns out to be a more natural approach to deal with various exten-
,ions of the relational model.

The proof-theoretic approach takes first-order logic as a basis which consists of a first-order lan-
guage, a set of logical arioms, i. e. , fvrmulas that represent some basic valid statements in logic

from which other valid statements can be built, and some inference rules. By adding to the logical

axioms some first-order formulas, i. e. , the nnn-ingicnl a.riunrs, the first-order predicate calculus
becomes a first-order tlzeoi-v. When these first-order formulas represent the database, the first-

order theory is also called a dntabnse theorv.
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DEFINITION 1.62 Let `I be a first-order theory. Let S be a set of formulas. When F is the result
of finitely many applications of the inference rules in rI on the axioms in `I and formulas in S,
then F is called derivable from S in the first-order theory rI, notation S ~.rF. When S is empty,
F is called a theorem of `Z, f-.~F. A proof that F is derivable from S is a sequence of intermediate
formulas derived by the successive application of the inference rules untill F is reached.

When it is clear which theory `I is meant the subscript rI is deleted.

When one wants to rely on the proof-theoretic approach one has to be sure that the inference cor-
responds to the intended meaning from the model-theoretic point of view. The set of inference
rules should obey the following properties.

DEFINITION 1.63 An inference system of a first-order theory `I is called sound iff for any set of
formulas S and any formula F, if S I- F, then S~ F.

DEFINITION I.64 An inference system of a first-order theory `I is called comp(ete iff for any set
of formulas S and any formula F, if S~ F, then S f- F.

Because in this thesis we are mainly interested in databases consisting of clauses, an inference
rule is used which is often used for clauses, namely the resolution inference rule, see [Rob65].
Other theorem proving techniques are available, for instance the tableaux based proof procedure
(see [Oph92, 5090, S093]). The resolution inference rule is based on finding a proof by refuta-
tion, i. e. , ín order to show that S~ F one shows that S together with ,F are not satisfiable in the
theory `Z at the same time. Assuming that both are satisfiable and the knowing that a resolution
step transforms two satisfiable clauses into another satisfiable clause, one tries to infer the empty
clause. In that case, a contradiction, i. e. , the empty clause, is inferred. Therefore, inferring the
empty clause from S and ,F corresponds to a proof that from S formula F can be derived. This
kind of proof is called a refutation. The negated fortnula that has to be refuted is called the goal.
The refutation ends in an empty clause, which is a clause that is unsatisfiable.

This inference rule is known to be sound and complete. However, when the clause is not a theo-
rem the search for a proof may never end.

When concentrating on deductive databases, from a proof-theoretic point of view a theory is con-
structed which represents the database in such a way that each formula derivable from the theory
is true from a model-theoretic view of the database.

The non-logical axioms, which represent the deductive database, consist of the

~ particularization axioms; consisting of axiomizations of

- the domain closure assumption,

- the unique name assumption,

- the closed world assumption,
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- the equality predicate used in axioms describing the previous assumptions,

axioms representing the facts of the databuse,

axioms representing the rules of the database.

ExntvtPt.F 1.10 Consider a database D consisting of two predicate symbols, p and q, and n con-

stant symbols, ci, cz, ... , c,,. Suppose D consists of the faets:

p(ci ), . .. . p(c',~-i ), y(c~ )

and the rule:
b'X[P(X) ~ y(X)].

The formula `dXq(X ), which is true in this database, cannot be derived from the database until it

is made clear where `dX stands for in this database. Therefore an expression

dX~X -C~ V X-Ci V~.. V X-C~]

is added to the theory representing the database. So, the database will automatically obey the

domain closure assumption. However, it is still impossible to derive from the theory that -~(c; -

c~ ) for all r, j E(1, 2, ..., n} with i~ j, while this should be the case because of the unique name

assumption. Therefore foreach i, j E(1, 2, ... , n ~ and i~,j an inequality -~(c; - c~ ) is explicitly

added to the theory.
Further, in order to be able to derive ~p(c„ ) (interpreted as p(c„ ) cannot be derived) from

the theory established so far, first it must be made explicit for which X p(X) can be derived. This

formalisation of the closed world assumption is established by the addition of first order formulas

for each predicate symbol, called the comp[etion axioms for that predieate. The completion axiom

for p is:
VX[E~IX) -~ X -ci vX -czv...vX-c„-i]

and for y:
dX[q(X) ~ P(X) v X- c',~].

Note that it is possible to reformulate facts in the database as an implication. For instance, p(ci )

can be rewritten as b'X[X - ci ~ p(X)]. Or when representing all facts with predicate symbol

p together in one formula we get:

dX[X - ci v X - c~ v... v X- c„-i -~ p(X)].

Therefore, in general all facts with respect to a predicate symbol together with its completion are

often written as equivalences. So, in our example for predicate symbol p the following expression

replaces the completion axiom and the facts with respect to p:

`dX[P(X) H X- c'i v X- c, v... v X- c„-i]

Now, it is possible to derive -~p(c„ ) by using the completion rules.
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Here, an equality predicate symbol was introduced without any explicit knowledge of its use. So,
from these formulas it is not possible to prove that for ci the expression X- ci v X- c, v... v
X- c„ can be proved. Therefore the instances with respect to the equality predicate are also
made explicit, i. e. , ci - ci , c~ - cZ, ... , C„ - Cn are added to the theory. Further, several other
well known equality laws, like symmetry, transitivity and Leibni; ' substitution principle ofequal
terms, are axiomitized and added to the theory ín order to be able to use equality in conformity
with its meaning. Note that an infix notation is used for this special kind of predicate instead of
a prefix notation in case of ordinary predicates.

Because of the explosive growth of the number of particularization axioms when the number of
facts and relations in the database increases, one has searched for a practical solution. In order to
avoid the axioms that comprise the closed world assumption and the unique name assumption, the
meta-rule negation ns finite fnilure is used (see [C1a78]). This rule states that when a formula can-
not be proved, it is possible to infer the negated formula from the theory. Further it is possible to
avoid the axioms concerning the domain closure assumption by making the database domain in-
dependent. This is done here by demanding that the formulas representing the database must obey
the syntactic property of range-restrictiveness. Because axioms concerning the equality predicate
were only needed for the other particularization axioms, these axioms can also be avoided. So,
our proof-theory now consists of:

~ axioms representing the facts of the database,
~ range-restricted axioms representing the rules of the database,
D a resolution inference rule together with a negation as finite failure meta-rule.

In order to establish an operational proof-system, the SLDNF-resolution rule has proved to be a
satisfactory inference rule, which is a basis for many logic programming languages ( see [L1o87,
Swa94]).

The logic programming language Prolog is based on an implementation of the SLDNF proof pro-
cedure. It is possible to look at pure Prolog as SLDNF with the following order constraints:

y the order of the clauses in the logic program is the order in which the clauses are chosen in
order to resolve a goal with a literal of the chosen clause,

~ the left most matching literal is chosen in order to get the next resolvent.

So, it is possible to implement a deductive database fully in Prolog, because all axioms and the
inference rule can be described by Prolog. In this thesis, Prolog is powerful enough to implement
small deductive databases. The next section shows that Prolog is not powerful enough to imple-
ment an efficient deductive database management system; even when Prolog cooperates with a
relational database management system, see [CGW89] and [SW86~, it is not sufficient.

1.3 Logic f Database System ~ Deductive Database System
Nowadays, fact bases of expert systems, rule based systems and logical programming languages
are becoming often too big to be loaded into main memory. So, there is a growing need to keep
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databases on secondary storage. Also, several efforts for making relational databases more power-
ful, for instance, by incorporating rules in the datamodel, were made. In order to do so, relational
database management systems were interfaced to expert systems, rule based systems and logic
programming languages (see [CGT90] ). [n most cases, the communication between the database
and the system's programming language proceeds via the intermediate language SQL (Structured
Query Language). Data manipulation statements are converted automatically to SQL statements
which are sent to the relational database management system and handled there. The result is re-
turned to the systems programming language. However, interfacing a logic to a database does not
establish a deductive database, while implementing a deductive database management system is

far from trivial. It turns out that logic is a very natural tool to describe databases, but that it is
certainly not a natural one to answer queries efficiently. Before expanding on this, first two kinds

of interfaces of a programming language and a relational database are distinguished.

1.3.1 Coupling Logic to Database Systems

In order to get a logical database one could interface a logical programming language to a re-
lational database. The idea is to take advantage of the functionalities of both the programming

language and the relational database, which guarantees the security, concurrent handling and re-

coverability of data, in order to create a powerful combined system. Inferencing is done at the

programming level while query answering is done at the database level. In general, two kinds of

systems, consisting of an existing programming language and an existing database system con-
nected by an interfaee, are distinguished, namely loosely coupled systems and tigl)tly coupled sys-

IEi)l.ti.

1.3.11 I,oosely Coupled Systems

A system consisting of a programming language interfacing a database is called a loosely coupled

systern when the programming language, in order to obtain facts from the database, first copies the

stored structures containing those facts from the database in the working memory of the program-

ming language. Herein, the needed facts are selected from those structures. For instance, in case

of a relational database and a logic programming language, when one tries to find an instance of

a database relation, the whole relation is first transfered to the memory of the logic programming

language. Hereafter, the specific fact is selected without using the relational database manage-

ment system. So, the query is answered within the programming language.

It is possible to see Prolog as a programming language separated from íts own fact base. When

looking at Prolog this way, i. e. , as a programming language for which the whole fact base is (al-

ready) loaded in the Prolog memory, Prolog can be looked at as loosely coupled to its own fact

base.

It is obvious that the loosely coupled systems may have severe disadvantages in case of very large

databases. Database operations involving large parts of the database (for instance, joins) have to
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be executed in the programming language memory lacking all the efficiencies a database man-
agement system offers.

1.3.1.2 Tightly Coupled Systems

A system consisting of a programming language interfacing a database is called a tightly coupled
system when the programming language uses the facts in the database directly, i. e. , during the
inference process of the programming language. So, facts are obtained from the database just
when it is needed in the inference process. This means from the database's point of view that it
looks as if the programming language is an ordinary user. It also means that each time the program
needs a fact or wants to store a fact, the database has to be accessed.

REtvtnuK The programming language Prolog can use its own database because the prolog data-
base is completely available in main memory. When looking at Prolog as a programming lan-
guage connected to its own Prolog database, where database operations have a direct effect on
the database, Prolog can also be seen as tightly coupled to itself.

Operations performed by the programming language on data of the database correspond directly
to available operations in the database management system. For instance, in case of a relational
database and a logic programming language, when one tries to find an instance of a database re-
lation, the instance is found by first translating the query in the programming language to a corre-
sponding query, often in SQL, in the database management system. So, here the query is answered
by the database management system.

The tight coupling enables the user to get all the functionalitíes a database management system
offers, such as efficient data manipulation. However, the tight coupling of a logical programming
language and a relational database does not guarantee efficient query evaluation. For instance,
when Prolog is tightly coupled to a relational database management system, for which each query
is stated in Prolog and the subgoals of the query are evaluated in a Prolog-like manner (i. e. , the
subgoals in the query are evaluated in order of appearance) each subquery is handled efficiently
but the overall query is rather cumbersome. The next example will illustrate this.

ExalvlpLE I. I 1 Suppose D is a relational database with a father and a student relation, where
numbers represent people, consisting of the following facts:

father(1, 10), father(l, I 1), father(2, 20), tàther(3, 30), father(3, 31), father(4, 40),

student(2), student(3), student(]0), student(30), student(31)

For instance, fact tàther(1, 10) represents that father 1 has child 10.

Consider the query ?- s[udent(X), tàther( I, X) which represents the query "Is there a student who
has 1 as father?". When posing this query the subquery student(X) is answered first. It is possible
to answer this subquery by the whole relation student, in thiscase five students. For each answer of
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the first subquery, the second subquery is answered. For example, if student(2) is found as an an-
swer to the first subyuery the second subquery reduces to tàther( I, 2). So, the database is accessed
in order to look for a fact father(1, 2). The fact base is searched until the answer student(10) leads
to a positive answer to the overall query. Consider the query ?- father(1, X), student(X) which
is semantically equivalent to the previous query. Procedurally however, this query will lead to
the right answer in only two database accesses. Intuitively, this procedural difference is clear be-
cause, knowing for which father a student must be found, the set of possible students is reduced
to the children of 1 instead of all students.

REMARK The order in which the facts are stored can make a difference in the number ofdatabase
accesses. In the case of the first query with a little luck the student(10) fact was the first one to ac-
cess. In that case, only two database accesses were needed to answer our query. In the worst case,
the student(10) fact is accessed at last and ten database accesses are needed before the answer to
the overall query is reached. In case of the second query the worst case would be the case that
father(1, 1 1) is accessed before fàther(1, 10), which results in three database accesses. Note that
when the query is universally yuantified, i. e. ,"find all children of father I who are also student",
the search continues after a first positive instance of the query has been found. In this case, the
number of database facts always equals the number of database accesses.

The subquery order also influences the number of database accesses. In the worst case of the
corresponding existentially quantified query, ten accesses in the first case and three accesses in
the second case are needed.

So, the number of database accesses may be enormous in the case of tight coupling, while the
lack of efficiency is a drawback of loosely coupled systems. Therefore, the two approaches need
to be combined in order to eet the best of both worlds.

1.3.2 Deductive Database Systems in Practice

When advancing towards deductive database management systems the user should only be con-
cerned with the logic of his program. The control of the program must be the system's responsi-
bility. In the case of coupled systems, the coupling itself is either a responsibility of the user or of
the system. When the interface automatically couples the programming language and the data-
base system without any interference of the user, the interface is called transparent or in other
words, the data are completely transparent to the programming language. The interface is not
transparent if the user is responsible for this translation. Note that between those extremes, com-
pletely transparent and totally not transparent, several other configurations are possible. For more

about architectures and examples of systems that couple Prolog to Relational Systems the reader
is referred to Part I of [CGT90], in which these subjects are studied thoroughly. In the appendix

a tightly coupled system is presented consisting of Prolog and a relational database system with
a(partial) transparent interface in order to simulate a deductive database.
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1.3.2.1 Some Deductive Database Systems

Besides Prolog with an interface to a database management system, other (experimental) lan-
guages are also available. Special purpose languages are available such as Datalog (see [U1188a,
U1188b]), LDL ( Logical Data Language, see [TZ86]), NAIL! (Not Another Implementation of
Logic!, see [DMP93,MGU86] ), and in the programming languages offered by the deductive data-
base management systems XSB (see [SSW94]) and CORAL (see [RRSt93, RSSS93]). These
languages are designed as declarative database application languages and query languages. They
are syntactically comparable to Prolog, but do not have the order problems and special control
predicates to influence the inference as in Prolog. The control in these languages is the responsi-
bility of the underlying deductive system.

Datalog does not contain any function symbols. In the early days of Datalog it was a language
without negation. Some people expanded the expressiveness of the language by adding negation
(see [AH88]). When comparing Datalog und Prolog at an inference level, we see that Prolog uses
a depth first search strategy while Datalog, in most cases, uses a breadth first search strategy in
order to produce set-oriented answers to queries.

The logical database language LDL developed at MCC (Microelectronics and Computer Tech-
nology Corporation, Austin, Texas), is also an alternative for implementing a deductive data-
base. This language, proposed by Tsur and Zaniolo in [TZ86], allows function symbols. Also
some computational shortcomings of Prolog as a database query language are handled by LDL
(see [NT89,ST9I,Tsu88]). Further, the NA[L! system (see [MGU86,U1188b]) is a knowledge-
based system, developed at Stanford University, which also offers the possibility of expressing
queries in a logical language. The semantics of deductive databases in LDL and NAIL! are based
on perfect models (see [Prz88]).

People familiar with Datalog, LDL andlor the NAIL! system could therefore read the Prolog
programs in this thesis as Datalog, LDL andlor NAIL! programs. As we have seen earlier, the
coupling of a programming language to a database language is not always the best solution. Con-
trol is often a part of the programming language and therefore the user's responsibility. In case of
integration of logíc into databases, one searches for a real deductive database management sys-
tem that incorporates the logic programming lan~usge into the system, such that the system be-
comes responsible tbr an eftïcient evaluation of logic queries. Therefore, a Deductive Database
Management System should be more than a logic programming language coupled to a Database
Management System. This means that some query optimization techniques for queries must be
integrated into the deductive database management system. For instance, EXAMPLE 1.1 I showed
that it might be better to evaluate an instantiated subquery before an uninstantiated one. Some of
these techniques are mentioned in the next section.
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1.3.2.2 Query Optimization in Deductive Database Systems

Logic is also a powerful language to express queries and computations in the relational datamodel.
Its expressiveness goes beyond that of SQL when (recursive) rules are involved.

Several optimizations (see [SS86]) are possible to reduce the time to answer a query. As stated
before, we can read Prolog programs as Datalog, LDL or NAIL! programs. Systems working
with Datalog or LDL and the NAIL! system take the responsibility for the evaluation of a query.
Their query evaluator applies some general optimization techniques in order to answer queries
more efficient. In Prolog the order of subgoals of a query determines the order of the evaluation
of the subqueries. So, the user, who writes the query down, is responsible for the way a query is
evaluated. However, some of the optimization techníques of Datalog (see [AH88,RBK88]), LDL
(see [NT89, Tsu88, TZ86]) and NAIL! (see [MGU86, Mor88]) programs can easily be incorpo-
rated into Prolog programs. This means that the programmer must add some meta-level control
in order to control the natural evaluation of a query. For instance, it is a better choice to put a sub-
goal in front if it may lead to an early failure of the subgoal. Here, the following considerations
are important with respect to early failure of a subgoal:

Y-

subgoals in the query which are not (partially) instantiated are evaluated after fully instan-
tiated subgoals,

subgoals involving base predicates are placed betbre subgoals involving derived predicates,
subgoals leading to a few possible answers should be placed before subgoals that may lead
to a great number of answers,

negated subgoals will only be evaluated when they are fully instantiated.

In the worst case the first subgoal in a query, say G, has no variables in common with the update
literal in the head of a rule. The update leads to a search through the whole relation of G. If there
is also a subgoal G' in this clause which is instantiated partially and also has one or more variables
in common with G, then subgoal G' must be evaluated before G. By evaluating G' first, G is also
instantiated before G is evaluated; this prevents a full se~arch through the extension of the relation.

Several other optimization strategies are:
~

D

v

r-
:-

naive evaluation, (see [BR86]),

semi-naive evaluation, (see [BR86]),

iterative query-subquery, (see [BR86, Vie86]),

recursive query-subquery, (see [BR86, Vie86]),

Henschen-Naqvi strategy, (see [BR86,BMSU86,HN84]),

Prolog-strategy, (see [BR86]),

APEX strategy, (see [BR86, Loz85, Vie86J),
the Alexander Method, (see [RLK86]),
the RQA~FQI strategy, (see [Nej87)),
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Aho-Ullman strategy, (see [BR86]),

Kifer-Lozinskii (static filtering) strategy, (see [BR86,KL86,Loz85]),

magic set strategies, (see [BR86, BR87, BMSU86, KL86, MP94, Ros90a, SZ86]),

counting methods, (see [BR86,BR87,BMSU86,GZ92,HN88,KL86]),

reverse counting methods, (see [BR86, BMSU86]).

This section showed that Prolog gives answers to queries in a tuple-oriented way while in real de-
ductive databases answers are more set-oriented. Also, in Prolog the order of the facts and rules
and special control predicates determine the order and the efficiency of answers to queries, while
in deductive databases query answering should be order-independent. So, although Prolog was
meant to be declarative, it has some procedural flavour. A deductive database should be purely

declarative. This justifies the following paradigm:

Logic -~ DataBase System ~ Deductive DataBase System
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Chapter 2

Integrity Constraint Checking

Changes in databases are essentiaL A database models some part of the universe. Because of
the continuous changes in this world, deductive databases which model that world, must also be
subject to change. When rules are specified which the database must obey, then each change of
the database results in a new database instance, which may contlict with these rules. In this chap-
ter, the handling of such rules, called semcantic irztegrity constraints, after such changes, called
~rpdates, is elaborated.

2.1 Updates

Sooner or later, facts, rules or even constraints change. Such a change is called an updcite to the
database. An update is represented by a ground literal in case of a change in the fact base, a rule
or a negated rule in case of a change in the rule base, or a constraint or a negated constraint in case
of a change in the constraint base. Two kinds of updates are distinguished.

DEFt1vITION 2. I Let U be an update to a deductive database D. U is called an insertion ( resp. a
cleletion) if it is a positive ( resp. negative) fact, rule or constraint.

Besides insertions and deletions in a transaction another kind of update is possible, i. e. , the re-
placement. In real database applications, it often happens that data already present in the database
has to be modified, because the data was incorrectly added to the database or because only a small
part of a fact has to be adjusted in order to comply a change in the real world. For instance, a per-
son's address is changed when this person has removed to another appartment. However, this

person is not removed from the database and entered again into the database as a new person, but
only the person's old address is removed and a new address is inserted. In order to represent re-
placements our language should be extended to express them. For now, we represent a relacement

as a deletion followed by an insertion.

A change of a database state often consists of a sequence or set of updates.

DEFINITION 2.2 A transnctiorz is a set of updates.
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Let U be an update to a deductive database D. Then the database resulting from updating D by
U is denoted by D~. Let T be a transaction for the database D. Then the result of executing all
updates in T is denoted by D, . A transaction is indivisible, i. e. , all updates in the transaction are
executed, while executing only a non-empty subset of T is prohibited. This means that from a
database state D after transaction T the next database state is:

~ D, if the transaction is accepted, or

D D if the transaction is rejected.

We call the database D~„ in case of update U, and D,, in case of transaction T, the updated
database, while D is often called the current database.

For the moment only updates of facts, represented by ground literals, are considered. In 5.2.1
and 5.2.2 updates of rules resp. constraints are elaborated. For the time being, updates are sup-
posed to be fact updates. Fact updates to databases are supposed to go via relations in which those
facts are stored. A relation that allows an update is called an updatable relation. For instance, the
comparison relations in O are not updatable. In most cases, updates of derived relations are not
allowed. These can only be implicitly updated by explicit updates in the defining relations. This
process of materialization can cause severe problems. In order to avoid these problems, in the
remainder of this thesis a strict distinction between base and derived relations will be made, in
other words the database is supposed to be structured. Hence, only base relations are supposed
to be updatable. In the literature, several articles describe updates of derived relations and their
conseyuences to the base relations; in relational databases this is also known as the view updating
problem (see [CM89,Dec90,SW9~b]).

Now, two ways of describing changes in deductive databases are studied. First, induced updates
are described, which give a precise notion of the changes in the database. Second, potential up-
dates are described, which give a global notion of the changes in the database.

2.1.1 Induced Updates
In deductive databases, the presence of rules can create complex situations, because an update
may cause several other implicit changes to the database, which even depend on the presence
of some facts before the update. These changes will be expressed by induced updates, where
each indueed update may be either an induced iraertion or an induced deletion. The intuitive
idea behind induced insertions is that a new instance of the atom in the head of a rule is implied
after an update, while it could not be derived in the old database state for that particular rule. One
of the causes of the derivation of such a new instance is an insertion in a relation appearing in
the body of that rule. Because of the absence of the update in the old state, the rule could not be
applied, but after the insertíon its application is possible. This intuítion is illustrated by the next
example.

EXAMPLE 2.1 Let D be a database which contains the following rule:

R : a(X) ~ b(X), B(X),
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where B(X) is a conjunction of literals in which X is free. Suppose b(1) is an insertion to D and
not already present in D, which means that a(1) does not hold in D. By the insertion of b(1)
the first part of the body is satisfied. So, the application of R for substitution {X~ 1 f is no longer
prevented by the absence of b(1). The only condition that has to be fulfilled is that the instantiated
remainder of the body of the rule, i. e. , B( I), holds in De~i ~. When this condition is fulfilled the
relation a will be updated by a(1). We say that n(1) is an induced insertion, which is induced by
b(I ).

REMARK An induced insertion can also be caused by a deletion in a relation. For instance, when
we have a rule R: n(X) F-- ,b(X), B(X) and b( I) is present in the database, then its presence
prevents Che derivation of n( I). When deleting b(1) from the database, ~b( I) will hold in the
updated database. As before, when B( I) holds also in the updated database, the insertion of n(1)
is induced.

The intuitive idea behind an induced deletion is that an instance of the atom in the head of a rule
can no longer be derived after an update, while it could be derived in the old database state for
that particular rule. One of the causes of the fact that the derivation of such a new instance is no

longer possible in the updated database is a deletion in a relation appearing in the body of that

rule. Because of the presence of the update in the old state, the rule could be applied, but after the
deletion its application is no longer possible. This intuition is also illustrated by an example.

ExAMPLE 2.2 Let D be a database that contains the rule of the previous example and contains
fact b(1). Suppose b(1) is a deletion from D. This implies that a( I) is deleted from relation a iff
B(1) is satisfied in D.

REMARK An induced deletion can also be caused by an insertion in a relation. For instance,
when we have a rule R: n(X) ~~b(X), B(X) and b(1) is absent in the database, then its
absence allows the derivation of a(1). When adding b(1) to the database, ,b(1) will no longer
hold in the updated database. As before, when B(1) holds in the old database state, the deletion

of a(1) is induced.

Note that in case of induced deletions B(1) has to be evaluated in the old database state. Suppose
we evaluated B(1) in the updated database, then the induced deletion a(1) may not be derived,
because of the fact that B(1) no longer holds in the updated database.

We describe the concept of induced insertions and deletions more formally:

DEFttvtTtoN 2.3 Let U be an update to a database D. Let R : C~ Li n L~ n... n L„ be a
deductive rule. Let L be a ground literal, which is unifiable with L; in R, for some i, and y be the

most general unifier of L and L,. Let C' - (Cy)Q, where cr is a substitution for which (Li n... n

L;-i n L;ti n--- n L„ )ya is true in D, . Then C' is called positively directly induced by L over
D~ (with respect to R).

Note that when C' is positively directly induced by L over D,, it holds that if L holds in D,,, then

C' holds in D~..
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DEFINITION 2.4 Let U be an update to a database D. Let R : C E--- Li n L~ n... n L~ be a
deductive rule. Let L be a ground literal which is unifiable with the complement of L; in R, for
some i, and y be the most general unifier of the complement of L and L;. Let C' -(Cy)a, where
a is a substitution for which (Li n... n L;-i n L;~i n-.. n L„)yQ is true in D. Then ~C' is called
negntively directly induced by L over D~~ ( with respect to R).

When it is clear which update U to which database D is meant we skip the frase "over D~; ". Note
that from ,C' is negatively directly induced by L over D~ it follows that if ,L holds in D, then
C' holds in D.

DEFINITION 2.5 Let U be an update to a database D. A literal L' is directly ii~duced by a literal
L if L' is either positively or negatively directly induced by L.

REMARK Because we assumed that rules are range-restricted, C in DEFINITION 2.3 and DEF-
INITTON 2.4 is ground.

DEFINITION 2.6 Let U be an update to a database D. A literal is induced bv L over D~, iff

(i) it is directly induced by L over D,,, or

(ii) it is directly induced by a literal induced by L over D,..

DEFINITION 2.7 Let D be a deductive database and let U be an update. Each literal induced by
update U over D~, and U itself is called an indeticed update with respect to update U (or simply
induced updcite if it is elear from the eontext which update is involved).

DEFtNITION 2.8 Let U be an update to a database D. A positive induced update is called an
incluced irzsertion and a negative induced update is called an inde~ced deletion.

From the previous remark it follows that induced updates are ground. Note that induced updates
are generated by the application of one particular rule. An induced insertion could already be
present in the old database state, because it could be derived by the application of some other
rule in the old state. So, the induced insertion does not have to be a real update of the database.
In case of an induced deletion, say ,A, where A is a ground atom, the fact A cannot be derived
from the given rule, but it is possible that it can be derived by the application of some other rule in
the updated database. So, the induced deletion does not have to be a real update of the database
either. The next definition makes a distinction between induced updates that are real and induced
updates that are not real.

DEFINITION 2.9 Let U be an update to a database D. An induced update is called effective if it
is an induced insertion which does not hold in D, or, if it is an induced deletion which does not
hold in D~„ otherwise, it is called ineffective.

REMAR[c There exists a asymmetry between induced insertions and induced deletions. Suppose
U is an update to database D A is some induced insertion with respect to some rule R. Then A
holds in D~, because it can be deríved by R. However, if -, B is some induced deletion with respect
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to some rule R', then still B may be derived from D~; by some other rule. So, an induced deletion
is effective only if there are no derivation paths leading to the negation of the induced deletion in
D~.

DEFItvITlotv 2.10 Let T be a transaction. An effective induced update is called an explicit update
if it belongs to T. An effective indueed update is called an implicit updrate if it is induced by an
update U in T.

REMARK An implicit update is an effective induced update which is derived by the application
of at least one rule.

Here, the definition of"induced update" is a slight reformulation of the definition of Bry, Manthey
and Decker ( see [BDM87]). It is even a correction, because they demand that v is a substitution
for which (Li n... n L;-i n L;ti n... n L„)yQ is true in D~, instead of D in DEFINITION 2.4.
This leads to a counterintuitive idea about induced deletions. The next example illustrates this
problem, when we assume that their definition is the proper definition for induced deletions.

ExAMPLE 2.3 Let D be a database with the following rule and fact base:

RULES

Ri : a(X) F-- b(X, Y), e(Z), ~c(Y, Z)

R~: c(Y, Z) ~- d(X, Y), e(Z), ~b(X. Y)

FACTS

Fi: b(1,2)

Fz: d(1,2)

F~: e(3)

Note that in this database state a(1) holds. Let the update U be a deletion of the fact b(I, 2).
This results in an induced insertion by application of Rz, namely c(2, 3). Further, this update
should imply an induced deletion of the derived fact a( l) with respect to the first rule, because the

body of Ri was fulfilled for substitution {X~l, Y~2, Z~3} and because of the deletion of b(1, 2)
the body of Ri does not hold anymore for this substitution. However, when the side literals of

b(X, Y) for the instantiation {X~ l, Y~2} are evaluated in D~, i. e. , e(Z), ,c(2, Z) is evaluated in

D~„ we see that it does not hold in D~,. This means that when the induced updates were defined
by evaluating the side literals in D~; as in [BDM87], the expected induced update --~a(1) will not

be derived, as a consequence of the simultaneous update of the database by the deletion b(1, 2)
and induced insertion c(2, 3). The evaluation of e(Z), ~c(2, Z) in D instead of D~, corresponds
to the proper intuition about induced deletions. For the deletion of b(l, 2) implies that the body

of Ri for substitution {X~ 1, Y~2} does not hold, resulting in the fact that a(I ) cannot be derived.

This is a change compared to the previous state iff a(1) is derivable in D iff e(Z), -,c(2, Z) is

derivable in D.
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Note that by definition, an update is an induced update as well. The reason for this is that an up-
date can be seen as induced by itself, i. e. , without any number of applications ofrules the update
is presented to the database.

Further, Bry, Manthey and Decker defined the induced updates as effective induced updates, while
here an induced update is not necessarily a real update to the database. So, in this thesis the mean-
ing of induced update is different from Bry, Manthey and Decker's meaning of induced update,
although the general idea is the same. By using this view of induced updates other concepts are
easier to define. The following example illustrates the definitions with respect to induced updates.

ExaNtPLE 2.4 Let D be a deductive database with the following rule and fact base:

RULES

Ri: mother(X, Y) F-- husband(Z, X), father(Z, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) ~ father(X, Y)

R,: parent(X, Y) ~- mother(X, Y)

FACTS

Fi : father(1, 10)

F~: father(l , 1 1)

Note that the deducible facts are parent(1, 10) and parent(1, 11). Suppose the update to D is
husband(1, 2). The facts mother(2, 10) and mother(2, 1 I) are (positively) directly induced by
husband(1, 2) by using rule Ri and facts Fi and F,. In turn, morher(2, 10) resp. mother(2, 11)
(positively) directly induces parent(2, 10) resp. parent(2, 11). So, all induced updates with re-
spect to husband(1, 2) are husband(1, 2) itself, mother(2, 10), mother(2, 11), parent(2, l0) and
parent(2, I 1).

When a deductive database is updated several induced updates may result. Some of them are
ineffective, which means that these induced updates redundantly update the database. This kind
of redundancy is illustrated by the following example.

ExAwtPLE 2.5 Let D be a database with the facts of ExatvtPLE 2.4 and the following rule base:

RULES

Ri : mother(X, Y) F--- husband(Z, X), father(Z, Y)

R~: is-parent(X) F- father(X, Y)

R,: is-parent(X) E- mother(X, Y)

Note that the only difference between this example and ExalvtPLE 2.4 is the usage of the unary
predicate is-parent instead of the binary predicate parent. Suppose father(1, 12) is the update to
this database. The only induced update with respect to father(I, 12) is is-parent(1). However,
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is-p~u ent(1) is already deducible from the facts father(1, 10) and fàther(1, 1 1) in the old database
state.

The definitions in this section can be reformulated for transactions. In this case an update U is
considered as an update appearring in a transaction T leading to an updated database D, . Now,
the following definition is permitted.

DEFINIT[ON 2.1 1 Let T be a transaction to a database D. A literal L is inducecl by T iff it is
induced by an update in T. L is called an iizduced updcite with respect to T (or simply induced
update if it is clear from the context which transaction is involved).

In the remainder of this thesis we can extend the definitions applied to updates U and updated
databases D~ to analoguely defined definitions for an update U in a transaction T and updated
databases DT. Further on in this thesis we use both versions when appropriate.

21.2 Potential Updates

[n order to make clear which relations are updated without using the facts in the database, poten-
tinl irpdates are introduced. As for the definition of induced updates some preparations for the~
definition of potential updates are useful. Analogous to the distinction between induced updates,
a potential update is either a poten~tial ir~sertion or a potentia[ deletion.

DEFtNrrtoN 2.12 Let R : C~ Li n L~ n... n L„ be a deductive rule. Let L be a lite~ral which
is unifiable with L, in K, for some r, and y be the most general unifier of L and L;. Let C' -(Cy).
Then we say that C' pnsitivelt~ directlv depends osz L with respect to R.

DEFIN1TION 2.13 Let R : C F- Li n L~ n..- n L„ be a deductive rule. Let L be a literal which
is unifiable with the complement of L; in R, for some i, and y be the most general unifier of the
complement of L and L,. Let C' - (Cy). Then we say that -~C' r:egcztively directly depends on L
(with respect to R).

Note that from ~C' negatively directly depends on L it does not follow that if ~L holds in D, then
C' holds in D.

DEFINt7ION 2.14 A literal L' directlv depends on a literal L if L' either positively or negatively
directly depends on L.

DEFINITION 2.15 A literal depends on L iff

(i) it directly depends on L, or

(ii) it directly depends on a literal depending on L.

DEFINIT1otv 2.16 Let D be a deductive database and let U be an update. Each literal depending
on update U with respect to some rule of D and U itself is called n potentinl updnte witlz respect
to i~pclute U (or simply potential update if it is clear from the context which update is involved).
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Note that compared to the definition of positively directly induced and negatively directly induced
the state of the database before or after the update is not important More formally, when in DEF-
1lvtTtotv 2.3 and DEFttvtTtotv 2.4 substitution Q is not applied potential updates are derived. The
definition of potential updates is therefore a slight reformulation of the definition of induced up-
dates.

Note that compared to the definition of induced updates the condition that L is ground is dropped.
This means that we no longer are interested in the updates, but only in literals that are inftuenced
by the update. Note further that the update may partially instantiate these literals, which gives a
more precise description which part of the corresponding relation is possibly updated.

The definition of "depends on" is also a reformulation of the definition ofBry, Manthey and Decker
(see [BDM87]). Here, the relation "depends on" is reftexive. So, any update is by definition also

a potential update. As a result an update is an induced update as well as a potential update. So, in
this thesis the meaning of potential update is slightly different from Bry, Manthey and Decker's
meaning of potential update, although the general idea is the same. As in the case of induced
updates, this view of potential updates makes the definition of other concepts easier.

ExAMpLE 2.6 Consider the database with the rules and facts of ExAMPt,E 2.4. Suppose the

update to this database is husband(1, 2). The literal mother(2, Y) positively directly depends on

husband(1, 2) by using rule Ri . In turn, parent(2, Y) positively directly depends on mother(2, Y).

So, all potential updates with respect to husband(1, 2) are husband(1, 2) itself, mother(2, Y) and

parent(2, Y).

REMARK Each induced update is an instance of some potential update. However, it is possible

that some potential update does not have some corresponding induced update as instance. For

instance, an update tàrher(3, 30) in the database of ExAMP[.E 2.4 would imply a potential update

mother(X, 30), for which there exists no instance in the updated database.

DEFIN1TION 2.17 Let U be an update to a database D. A potential update is called effective if

the potential update has an instance which is an effective induced update, otherwise, it is called

ineffèctive.

REMARK There exists a asymmetry between potential insertions and potential deletions. Sup-

pose U is an update to database D A is some potential insertion with respect to some rule R. Then

A holds in D~; if there exist a rule R from which it can be derived. However, if ,B is some po-

tential deletion with respect to some rule R', then ,B is derived from D,; iff for each rule in D~,

B cannot be derived.

Note that in determining the ineffectiveness of a potential update, all corresponding effective in-

duced updates have to be found. So, by itself the notion of ineffective and effective potential up-

dates has a more theoretical than practical meaning.
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Sometimes a potential update is ground, but does not always correspond to an induced update,
which is shown by the next example.

Ex.alvtPLE 2.7 Let D be a database with the following rule base and a fact base which is not spec-
ified here:

RULES

Ri : morher(X, Y) F- husband(Z, X), tàther(Z, Y)
R,: natural-pai-ent(X, Y) ~ father(X, Y), ,adopted(X, Y)
R~: narur-al-parent(X, Y) F-- mother(X, Y), ,adopted(X, Y)

Let tàther(1, 12 ) be an update to D. As a result the potential updates are
rno[her(X, 12),

natural-parent(X, 12) and

natut-al-parent(l, I2).

As a consequence, the last potential update natural-pai-enC(I, 12) is also an induced update iff
adopted(I, 12) does not hold in the database.

The number of induced updates can outgrow the number ofpotential updates, as the next example
shows.

ExnMPLE 2.8 Suppose in ExAMPLE 2.6 the database consisted of the facts:

father(1, 10), father(I, 11), .. . , father(1, 19).

In case of an update husband(I, 2) twenty induced updates appear:

mother(2, 10), mother(2, I 1), ..., mother(2, 19)

and
parent(2, 10), parent(2, 11), ... , parent(2, 19).

However, there are only two potential updates

mothei-(2, Y), parent(2, Y).

2.2 Integrity Constraints
In order to keep a database from getting into unintended states, some rules are added, which the
database has to obey. They comprise a part of the semantics of the database, that is why we refer
to these rules as semantic integrit~~ constraints, or integrity constraints for short.

DEFINtTtoN 2.18 An integrit~~ constrnint is a closed first-order formula.
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REMARK By allowing negative literals in the head of constraints, we are able to express that

some facts are not allowed in the database.

A database is called cortsistent if it obeys all its specified integrity constraints, else it is called in-

consistent. A set of formulas is inconsistent if a contradiction from this set can be derived. The

set of integrity constraints itself is supposed to be consistent. For a review of the subject on vnl-

idation of a set of integrity constraints we refer to [BDM87, BM86, BM87, I093, NA86, QS87,

QW86, WY92].

REMARK Integrity constraints are intended to express the intended semantics of the database.

However, when a database obeys its integrity constraints, the semantics of the database does not

change when an integrity constraint is removed from the database. The fact and rule base are still

the same; so, without the constraint the same information can be derived from the database.

Each constraint plays a specific role in database integrity. In the remainder of this section, con-

straints are classified in classes and subclasses, each expressing a specific role. Further, con-

straints related to the relational model, which we will call relationnl constraints, are classified.

Constraints that are not necessarily related to the data model, in this case the relational model,

are called user-defined constraints.

2.2.1 Static versus Dynamic Constraints

Two major classes of constraints are distinguished, the class ofstatic constmints (sometimes called

state constrnints to ephasize that they constrain the database state) and the class of dynamic con-

strnints. Static constraints constrain the data in a database state. Dynamic constraints constrain

the transitions of one database state into other states. Dynamic constraints constrain the transition

of one state to another, which means that two states are involved. Therefore, these constraints are

also known as transition constrciints.

ExAMP[.E 2.9 The constraint

"The salnry of an employee can be rnised by a maximum of 1000 pounds"

is dynamic, because when an employee's salary is raised one has to know the employee's salary

before the raise in order to check the constraint. The constraint

"The salnry of nn employee cnnnot exceed 8000 pounds"

is ohviously static. One can check this constraint without any knowledge of the previous database

state.

REMARK The consistency of a database state is solely determined by its static constraints. One

cannot speak about the consistency of one single database state with respect to the dynamic con-

straints. Then, at least two database states must be involved.

This remark plays an important role in the definition of prnper npdntes.
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DEFitvlTlotv 2.19 A proper database update is an update that transforms some consistent database
state into some other consistent database state without violating any dynamic constraint.

In this thesis, only static constraints are considered. So, by assumption a proper update will not
violate any dynamic constraint.

2.2.2 Relational Constraints versus General Constraints

In the class of static constraints several subclasses are distinguished. For instance, the relational
constraints are classified by the number of relations, attributes and tuple variables involved in ex-
pressing the constraint. Let D be a database consisting of the relations Ri , Rz, ..., R,,. The gen-
eral form of a static ccinsuaint for D is:

Qiti E R~~ Q,tz E R;, ... Qktk E Rtx [~~Ai, Az, ... , At, ti, tz, ... , tk)].

In this formula:
(i) Q~ is the quantifier b' or 3,

(ii) i~ is a tuple variable for relation R;~,

(iii) Ai, Az, .. . , Ai are attributes selected from the set ~U r-1 ~

where R;, E( Ri , R2 ,..., R„ }, j- 1, 2, ... , k, fi; is the set of all attributes in R; for i- l, 2, ..., n
and ~ is an expression in tuple variables, which uses attributes Ai , Az, ..., A;, comparison oper-
ators, logical connectives, set constructors and arithmetic expressions. Let O be the set of com-
parison relations. The classification of constraints in Table 2.1 is in the first place determined by
the number m of distinct relations among the relations R;~ , R;, ,.. ., R;A and in the second place
by the number 1 of attributes appearing in expression ~. Let m- ~{R;, , R;., ... , R;k }~, where I.I
operates on sets and gives the number of elements of its argument, which is a set. In Table 2.1 the
symbol "-" in a column states that the value of the corresponding parameter can be chosen with-
out restriction. Further, D and D, represent domains and ~ represents some subset of attributes
of the relation that is involved, for each i.

Each of the constraints in Table 2.1 plays a particular role in the relational model. For instance,
tuple constraints constrain the combination of elements in a tuple. Two special kinds of tuple
eonstraints are domain constraints, sometimes called type constraints, which eonstrain only one
attribute in a tuple, and interdomain constraints, which constrain more than one attribute in a tu-
ple.

The dependencies on relations constrain relations by demanding equality or just inequality of
values in several arguments of relations. Dependencies play an important role in the way a re-
lational database is set up and maintained. One of the most important functions of dependencies
is that they determine the decomposition of tables in order to get the relational schema in some
kind of normalized form (see [Kob85, U1188]). Some well known dependencies are the functional
dependency, the multivnlued dependency, which is a variant of a template dependency, and the
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Kind of Con- m k Quantification 1 ti
straint
TUPLE 1 ~ 1 Qi -b' - n(Ai,A~,... .Ai.t)

CONSTRAINT

Domain Constraint 1 1 Qi - d 1 A(t) C D, A E~li

Interdomain 1 1 Qi - d ? 2 Ai (t) C

Constraint Di, ... , A,(t) C D,

Permanent 1 1 Qi -`d 2 Ai (t) -

Functional f(A'-(t~,... ,A'-(r~~

Dependencies
Theta 1 1 Q~ - d 2 A i (t) B Az (t), B E O,

Dependencies (Ai, A,} C tli

DEPENDENCIES 1 ~ 2
-

Qi -~d, Q, E{b', ~), - -

r~2

~Functional 1 ~ d, Q2 - dQi - ~ 2 BI (tl ~ - BI (t2Í ~

Dependencies ~(r~~ - ~(r'~

(Primary~Candi- 1 2 Qi - d, Qz - d ~ 2
-

as functional dependen-

date) Key cies, where Bz - Ai

Key Dependencies 1 2 Qi - b', Qz - d
-

~ 2
-

as functional dependen-
cies, where B~ - ..~li -
Bi

Template 1 ~ 2 Qi -.. - Q,-i - d. - -
Dependencies Q. - ~
Multivalued 1 3 Qi - Q~ - b', Q~ - 3 ? 2 Bi (fi )- Bi (t~ )~

Dependencies (B~ U ~ ~ (r~ ~ -
(B, U ~)(f~) n
(~(z - B, ) ( ~z ) -
( ~(~ - B, ) ( t, )

INTERRELATION ? ~ ? 2 - - -

CONSTRAINTS

Into Constraints 2 2 Qi - b', Qz - 3 - B(fi )- B(t~ ), where B
is a subset of a candidate
key of R~

Onto Constraints 2 ~ Qi - b', Q~ -~ - B(ri )- B(tz), where B
is a subset of a candidate
key of Ri

EXISTENTIAL ? 1 ? 1 Qi - ~, Q~- E {d. ~}, - -

CONSTRA[NTS r ~ Z

Table 2.1: Classifying relational constraints
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implicatiorutl dependency, which are all checked by using their syntactical properties. Template
dependencies are further subdivided in other subclasses, such as the classes of ernbeddedmultival-
ued clependencies, entbedded resp. genernlized mutual dependeneres, join dependencies and sub-
set deperzdencies (see [Kob85]). The most famous functional dependency is the key dependency.
For a uniyue identification of tuples and the possibility of indexing techniques key dependencies
are introduced. A kel~ for a relation R is a subset of attributes of R such that its values uniquely
identify the tuples of R. Key dependencies with some other additional properties lead to other
specialized dependencies sueh as prime clependencies, tran.citive dependencies, (pseudo)partial
depcndencies, and (pseudo)reflexive dependencies (see [U1188]).

Not only constraints within one particular re~lation are thinkable, i. e. , nt - 1, but it is also possi-
ble that one relation constrains the other in one or more attributes. Examples of such interrelation
cortstraints are the iruo constraints and the nnto cunstrairits.

All previously mentioned constraints are ruled by a universal quantifier. However, constraints
may be ruled by an existential quantifier in order to guarantee that a certain value exists in one or
more relations. These constraints are ealled exister:tial cnn.straints.

Sometimes it is necessary to state some constraints on a relation or several relations, where all
tuples in a relation are involved; for example, the values of all tuples on some attribute set or the
number of tuples of a column or several columns must fulfill some constraint. For instance, the
average or sum of the values is not allowed to exceed some prescibed value, the number of tuples
in a relation must be less than some maximum limit, etc.. The class that contains all these kinds of
eonstraints is known as the class of crggregate cortstraints. More on relational constraints can be
found in [Ko685, U1188]. This classification is certainly not complete, and does not pretend to be,
but it shows the variety of constraints and the importance of constraints in the relational model.
In (Das90J a global classification is given for constraints in deductive databases.

In relational database systems, several classes of these constraints can be handled automatically
(see [B1a81, Bro78, De187, FW83, GA93, LR84, Qia88a, Qia88b, SK88, Sto75, SV85, WSK83].
However, the user does not have the possibility to define arbitrary constraints, which are also sup-
ported by those systems. When considering the consistency of a database management system,
two consistency types are distinguished, namely the interna! consistency and the external con-
sistency of the system. [n order to maintain the internal consistency the system should allow the
specification of constraints to maintain the clutct model consistency and the dntabase schema con-
sistenc}~, such as domain eonstraints and keys. The external eonsistency related to the database
instance instead of the database schema is the consistency we are interested in in this thesis. It
should be offered by the system by allowing the specification and the verification or maintenance
of integrity cnnstraints.

When considering deductive database systems, or other deductive systems that are either based
on extensions of the relational model or a completely diffent data model, one wants to have the
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opportunity to specify constraints on base relations as well as derived relations for the mainte-

nance of the external consistency of the system. The user may even want to have the freedom to

express more general constraints, such as tc:mporcil construints and denntic constrcrints. Tempo-

ral constraints also contain a notion of time. It contains concepts like dnring, befnre, next, starts,

Jinishes, etc.. More on temporal constraints can be found in [Kun85] and [P1e93]. In [P1e93] in-

tegrity checking in temporal deductive databases is described. In [Kun85] temporal constraints

are checked by using a tableaux based proof procedure. Deontic languages contain other language

constructs in order to be able to express more advanced constraints. Sometimes a constraint is not

persistent, for instance, a constraint may be interpreted as "it should be desirable that this con-

straint holds, but not obligated". In deontic logic this aspect of constraint specification is elab-

orated. More on deontic constraints can be found in [MWW89], [WMW89] and [Kwa91]. In

these papers on temporal and deontic constraints, attention is paid to the description of more gen-

eral constraints in a temporal or deontic language respectivily. Further, one can also specify ficzzy

constraints, which are constraints with fuzzy knowledge, containing coneepts like mnn~~, ninst, al-

rnost, sonie, etc.. In [RM88] fuzzy constraints are elaborated in the relational case. In this thesis,

the checking of temporal, deontic and fuzzy constraints are not elaborated, although in my opinion

most of the results of this thesis can be used to automate the checking of those constraints as well.

In this thesis, attention is paid to the efficiency of checking the constraints. This is done in a de-

ductive database setting. Hereby, we restrict ourselves to only a small class of constraints. As

the definition of integrity constraint showed, we restrict ourselves to first-order formulas, but for

the moment, we consider only a subclass of these formulus, namely the universcillv guuntified

formulas. These formulas have the following form:

`d X~ ... y X,~ [ L i n... ~ L„z -~ Q 1,

or equivalently:
,(~Xi ... ~X,~[L~ n .. . ~ L,~, ~ (,Q)]),

where in, n ~ 0, each L, is a literal, each variable X„ i- I, 2. ... , n, occurs in one or more L~,

j- 1, 2. ...~m, and Q is a literal.

In general, we not only want complete freedom in expressing all kinds of constraints on the data,

but we also want the system to be responsible for checking the constraints. Logical database sys-

tems, especially deductive database systems, should offer this functionality and this thesis intends

to show that they can. However, it turns out that the automated checking ofsuch consU-aints causes

a lot ofcomplications. These complications are elaborated in the next chapter. First some assump-

tions on the interaction between updates and integrity constraints have to be made.

2.3 Updates and Integrity Constraints

Before checking integrity constraints after un update or transaction for a particular database state,

some agreement must exist about transformations and integrity checking. For instance, a decision
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has to be made at which moments during the transaction the consistency of the database is checked
and what actions have to be taken when an inconsistency is found. The starting points and basic
assumptions concerning integrity constraint checking are made clear in this section.

2.31 Immediate versus Deferred Constraints

In general, constraints can be invrrediate or deferred. A constraint is called immediate if it is satis-
fied during and after the execution of the transaction. A constraint is called def'erred if it is satisfied
after the execution of the transaction. In this thesis, a transaction is supposed to be executed as a
primitive action, i. e. , it is not possible that constraints are violated during the transaction. There-
fore, constraints are only checked after a transaction has been executed. So, here constraints are
supposed to be defcrred.

2.3.2 Checking versus Maintenance

Another issue is how the integrity of the datubase is restored after an update leading to an inconsis-
tent database. This is the issue of rn~e,qrity nuiintenance. Maintaining the integrity of the database
is done by er?forcernenr of eaeh integrity constraint of the database. For instance, let there be a
database containing the following rules:

"eacl~i student who passes ull final exanis will graduate to t{2e next grade"

and
"a stndent whn did not puss allfinal exanas nn~.rt do the Rrade over again."

Suppose some constraint is specified for this database, which states that each c[assrornn can con-
~ain ut most t{rirty sticdents. Suppose the database represents thirty students, where each student
is in the second grade. Suppose further that the database represents the facts John is in the rhird
,~rade and euch u~' the rhirtv students in the second grade did pass a![ ~inal e.xams. The inser-
tion into this deductive database of the fact that John did not pass his ~inal exam for history, does
alfect the integrity constraint For, the rules applied to the facts and the update implies that the
third grade consists of John and all thrrty~ gradnated studenrs of the second grnde. Note that this
integrity constraint can be enforced by splitting the third grade into two groups of fifteen and six-
teen students respectively, each group having one separate classroom, provided that this is not
forbidden by any other constraint.

This restoration of the consistency of a database state is the task of a deductive maintenance sys-
tem. However, the first step in maintaining the consistency of a database is the use of some in-
tegrity checking system, which only task is the signalling of an inconsistency. In case of an in-
consistency, after a check some information about facts, rules and eonstraints that are involved
in the inconsistency should be available. A maintenance system should determine the cause the
inconsistency. It must reason with some meta-constraints in order to justify why some facts, rules
or constrain[s, which are involved in the inconsistency, are more likely to hold than others. Also,
some or all of these decisions can be made interactively by the user.
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REMARK Deductive rules can be used to automatically update a database, i. e. , a kind of in-
tegrity maintenance. For instance, parent(X, Y) ~ child(Y, X) automatically updates the rela-
tion parent when an update in the relation child takes place. In fact, a constraint

`dX`dY[child(Y, X) -~ parent(X, Y)]

demands the same. However, in this case we can choose the way the consistency of the database
is corrected after an inconsistency, i. e. , accept the update in the relation child by adding a proper
parent fact or reject the update in the relation child.

In this thesis, we are not interested in how to make the database consistent again but we are only
interested in the issue of integrity checkinK. This means that we are only interested in how to
detect in the most efficient manner, when the database reaches an inconsistent state. When an
update causes an inconsistent database state, we say that the update is not allowed and therefore
rejected, which means that the old database state is reached again. So, the consistency is restored
by going back to the consistent database state before the update.

2.3.3 Strong versus Soft Constraints

In the previous section, the checking or maintenance of integrity constraints was a feauture of the
database as a whole. However, a mixture of checking or maintaining the set of integrity constraints
is also possible by specifying for each integrity constraint how important the satisfaction of such
a constaint is. Hence, we distinguish strong, soft and selfcorrecting constraints. When a strong
constraiii~ is violated, the transaction which causes that violation results in an immediate rollback
of the transaction. When a soft constrnii2t is violated, the user is informed about this violation, an
the user is responsible for any action. When a selfcorrectir2g con.rtraint is violated, some action
is automatically taken to correct the inconsistency. [n a pure integrity maintenance system all
constraints would be selfcorrecting. In this thesis, where we are only interested in checking the
integrity constraints, all constraints are handled as strong constraints.

2.3.4 Theoremhood versus Consistencv View

Integrity constraint checking can be looked at from two perspectives. The first one is called the
thenre~~ihnnd vie~a; of constraint checking and the second one is called the consistencv vie~~~ of
constraint checking.

In the first view, the database is called consistent when the integrity constraints are seen as for-
mulas which logically follow from the database. In the second view, the database and integrity
constraints are seen as one logical program which must be consistent In general these two views
are not equivalent. The consistency view gives a weaker notion of consistency in databases than
the theoremhood view, because in the theoremhood view DB f- !C must be satisfied, i. e. , every
model of DB must be a model of IC, while in the consistency view the integrity constraints and
the database are one, so, DB and IC have to be satisfied by only one model. Therefore the consis-
tency view is implied by the theoremhood view. These two views are equivalent if the database
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has just one model, for instance in the case of a stratified database. Model theoretically, both
views comprise the semantics given to integrity constraints, because databases are supposed to
be stratified in this thesis.

Proof theoretically, the integrity of the database is preserved when all the integrity constraints
are still derivable from the first order theory representing the new database state.

2.3.5 Inconsistency Indicator versus Integrity Constraint

As we have seen, integrity constraints are an indispensible part of a database. But instead of us-
ing integrity constraints in order to monitor the consistency of the database, in this thesis, mainly
inconsistency indicators are used. An inconsistency indicator is a statement that holds, when the
database becomes inconsistent by a transaction. An inconsistency indicator is the negation of an
integrity constraint.

For example, when the constraint

"each clnssroorn can contain at rnost thirtv students"

is true in the world we are modelling, then it is reformulated as the inconsistency indicator:

"there exzsts n classroorn that contains rnore thnn thirty students."

As stated earlier, the system only deals with universally quantified rules and integrity constraints.
Note that the integrity constraint is universally quantified, for it is possible to reformulate the con-
straint as:

"for all classrooms it holds that they can contcain nt most thirty stuclents."

As a consequence the inconsistency indicator is existentially quantified. Inconsistency is no longer
conceived as a violation of the integrity constraints but as a true evaluation of an inconsistency
indicator in the updated database state.

More formally, constraints are expressed as ~F, where F is some closed existentially quantified
formula expressed in the underlying language of the theory. So, the indicators are closed as well.

In this thesis, the theory is built by using the inconsistency indicator F instead of the integrity
constraint -~F. F is called the inconsistenc,y indicator with respeet to the constraint. In this the-
sis, our constraints are supposed to be range-restricted. Note that the range-restrictness property
in case of inconsistency indicators means that each variable in a negative literal of an inconsis-
tency indicator must also appear in a positive literal of the inconsistency indicator.

PROPOSITION 2 If an integrit~~ constrnint rs range-restrietedthe corresponding inconsistency in-
dicntnr is rcin,~e-restrreted.
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Proof: Let IC : dXi --. b'X„ [Li n--- n L,~ - ~ Q] a range-restricted integrity constraint and II :
~Xi ---~X„[Li n.-- n L,,, n (-,Q)] the corresponding inconsistency indicator, where m, n~ 0,
each L~ is a literal, each variable X;, i- I, 2, ... , n, occurs in one or more L~, j- 1, 2, ...-m,
and Q is a literal. Note that the condition that variables in negative literals of Li , L~, ... , L,,,
in II must appear in the positive ones in Li, LZ, . .. , L,,, in II is fullfilled. Suppose, ~Q is a
positive literal. Then the proposition is proven. Suppose, ,Q is a negative literal. Note that the
variables in Q are all present in one or more positive literals of Li, L~, .. . , L,,,, because of the
range-restrictedness of IC. So, in this case the proposition is also proven. 4

REtvtAxx The opposite of this proposition may not hold, i. e. , a range-restricted inconsistency
indicator may have a corresponding integrity constraint which is not range-restricted. For in-
stance, the inconsistency indicator

II : 3X~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)]

is range-restricted for obvious reasons, but the corresponding constraint

IC : b'Xb'Y[student(X) ~ ,parent(X, Y)]

is not range-restricted, because variable Y appears in the head of the IC and not in the body of
1 C.

Note that the proof of this proposition shows that the opposite of the implication holds when Q

is positive and is chosen as the literal to appear in the head of the constraint. So, when consid-
ering only a subclass of our class of constraints, namely the constraints of which the head literal
is positive, the equivalence of both formulas from the range-restrictness point of view is guaran-

teed. However, because constraints are the most common formulation of integrity, a set of range-
restricted constraints is transformed to a set of inconsistency indicators instead ofconversely. So,
the range-restrictness property is preserved for inconsistency indicators. However, when start-

ing with a range-restricted inconsistency indicator, one must keep in mind that the indicator may

represent an integrity constraint, which is not range-restricted. The next example shows that a
(range-restricted) inconsistency indicator may represent several (range-restricted) integrity con-

straints.

ExA1vtPLE 2.10 Let II represent the following inconsistency indicator:

3X~Y[parent(X, Y), -~dependent(Y, X), ,employed(Y), -,student(Y)]

Note that 11 is range-restricted. Then each of the following range-restricted constraints has II as
its corresponding inconsistency indicator:

dXdY[parent(X, Y), -~dependent(Y, X), -,employed(Y) ~ student(Y)]

VJNY[parent(X, Y), -~dependent(Y, X), ,student(Y) ~ employed(Y)]

dX`dY[parent(X, Y), ,student(Y), ,employed(Y) ~ dependent(Y, X)]
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In a logical sense, all three constraints are equivalent. However, suppose parent(1, 2) was the only
fact of the database, then we could say that the first constraint does not hold, because of the ab-

sence of student(2), the second constraint does not hold, because of the absence of employed(2),
and the third constraint does not hold because of the absence of dependent(2, 1). So, when look-
ing at the cause of an inconsistency the constraints may have different meanings. Note that the
inconsistency indicator covers either of these situations. Therefore, the cause of an inconsistency
of II is at best expressed by an equivalent formula:

b'Xb'Y[parent(X, Y) ~ studenr(Y) v employed(Y) v dependent(Y, X)~.

So, in this sense inconsistency indicators are more powerful and generic than constraints. How-
ever, in the maintenance of constraints and indicators their meaning may differ. In this thesis,
constraints and inconsistency indicators are viewed from a logical perspective in order to over-
come this problem. Besides, it is a problem concerning the maintenance of constraints, which is
not elaborated in this thesis.

The relation between constraints and indicators with respect to the consistency of the database
is expressed by the following proposition.

PxoPOSITION 3 A datnbase D is consistent with its specified constrnints iff all the related incon-

sistency indicators are,fa[se in the datnbase.

Proof: The database is consistent with its specified constraints iff all constraints are true in D.
Because the inconsistency indicators are the negations of the constraints, the lemma easily fol-
lows. ~

In the remainder of this thesis, when the consistency of a database is concerned, inconsistency

indicators play a dominant role. The proposed method for integrity constraint checking, which is

discussed further on in this thesis, is easier to describe using the concept of inconsistency indica-
tor than using the concept of integrity constraint. Changing these concepts at a later stage could

lead to a thesis which is harder to understand and which would lead to several reformulations of
definitions and propositions.

2.4 Integrity Constraint Checking in Databases

Now we have introduced updates and inconsistency indicators for databases, a way must be found

to check whether a database is consistent after an update or not. In order to determine if an up-

dated database is consistent one could check all inconsistency indicators. This is in most cases a

time consuming task.

A full check of all indicators has to be avoided. Before presenting the proper way in order to reach
this, some remarks have to be made. When updating a database some derived update, induced or

potential, may influence an inconsistency indicator, while it has nothing to do with others. Even,
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some derived updates may not influence any inconsistency indicator. This situation is described
more formally in the next definition by the concept of relevant.

DEFtNtTTON 2.20 Let D be a database and U an update. An induced update (resp. a potential
update) is called relevant for the integrity check of the updated database D~„ or just relevant when
it is clear which D and U is meant, if it is relevant to some inconsistency indicator, else it is called
irrelevant.

DEFttvtTtotv 2.21 Let D be a database and II be an inconsistency indicator. II is infïuenced by
an update U (resp. a transaction T) if there exists an induced update with respect to U (resp. T)
which is relevant to 11.

DEFCNtTtoN 2.22 Let D be a database and U an update. An inconsistency indicator is called
relevant for the integrity check in the updated database D~„ orjust relevant when it is clear which
D and U is meant, if there exists an induced update (resp. a potential update) to which it is relevant,
else it is called irrelevant.

From DFFtNtTtoN 2.20 it follows that any induced update, that is an instance of some relevant
potential update, is also relevant. Analogue, any induced update, that is an instance of some ir-
relevant potential update, is also irrelevant.

In methods for checking integrity constraints automatically the full check of inconsistency in-
dicators is prevented by the following assumption:

before an update a database is supposed to be consistent.

This assumption guarantees that after an update to a database

D

only the induced updates can be responsible for an inconsistent state,

only inconsistency indicators which are relevant to some induced update have to be evalu-
ated.

REIvtARx This last item is not true when inconsistency indicators are not domain independent,
because then an update could introduce a new symbol, which after its introduction becomes rele-
vant for each inconsistency indicator even those which are irrelevant to any induced update. So,
in that case these inconsistency indicators also have to be checked.

The assumption leads to an even stronger restriction on the set of induced updates and indicators,
i. e. , the previous two restrictions can be refined further to

D only induced updates that are effective can be responsible for an inconsistent state,

D only a changed part of an integrity constraint, instead of the full constraint, has to be checked.
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The first refinement states that the facts that were already present in the database, thus includ-
ing all ineffective induced updates, cannot be responsible for any inconsistency in the updated
database. This follows directly from the assumption. The second refinement states that only an
updated part of the inconsistency indicator has to be evaluated. The part of the inconsistency in-
dicators, which is not updated, does not have to be evaluated; this also follows directly from the
assumption. These refinements are described more formally further on in this section.

The assumption mentioned above is used in the method for checking the consistency in deductive
databases proposed in this thesis, in order to be able to reach a high degree of efficiency.

In the remainder of this section integrity constraint checking in relational and deductive databases
is elaborated further. In the case of deductive databases, two elementary methods are described,
i. e. , an integrity checking method based on induced updates and one based on potential updates.

2.4.1 Integrity Constraint Checking in Relational Databases

In this section, integrity checking in relational databases is described. In relational databases no
rules exist. So, in relational databases an update cannot cause any induced update. Hence, when
the relational database is updated, only the update itself can violate a constraint. When an update
inNuences some inconsistency indicator, this inconsistency indicator is instantiated by the update.

DEFttvtTtON 2.23 Let U be an update and !1 an inconsistency indicator relevant to U. The sim-
plified instance of 11 with respect to U leaving out all the occurrences of the update U is now
called an update instance of 11 with respect to U.

In fact, only "simplified instances" (terminology of [BDM87]) of only relevant indicators are suf-
ficient to represent the check (see PROPOStTtoN 4). So, the collection of inconsistency indicators
which have to be checked can often be reduced considerably. This simplification of integrity eon-
straints is often called speci.alized integrity checking or incrementnlly checking of integrity con-
strnints.

REMARK The reason for leaving out the occurrences of the update in the update instances is that

the update instances are evaluated in the updated database. So, because we know beforehand that
the update is always true in the updated database, the update does not have to be evaluated in the

updated database.

Update instances play an important role in checking the consistency of a relational database, as

the following proposition shows.

PROpOSITION 4 Let D be a relationaldatabase and let U be an updnte. Suppose D is consistent.

Then D~, is consistent iff~all update instnnces of inconsistency indicators with respect to U are
fc~lse in D~.
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Proof:
~ Suppose D,, is consistent; then all inconsistency indicators are false in D~. (See PxoPOSl-
Ttorr 3). D„ can therefore be seen as an interpretation in which all inconsistency indicators are
false. Suppose there is an update instance I of some indicator II, which holds in the interpretation
D,,. Because 1 is an instantiation implied by U and U E D~, - D U{U}, II should also be true in
the interpretation D~,. So, a contradiction is derived. Therefore, there is no update instance true
in D~. (Note that in proving this part of the proposition, the assumption that D is consistent) is
not used.

~ Suppose all update instances with respect to U are false in D~.. ln order to prove that Dz, is
consistent, we have to prove that all inconsistency indicators are false in interpretation D~,. First
the collection of all inconsistency indicators, say I, is divided into two disjunct sets:

D h,.; the set of all inconsistency indícators relevant to U, and

~ I~ - 1~7~; the set of all inconsistency indicators not relevant to U.

Let I E I~. Because of the assumption that D is consistent, 1 is false in D. Because I is not
relevant to U, only the facts in D are involved in satisfying I in the interpretation D~, . So, because
of the assumption that D is consistent, i. e. , I is false in D, this implies that 1 is false in D~. Now,
let I E It,. Let L be a literal of I, which is unifiable with U. Let cri be a most general unifier of U
and L. We have to prove that I is false in D~,. Suppose I is true in D~,. Because I is false in D,
IQi must be true in D~ . But Iai is an update instance of I with respect to U. So, by hypothesis,
IQi is false in D~. So, we have a contradiction. ~

REMAtzK In [Nic79] and [Nic82] Nicolas proved a similar result. However, by constraining our-
selves to update instances of inconsistency indicators and by using the definitions and concepts
presented in this thesis, the proof could be shortened considerably.

ExAtvlpLE 2.1 1 Let D be a relational database consisting of the following facts:
P(~) R(b, b)
p(c) q(b, c)
p(e) 9(c, r~)

Let II -~X3Y[q(X, Y) n~p(X)] be the only inconsistency indicator specified for D. It is easy
to check that D is consistent. Let q(c, b) be an update to D. The update instance that is derived
and which has to be false in D~ ís ~p(c). Now, -~p(c) is false beeause p(c) is true in D~,. So the
update is allowed. Now, suppose the update was the deletion of p(b), then the update instance of
11 is ~Y[q(b, Y)]. This instance is true in Dt;. So the deletion of p(b) is not allowed. Note that
an insertion p(a) does not influence the inconsistency indicator and is therefore allowed.

When the whole inconsistency indicator is evaluated instead of some instance of it then subse-
quently we must instantiate II by using each q(-,-)-fact in D~ and evaluate each of these instances.
In cases of a large number of such facts the evaluation could take a lot more time than the sole
evaluation of the update instance.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of integrity checking in the relational case

PxoPOSrTtotv 4 is illustrated in F[GUttE 2.1. This figure shows that from the update and the
inconsistency indicators some update instances are derived. Further, the update instances are eval-
uated in the database, which is represented by the triangle of which inconsistency indicators, base
facts and an empty rule base are the components. PxoPOS[TtoN 4 is also illustrated by Exa,ivt-
PLE 2.1 1.

PROPOStTtoN 4 can easily be generalized from one update to a transactíon. Let D be a database
and let T be a transaction, then in order to be able to conclude that DT is consistent, all update
instances for each update in a transaction T must be false in D, .

Note that we can look at a relational database as a deductive database without rules. Note also
that in the relational case an update leads directly to instantiations of inconsistency indicators.
Note also that from an update and the specified inconsistency indicators a set of update instances
can be generated which is possibly empty in the case of an update which is not relevant to any
indicator.

2.4.2 Integrity Constraint Checking in Deductive Databases

In case of deductive databases several methods for checking the integrity of a database are avail-
able. Compared to the relational case, the deductive case is more complicated, because now not
only the update may be responsible for an inconsistent state of the database but other induced up-
dates as well. In this section two elementary methods are presented, each detecting the effective
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and relevant induced updates in their own way. The first method is based on the usage of induced

updates and the second one is based on the usage of potential updates.

2.4.2.1 Integrity Constraint Checking based on Induced Updates

The method described in this section tries to instantiate inconsistency indicators by using induced

updates. It turns out that checking the consistency of the database is done by only evaluating these

instantiated inconsistency indicators, which will be called induced instances.

DEFttvtTtoN 2.24 Let U be an update. Let II be an inconsistency indicator and let L be an in-

duced update relevant to 11. The simplified instance of 11 with respect to L, leaving out all the

occurrences of the indueed update L, is now called an induced instance of 11 with respeet to L.

Note that induced updates are left out from the definition of induced instances because we know

beforehand that these updates are always present in the updated database. Checking whether an

induced update is in the updated database is redundant.

In the method based on induced updates three phases are distinguished:

(i) the generation phase, in which the induced updates are generated,

(ii) the selection phase, in which all induced updates relevant with respect to the inconsistency

indicators are selected,

(iii) the evaluation pyinse, in which the induced instances of the inconsistency indicators, which

were derived in the previous phase, are evaluated.

These phases will be illustrated by using the next example.

ExAMpLE 2.12 Suppose we have the situation as in ExnMPLE 2.4. Suppose we also have an

inconsistency indicator which expresses that in this database a person cannot be a parent and a

student at the same time:

I1~ : 3X~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)]

Note that the database was consistent before the update, because student(I) did not hold in the

database. In Ex,aMPLE 2.4 the first phase of the method based on induced updates for this spe-

cific database is illustrated: given the update husband(1, 2) the induced insertions husband(1, 2),

mother(2, 10), mother(2, 11), parent(2, 10) and parent(2, 11) are found.

In the second phase, from the induced updates all relevant induced updates are selected, i. e. ,

parent(2, 10) and parent(2, 11). For all other induced updates it holds that they are not relevant

to any inconsistency indicator in the database. In the third phase, first the induced instances of IIi

are derived from each induced update relevant to IIi , i. e. , parent(2, 10) and parent(2, I I). These

instances arejust the simplified instances of Ili with respect to parent(2, 10) resp. parent(2, 11),

i. e. , parent(2, 10), student(2) resp. parent(2, 11), student(2). Second, when evaluating the in-

duced instances of 11i, we 6nd that the induced instances do not hold in the updated database,

because of the absence of fact student(2) in the updated database.
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REMARK The update husband(1, 2) implied several induced updates. However, only a few of
them are relevant for checking the consistency of the database. In order to find the induced in-
stances of the inconsistency indicators, it may happen that a large number of ineffective induced
updates have to be derived. Note that in the previous example mother(2, 10) and mother(2, 11)
are irrelevant, but were indispensible for deriving parent(2, 10) and parent(2, 11), which are rel-
evant.

The next proposition justifies that it is sufficient to check only the induced instances of inconsis-
tency indicators for checking the consistency of the updated database.

PROPOSITION 5 Let D be a consistent dcttabase and let U be an update. Then D~, i.r consistent
iff ecrch induced irtstance of nn inconsistency indieator i.rfalse in D,,.

Proof: This property follows from PROposlTlotv 4 by reduction to the relational case. Consider
the canonical interpretation of D as a relational database. A canonical interpretation consists of
true atoms corresponding to the facts which are in the database or derivable from the database by
its rules. A unique canonical interpretation can be determined by demanding that the rules are
stratified in the sense of [ABW88]. In this thesis, D is supposed to be stratified. Further, treat thc
induced updates as explicit updates to this database. ~

PROpostTtotv 5 can easily be generalized from one update to a transaction.

PROPOSt1'ION 6 Let D be a consistent database and let T be an update. Then D, is consistent
iff ec~dz dnduced instnnee of an inconsistency irzdicator is false ira Dr.

Figure 2.2: An overview of integrity constraint checking based on induced updates
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FIGURE 2.2 visualizes P[toposlTloN 5. The first step represented by the grey arrows shows the

determination of the induced updates by applying the update to the rules with the aid of the fact

base. The second step represented by the black arrows shows:

~ the determination of the instances of the inconsistency indicators relevant to induced up-

dates, and

~ the checking of the ínstances of the inconsistency indicators with the aid of the fact base.

The next section shows another approach, which is based on potential updates. It prevents to a

certain extent the generation of irrelevant induced updates. The next section will elaborate on this

method.

2.4.2.2 Integrity Constraint Checking based on Potential Updates

The method based on potential updates follows a strategy that is comparable to the method based

on induced updates. It turns out that checking the consistency of the database is done by only

evaluating the instantiated inconsistency indicators, which will be called potential instances.

DEFINITION 2.25 Let U be an update. Let II be an inconsistency indicator and let L be a poten-

tial update relevant to 11. The simplified instance of 17 with respect to L is now called apotential

instance of II with respect to L.

Note that the update itself can be left out from the definition of potential instances because we

know beforehand that the update is always present in the updated database. Checking if an up-

date is in the updated database is redundant. However, a potential update which is not equal to

the update itself cannot be left out from a potential instance of a inconsistency indicator, not even

when this potential update is ground because it is not certain whether a potential update actually

corresponds to an induced update as ExAMPLE 2.7 already showed.

In the method based on potential updates, three phases can be distinguished:

(i) the generation phase, in which all potential updates are generated,

(ii) the selection phase, in which all relevant potential updates are selected,

(iii) the evaluation phase, in which all the potential instances of the inconsistency indicators,

which were derived in the previous phase, are evaluated.

When comparing the method based on induced updates to the method based on potcntial updates,

it turns out that the computation of induced updates is postponed to the evaluation phase. Here,

in the first phase potential updates are derived instead of induced updates. In the second phase

only the relevant ones are selected. After this selection the instantiated inconsistency indicators

are determined with respect to these potential updates. When evaluating the generated instanti-

ated indicators, induced updates are derived implicitly. These phases will be explained by using

EXAMPLE 2.6.
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Ex.alvtPl.E 2.13 Suppose we have the situation as in Ex.al~tPLE 2.6. Suppose we also have an
inconsistency indicator which expresses that in our database a person cannot be a parent and a
student at the same time:

Ili : ~X3Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)]

Note that the database was consistent before the update, because student(1) does not hold in the
database. In Ex.a[vIPLE 2.6 the first phase of the method based on potential updates for this spe-
cific database is illustrated: given the update 6usband(1, 2) the potential insertions husband(1, 2),
mother(2, Y) and parent(2, Y) are found. For instance, potential update mother(2, Y) is deriv-
able via rule Ri and the update husband(1, 2). In the second phase, from the potential updates
all relevant potential updates are selected, which is parent(2, Y). For all other potential updates
it holds that they are not relevant to any inconsistency indicator in the database. In the third
phase, first the potential instance of Ili is derived from the potential update relevant to Ili , i. e. ,
parent(2, Y). This instance isjust the simplified instance of Ili with respect to parent(2, Y), i. e. ,
paren[(2, Y), student(2). When evaluating the potential instance of IIi, we see that the potential
instance does not hold in the updated database, because of the absence of fact student(2) in the
updated database.

Note that by first proving the absence of student(2), parent(2, Y) does not have to be evaluated
anymore.

By definition only the relevant potential updates instantiate one or more indicators. PROPOSI-
T1oN 7 justifies that it is sufficient to check the potential instance of an inconsistency indicator
for checking the consistency of the database. The analogue of PROPOSITION 5 with respect to
DEFINITION 2.25 ts:

PuoPOSITION 7 Let D be a consistent datahase mzd let U be an update. Then D~ is eonsistent
iff each potential instance of nn inconsistency indicator is fnlse in D~.

Proof: The property follows from PROPOSITION 5. For, firstly, all induced instances of inconsis-
tency indicators are instances of some potential instances of inconsistency indicators. Secondly,
all potential instances of indicators which are not related to an induced instance of an indicator
are false in D,,, because they were already false in the previous database state D. [~

P[toPOSITION 7 can easily be generalized from one update to a transaction.

PROPOSiTtON 8 Let D be a consistent datnbase nnd let T be an update. Then D, is consistent
iff ecich potential instnnce of an inconsistency indicator is fnlse in D,.

RE1vtAtzx Note that all relevant induced updates generated by the first method are instantiations
of the potential updates generated by the second method. As a consequence, each induced in-
stance of some inconsistency indicator is an instantiation of some potential instance of that in-
consistency indicatoc The opposite may not hold. It is possible that some potential instance of
an inconsistency indicator does not have some corresponding induced instance. Some relevant
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potential updates may not have an instance corresponding to some relevant induced update. This
follows from the remark after DEFtNtTtolv 2.20 and ExnMptrE 2.7, which shows that a potential
update may not have any induced update as instance. Note that in ExnMpt.E 2.7 we could have
made an irrelevant update relevant by specifying an inconsistency indicator to which it is relevant.

Returning to ExAMPL.E 2.6, PttoPOSITtoN 7 states that in orderto determine whether the database
is consistent after the update husband(1, 2) or not, it is sufficient to evaluate the potential instance
of lli, i. e. , parent(2, Y), student(2) in the updated database. Because parent(2, 10) (and also
parent(2, 1 1) but just one evaluation is sufficient) does not hold in the updated database for it is
an induced update, and student(2) does not hold in the new database state (as in the old database
state) the potential instance fails. So, according to PtzoPOStTtotv 7 the updated database is con-
sistent. Note that following PxopostT[otv 7 has the disadvantage of computing all potential up-
dates, even those for which no inconsistency indicator is relevant for instance, in our example
n~other(2, Y).

In general, the advantage of the method based on potential updates, compared to the method based
on induced updates, is that we do not spoil any evaluation time for finding instances of irrelevant
potential updates. For instance, in the extreme case that for a database no inconsistency indicators

were specified, induced updates are derived, which are all irrelevant, while all potential updates
are irrelevant and are therefore not evaluated.

Figure 2.3: An overview of integrity constraint checking based on potential updates

Ft~uRE 2.3 visualizes PxoPOStTtotv 7. The first step represented by the grey arrows shows the

determination of the potential updates by applying the update to the rules without the aid of the

fact base. The second step which is represented by the black arrows shows:
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~ the determination of the instances of the inconsistency indicators relevant to at least one
potential update, and

~ the checking of the instances of the inconsistency indicators with the aid of the fact base.

As we have seen, proving that an inconsistency indicator is false in deductive databases according
to PROPOSITION 7 has a drawback, because some irrelevant potential updates may be generated.
In the next chapter, several redundancies in integrity constraint checking in deductive database
are studied and classified.
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Chapter 3

Redundancies in Integrity Constraint Checking

This chapter will show some redundancies that may appear in methods for checking the integrity
constraints of deductive databases. Note that the previous chapter showed the main assumption
for checking the consistency ofdeductive databases, i. e. , the database is supposed to be consistent
before any update. This assumption alleviates the need for full checks of all constraints. How-
ever, when restricting ourselves to only relevant instantiated inconsistency indicators, our check
can still contain a lot of redundancy.

Note that fact base access on secondary storage is relatively expensive. Therefore, each redundant
fact base access must be avoided. In this chapter, several types of redundancy are distinguished
in the consistency check of a deductive database after an update. Here, these types are described

without looking at a specific integrity checking method. The redundancy types described in this
chapter are used for the com.parison of several methods for checking the integrity constraints in

deductive databases, which are described further on in this thesis. A redundancy type may be typ-

ical for some method, while other types do not appear in that method. The concepts of induced
update and potential update, which were defined in the previous chapter, are used for describing

and classifying these redundancies. In this classification of redundancies three phases in the in-
tegrity constraint check are distinguished, i. e. , the generation ph~cise, the selection phase and the

evc~luatiorz phclse, which are recognized in the methods based on induced and potential updates,

as was shown in the previous chapter. In the following, when in a context induced updates or
potential updates are involved, while the used type of updates are of no concern in that context,

induced and potential updates are called derived updates.

3.1 Redundancy by Duplicates

In a consistency check, based on some mcthod for checking the integrity of the database, certain
parts of the evaluation may have been done repeatedly. This duplication of work is not necessary
and has to be avoided. In this section, the possible causes of these redundancies are described.

Duplicates can appear in each of the phases of an integrity constraint checking process, e. g. , in
the generation phase, in the selection phase or in the evaluation phase of the method of induced

updates resp. potential updates.
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3.1.1 Redundancy by Duplicates in Transactions

The most evident kind of redundancy is the appearance of duplicates in a transactíon. As a result
all the induced updates of a duplicate update in the transaction are also duplicate induced updates.
When a relevant inconsistency indicator has to be evaluated for such a duplicate induced update
in the transaction, it is evident that this inconsistency indicator has been evaluated before.

So, duplicate updates in the transaction must be avoided. Duplicate induced updates are not only
generated by duplicates in the transaction, as the next section shows.

3.1.2 Redundancy by Duplicates among Derived Updates

When considering some method [he intermediate results of a check can contain duplicates. For
instance, in the methods based on induced or potential updates, redundant evaluations of induced
resp. potential instances of indicators may appear, when some duplicate derived updates are gener-
ated in the generation phase of each method. The next example illustrates this kind ofduplication.

Ex,atvtptr~ 3.1 Let D be a deductive database with the following rule and fact base:

RULES

Ri : mother(X, Y) ~- husband(Z, X), tàther(Z, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) F-- tàther(X, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) F- mother( X, Y)

Rq: is-child(Y) F- parent(X, Y), age(Y, N). N ~ 15

FACT
Fi : husband(1. 2 )
F: age(10,5)

INCONSISTENCY INDICATOR

]Ii: 3Y[is-child(Y), heuu}~-Jub(Y)~

The indicator prohibits that a child has a heavy job and that a heavy job is assigned to a child.
When this database is updated by the insertion tàther(1. 10), then two induced updates with re-
spect to relation parent, i. e. , parent(1, 10) and parent(2, 10), are derived. Each of these induced
updates leads to the induced update is-child( 10). When using each of these induced updates in
the remainder of the method, each appearance of is-child ( 10) would lead to an evaluation of an
update instance of Ili, namely, heuu~~-job(10).

In a breadth first computation of induced updates this redundant checking of the same update in-

stance is avoided, because all redundant induced updates are known before applying them to in-
consistency indicators. In a depth first computation of induced updates, we should keep a list of

the induced updates, which already have been handled in the consistency check, skipping each
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next induced update that is already present in the list. Note that in the second evaluation tech-
nique induced updates, which are induced by some duplicate induced update, do not have to be
computed anymore, because they are duplicates as well. Note that the effect of duplicate derived
updates could lead to duplicate instances of inconsistency indicators. However, this is not always
caused by duplicate derived updates as the next section shows.

3.1.3 Redundancy by Duplicate Instances of an Indicator

Duplicate instances of inconsistency indicators are not always the result of the generation of du-
plicate induced or potential updates. Duplicate instances of inconsistency indicators may also
occur, when several different induced updates exists, which all are relevant to the same indicator
and they instantiate the inconsistency indicator in the same way, i. e. , the literals of the incon-
sistency indicator are identically instantiated for these induced updates resulting in checks that
are essentially the same. Exa7viPLE 2.12 already showed a variant of this kind of redundancy.
In that example two induced updates parent(2, ]0) and parent(2, 1 l) were derived leading to the
induced instances of the inconsistency indicator parent(X, Y), student(X), i. e. , student(2) for
both induced updates. So, student(2) does not have to be evaluated a second time. A duplicate
instantiation of an inconsistency indicator is not necessarily caused by comparable updates in the
same relations. Duplicate instances of inconsistency indicators may also be the result of updates
in several relations. This is illustrated by the following example.

Exaltil'LE 3.2 Let D be the deductive database consisting of the following rule base and incon-
sistency indicator:

RULES

Ri: mother(X, Y) ~- husband(Z, X), tàther(Z, Y)

R,: parent(X, Y) E- father(X, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) ~ mother(X, Y)

INCONSISTENCY INDICATOR

I~i: ~X~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)]

Suppose the transaction consists of insertions t~ther(1, 10) and student(1). The two instantia-
tions of Ili are found, namely parent(1, 10), student( I ) and parent(1, Y), student(1). Note that

the latter instantiation subsumes the first one; so, the first one should not be evaluated, when the
second one is evaluated first.

Note that to avoid duplicate evaluations of inconsistency indicators a solution analogue to that

for duplicate derived updates is thinkable. In a breadth first computation of update instances, 6rst

all update instances of the inconsistency indicators are computed. Thereafter, all duplicates and

subsumed ones are removed and, when needed, further compiled. In the depth first computation

all evaluated update instances are listed and a new update instance is only evaluated, when it is

not already present in this list.
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Not only instantiations of a particular inconsistency indicator can lead to duplicate evaluations
of instances of that inconsistency indicator, but different inconsistency indicators can also lead to
duplicate evaluations of (parts of) these inconsistency indicators.

3.1.4 Redundancy by Duplicate Side Literals of Different Indicators

When instantiating inconsistency indicators, the resulting instantiated inconsistency indicators
may be identical, as we have seen in the section on redundancy by duplicate instances of an indi-
cator. However, identical instances of indicators may be caused by instantiations of several indi-
cators instead of one particular indicator. The next example shows this kind of redundancy.

Ex.alutPLE 3.3 Let D be a database with the following rule, fact and inconsistency indicator base:

RULES

Ri : mother(X, Y) E- husband(Z, X), farher(Z, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) ~ father(X, Y)

R~: parent(X, Y) F- mother(X, Y)

R4: dependent(Y. X) ~ mother(X, Y), employed(X), student(Y)

FACTS
Fi: employed(2)

F,: student(10)

F,: husband(1, 2)

INCONSISTENCY INDICATORS

lli: ~X~Y[pai-ent(X, Y), student(X)]

II~: ~X~Y[dependent(Y, X), student(X)]

Let father(1, 10) be an update to this database. Besides morher(2, 10), which is an irrelevant in-

duced insertion, other relevant induced insertions are derived as well.
First, the induced insertions parent(1, 10) and parent(2, 10) are both relevant to Ili. Second, the
induced insertion dependent(10, 2) is relevant to 11z. The induced instances of lli with respect
to parent(1, 10) and parent(2, 10) respectively are both equal to the induced instance of !I, with
respect to dependent(10, 2), namely student(2).

This type of redundancy may not only occur for one particular update but may also occur for sev-

eral updates in a transaction.

Besides exact duplicates, some derived update instance of an indicator may be subsumed by an-

other and can therefore be skipped in the checking process. For instance, suppose two derived
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updates n(X, c, d) and a(X, c, Y) are derived by applying some integrity checking method. The
derived update a(X, c, cl ) is a speeial case of derived update rr(X, c, Y) and is therefore redundant
in the remainder of the method. We can consider this so called redundanc.}~ by .rubscunption as a
general case of redundancy by duplicates and is handled in the same way. Redundancy by the
appearance of duplicates is not the most interesting type of redundancy. This type of redundancy
can easily be avoided by keeping track of intermediate results in the integrity checking process.
However, when ignoring this kind of redundancy, the redundancy may be enormous.

Other more hidden types of redundancy are studied in the remainder of this chapter. When con-
sidering these redundancies for integrity constraint checking methods in general, we assume that
such methods handle redundancy by duplicates well.

3.2 Redundancy in the Generation of Intermediate Results

During the consistency check several intermediate results may be derived. Some of these interme-
diate results do not really contribute to the necessary check. However, determining the minimal
set of facts stored in the database that are needed to complete the check, may never be reachable
or even may not be desirable as is pointed out in this section. In this section, the effectiveness and
relevance of intermcdiate results are studied.

3.2.1 Redundancy by Ineffective Intermediate Results

The definition of ineffective induced updates re[lccts precisely the kind of redundancy that is han-
dled in this section. Although this type of redundancy could be seen as a variant of redundancy by
duplicates, because a duplicate is now present in the old database state, it is studied in a separate
section. The reason for handling this kind of redundancy becomes clear when reading this section.
Suppose a deductive database is updated by a transaction consisting of one update. An ineffective
induced update is present in the old database state. So, the relevant inconsistency indicators with
respect to the ineffective induced update, were already fulfilled in the previous database state and
do not have to be checked aeain.

Preventing redundancies by ineffective rrpdate.r can lead to a loss of efficiency. For instance, in
determining whether an induced update is effective or not, one has to evaluate this update. When
it Wrns out to be ineffective, the evaluation of the related inconsistency indicators is redundant.
However, when it is effective, then the evaluation of the update was a wasted effort So, in order
to decide if the execution of such a test for effectiveness, which is called the e~fectivenes.r test,
makes sense, each time an induced update is derived one must have some knowledge about

(i) the expected percentage of induced updates that are ineffective,

(ii) the expected time needed for the ineffectiveness test,

(iii) the expected time needed to evaluate an inconsistency indicator.
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Because the time needed for any evaluation is strongly related to the number of database accesses

needed in the evaluation, the decision of using such a test concerns the content of the database.

The number of facts, rules and inconsistency indicators as well as the interaction between those
components of the database and updates are infíuencing the values of these three items. The data-

base management system must keep statistics of the timings of checks with and without the effec-

tiveness test for various updates, in order to decide for which kind of updates the effective~ness test

may lead to a more efficient evaluation. Therefore, it may not always be wise to try to minimize

this kind of redundancy at all cost.

3.2.2 Redundancy by Irrelevant Intermediate Results

In the computation of all relevant induced updates, irrelevant intermediate results may be derived,

i. e. , results that do not participate in the minimal check that is possible. For example, in ExAM-

PLE Z. 1 2 some irrelevant induced updates were generated in order to derive the relevant induced

updates. When returning to Ex.aMPLE 2.12, we see that any computation of the mother-relation

is an example of this kind of redundancy. FI~uRE 3.1 shows the computation of all mothei--facts

that are induced by the update husband(1, 2), when the database contains the facts father(1, 10),

father(1, 1 I) and father(1, 12). Each of these mother-facts is redundant because there is no incon-

sistency indicator that is directly related to the mother-relation. The remark after ExAMPLE 2. I 2

II 1: 3 X 3 Y[ parent(X,Y), student(X)]

parent(z,10~1
parent(2,,,) Jj parent(X,Y)
parenl(2,12) .

mother(2,10)
mother(z,,,)~mother(X,Y) father(X,Y)
mother(2.12) ,~

father(1,10)
husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y) father(1,11)

father(1,12)

lu
l',';:

husband(1,2)

Figure 3.1: Redundancy by irrelevant induced updates
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states that these irrelevant induced updates were indispensible for the method based on induced
updates for deriving the relevant induced updates, for instance parent(2, 10), parent(2, 1 I) and
parent(2, 12) in the situation of FICURE 3.1. Generally, this is not always the case, as ExAlvt-
PLE 2.13 showed.

REIvIAxx In the induced update method as well as in the potential update method the irrelevant
induced updates were accessed, when the induced resp. potential instance of the inconsistency
indicator was evaluated. However, cases may exist in which irrelevant induced updates can be
avoided, as is stated in the note after ExAMPi,E 2.13. In the potential update method, irrelevant
potential updates may have been redundantly generated. However, this redundancy is less influen-
cial than a redundancy by generating redundant induced updates, because in generating potential
updates the fact base will not be accessed, which is rather inexpensive in comparison to an induced
update, for which the database has to be accessed.

Redundancy by irrelevant intermediate results can appear in a more subtile way, when an incon-
sistency indicator that has to be checked is instantiated. For example, suppose that in FtGURE 3.1
instead of the full inconsistency indicator:

lli : 3X~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)]

the specified inconsistency indicator is:

!]i : 3Y[parent(1, Y), student(1)]

which expresses that in this database, for some reason, only person 1 cannot be a student and a
parent at the same Cime. Then compared to the previous situation parent(2, 10), parent(2, 11) and
parent(2, 12) are no longer relevant.

This example shows that this type of redundancy is part of the redundancy in the generation of in-
termediate results, because in deriving the relevant inconsistency indicators even more redundant
intermediate results may be derived compared to the case of uninstantiated inconsistency indica-
tors. In other words, in the case ofan uninstantiated inconsistency indicator some relevant derived
updates may be irrelevant in the case the inconsistency indicator is instantiated.

3.2.3 Redundancy by Intermediate Results
The redundancies described in the previous sections, which are related to ineffective and irrelevant
derived updates, are presented in a unifying context. This is done along the following example.

ExAMP[.E 3.4 Let D be a database with the following rule, fact and ineonsistency indicator base:

RULES
Ri : mother(X, Y) E- husband(Z, X), father(Z, Y)
R,: parent(X, Y) ~ father(X, Y)
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R3: parent(X, Y) ~ mother(X, Y)

R4: mother(X, Y) ~ chi{d(Y, X)

FACTS

F~ : father(1, 10)

Fz : tàther(1, 1 l )

F3: child(10, 2)

F.~: student(3)

INCONSISTENCY INDICATOR

{li: ~X~Y[parent(X,Y).student(X)]

Note that mother(2, l0), parent(2, 10), parent(1, 10) and parent(I, 11) are derivable in D and

that D is consistent with respect to ]I~. Let U: husband(1, 2) be an insertion to D. As a result

several induced updates in the relations of mother and parent are derived. These induced updates

are mothe~r(2, 10), rnother(2, I 1), parent(2, 10) and parent(2, 11). Note that mother(2, 10) and

mother(2, 11) are both irrelevant, while even mother(2, 10) is ineffective. On the other hand,

parent(2, 10) and parent(2, l 1) are both relevant, of which only parent(2, 11) is effective. When

looking at the potential updates derived from update U, we see that mother(2, Y) and parent(2, Y)

are derived, of which mother(2, Y) is irrelevant but effective and parent(2, Y) is relevant and ef-

fective. This is shown in the pyramid of FIGURE 3.2.

[n this figure, triangles are important for its interpretation. The semantics of this pyramid is anal-

ysed in the following way. The whole pyramid consists of derived updates that result from U.

In fact, the pyramid consists of potential updates represented by the triangle of which the basis is

marked withpotentin{ updutes. As we saw in 2.4.2.2, some of them can be instantiated to induced

updates. These induced updates are represented by the triangle of which the basis is marked with

induced updntes. However, the potential updates may have other instances, which do not corre-

spond to induced updates. These instances are present in the white area of the pyramid. Now,

the derived updates are observed from two other perspectives. On the left side of the pyramid a

distinction is made between effective and ineffective derived updates. The effective part of all de-

rived updates is enclosed in the triangle of which the side is marked by effective. In the other part

of the pyramid all inefffective derived updates are represented. On the right side of the pyramid

a distinction is made between relevant and irrelevant derived updates. The relevant part of the

derived updates is enclosed in the triangle of which the side is marked by relevnnt. In the other

part of the pyramid all irrelevant derived updates are represented. Note that the inner core of the

pyramid is the most interesting part with respect to the inconsistency indicator. This part, repre-

sented by the smallest triangle in the figure, actually influences the consistency of the database,

as the main assumption of the previous chapter implies.

REMARK The concepts of relevant and effective derived update are orthogonn{. Relevant de-

rived updates as well as irrelevant derived updates may be either effective or ineffective. So, the
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.. .. .. .. ....
mother(2,

potentiallupdates
parent(2,11)

parent{2,10

~induced updates-~

Figure 3.2: Redundancy of the first type

converse holds too: effective derived updates as well as ineffective derived updates may be either
relevant or irrelevant, also holds. Note, that instances of some effective potential update may cor-
re~spond to effective as well as ineffective induced updates and that instances of a some relevant po-
tential update may correspond to relevant as well as irrelevant induced updates. This last remark
is illustrated, when in the example Ili is replaced by the indicator ~X[parent(X, 1 l), student(X)].
In this case par-ent(2, 10) becomes irrelevant, while parent(2, 11) still is relevant.

We call the redundancy, consisting ofcomputing all irrelevant and ineffective intermediate results,
a r-edundancy of the first rype.

3.3 Redundancy in the Selection of Inconsistency Indicators
Sometimes in the selection phase of a method, i. e. , the phase in which the inconsistency indica-
tors are chosen that have to be evaluated, a selection of an inconsistency indicator is not neces-
sary. For instance, in a naive method where all inconsistency indicators have to be evaluated the
selection of irrelevant inconsistency indicators is an example of this kind of redundancy. How-
ever, the redundant selection may have a more hidden cause. A redundant selection leading to
a redundant evaluation of a partially instantiated inconsistency indicator may be caused by the
fact that the instantiated inconsistency indicator contains a partial relation which is empty, i. e. ,

mother(2,10) rco

mother(2,Y~ ` ~ `parent(2,Y

u2

mother(2,11)

parent(2,Y)
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no instantiation of this relation holds in the updated database. For instance, this can happen in
the method based on potential updates. Although in ExnMpLF 2.6 the update husband(1, 2) can

influence the inconsistency indicator Ilt, the extensional database in this case does not have to

imply mother-facts and therefore also no new parent-facts. If the father-relation does not contain

facts for person 1, then no induced updates with respect to the mother-relation are found. So,

there are no new parent-facts derivable in the database. This means that the evaluation of llt is a

redundant evaluation, because the evaluation of parent(X, Y) in Ilt does not involve parent-facts,

which were not present before the update. This situation is illustrated in Ft~[1xE 3.3, where the

dotted lines show the part of the database that does not change.

Note that the occurrence of this type of redundancy is highly dependent on the particular database

state and therefore can only be determined at run-time. Therefore, during an inconsistency check

it ís important to find out with a minimum of database accesses if this situation occurs. This kind

II i: 3 X 3 Y[ parent(X,Y), student(X)]

2~ 2 ~
~ ~ ~,~~

parent(X,Y)

mother(X,Y) father(X,Y)

rfather(3,30)
husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y) ( father(3,31)

`father(3,32)

husband(1,2)

Figure 3.3: Redundancy of the second type

of redundancy does not appear in the method based on induced updates, because by generating the

induced updates first, one can pick out those inconsistency indicators that are really influenced by

the update. This is a serious problem in the method based on potential updates in which a relevant

inconsistency indicator turns out to be irrelevant when actually exploring the database.

We call this kind of redundancy a redundancy nf the second type.
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3.4 Redundancy in the Evaluation of Inconsistency Indicators
The third type of redundancy is the redundancy that appears in the evaluation of the selected in-
consistency indicators. It involves an evaluation of parts of the database that are not affected by
the update. For instance, in the method based on potential updates the update husband(l, 2) may
cuuse an implicit update in the parent-re~lation because of a change in the mother-relation. The

II t: ~ X 3 Y[ Parent(X,Y), student(X)]

~~l
parent(X,Y)

mother(X,Y) father(X,Y)

husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y)
~~. ~ I .,.

husband(1,2)

Figure 3.4: Redundancy of the third type

resulting evaluation of parent(2, Y), student(2) will lead to a search for a change of the mother-
relation as well as the father-relation. But the tàther-relation did not change by the update. There-
fore, the evaluation of the indicator by going into the right branch of our tree is redundant. This
situation is shown in FIGURE 3.4.

Besides a check of an updated branch of such a tree, this could lead to a check of branches which
are unchanged. We call this kind of redundancy a redundnnc~~ of the third type.

REMARK Redundancy of the third kind may exist also in the method based on induced updates.
For instance, the update husband( l, 2) could lead to an induced update in the parent-relation, re-
sulting in an evaluation of an induced instance of ll~. This evaluation will search through the
fatherdefinition part of the parent-relation, which is clearly not changed.
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Redundancy of the third type can lead to an enormous overhead in case of dependency trees, re-

presenting the intensional database, which are deeply and widely branched. This is represented

in F[GURE 3.5. In this figure the dependency tree is represented by an andlor-tree, in which and-

nodes are connected by an arc in the branches to the and-nodes. The parent node of such and-

nodes represents a head of a rule and the and-nodes represent the body of that rule. The continuous

lines in Ft~t)ttE 3.5 show the infiuence of the update, i. e. , the relations that are updated by the

update. The dotted lines show the part of the database that does not change. But evaluating the

expression in the top node means that all the branches will be searched for a change, even the

dotted branches. Note further that in case of a combination of redundancy of the second and third

type, the overhead can become extremely large, as the second picture in Ft~uttE 3.5 shows.

Inc. Ind.

`

Inc. Ind.

Figure 3.5: Redundancy of the third type in case of large dependency trees

3.5 Redundancy by Neglecting the Relation between Updates

The updates in a transaction are often in some way related to each other. When they are not related,

there may be no reason for them to be in the same transaction and they could be presented to the

database as independent updates. However, when there is some link between updates in the trans-

action, knowledge about such a link can be of great use in finding inconsistency indicators that are

more likely to succeed than others. Redundantly evaluating inconsistency indicators which fail,

while there exists an inconsistency indicator that succeeds, must be avoided. It may seem that one

cannot predict, whether an inconsistency indicator succeeds or not. However, knowledge about

the statistically optimal order of evaluation of inconsistency indicators can in the long run lead to

a significant gain of efficiency. We illustrate this by a simple example.
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EXAtvtPt.E 3.5 Let D be a database, which contains the following inconsistency indicators:

IIi: ~X[p(X),r(X)]

I1~: ~X3Y[9(X), s(X, Y)]

II~: ~X[P(X), 9(X)~

In D p and q are base relations and r and s are derived relations. Let T-{ p(a), q(a)} be a
transaction. Suppose that r(u) and s(a, Y) do not hold in Dr. When the order in which the indi-
cators are presented here is used in the consistency check, this results in the evaluation of r(n) and
s(a, Y) first, before the evaluation of I1~. It is obvious that II~, in which p and q appear, should
be checked first, because it can be completely evaluated without any database access. So, first
look if there is some indicator that can be evaluated by only using the transaction.

Note that this kind of redundancy is only relevant if at least one of the inconsistency indicators
will succeed in the updated database. When they all fai1, each of the inconsistency indicators is
checked. So, in this case the order of evaluation of the indicators does not matter.

There is another argument for evaluating II~ first. It contains base relations only. Evaluating a
derived relation could cause a tremendous database search, when the relations are defined in terms
of many other relations. This could lead to an explosion of database accesses, which is prevented
when 113 succeeds. A solution for these problems is to compute all base relations that are involved
when evaluating an inconsistency indicator. So, when this knowledge is linked to each inconsis-
tency indicator, a measure for evaluating some inconsistency indicators before others could be the
percentage of base facts, appearing in the transaction, in the set of base facts that are involved in
evaluating the inconsistency indicator. Indicators that consist only of base relations, which also
appear in the transaction, must have the highest priority.

This section showed that the order of inconsistency indicators can play an important role in the
gain of efficiency. However, the choice of the evaluation order of inconsistency indicators can
vary from database to database.

We call this kind of redundancy a redundancy qf the fourih ty~pe.

3.6 Redundancy by Replacement

Replacements are often seen as a deletion followed by an insertion, which is in general not the best
way to look at replacements. From the integrity checking point of view, this can lead to a lot of

redundancy. In the literature, replacement with respect to integrity constraint checking seems to
be overlooked, but it is rather essential. The next example illustrates redundancy if a replacement
is considered as an insertion after a deletion.

EXatvtPLE 3.6 Let D be a database containing employee-facts of the following form:

employee(Einp-id, Add~-ess, Fv~i.ctio~n, Date-o,f-Báríh, Date-of-Reti~~re~nerit, Afn.gr-i.d)
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and for which the inconsistency indicators

II~: employee(E, Ai , Fi , Bi , Ri , M), employee(M, A~, F~, B~, R~, E)

!h: employee(E, A, assistent, B, R, M), E~ M

11~: employee(E, A, manager, B, R, M), retirement-age(B, R, N), N ~ 60

are specified, where each variable in the inconsistency indicators is existentially quantified and
retirement-age is an evaluable predicate, which has the date of birth and the date of retirement as
input arguments and the computed age at the date ofretirement as output. The inconsistency indi-
cators express that a state in which an employee has a manager for whom he himself is a manager,
or when the employee is an assistent with an identifier greater than that of its manager, or when
the employee is a manager who retires before the age of 60, is prohibited.
Let F: employee(12, líings Road 15 London, assistent, 12~04~62, 01~07~96, 92) be a fact in
the database. The represented employee is transferred to another department of the company in
Paris, which leads to the replacement of this fact by

F' : employee(12, R~ue ct'Anie~~ique 66 Paris, assistent, 12~04~62, 01~07~96, 92).

If we consider this replacement as a deletion of F followed by the insertion of F', all inconsistency
indicators are checked again. However, when looking at the replacement more carefully, only the
address is replaced, while none of the inconsistency indicators constrains the address in any way.
In other words, evaluation of the inconsistency indicators for F or F' leads to the same update
instances of the inconsistency indicator; so, obviously with respect to the consistency of the data-
base, nothing has changed. Therefore, each inconsistency indicator, which is not influenced by a
replacement, is redundantly evaluated.

Redundancy by replacement is in fact a redundancy that appears in the selection phase. When not
handled properly, a method selects inconsistency indicators in which the relations did not change.
In the literature, up till now integrity checking methods for deductive databases do not cope with
this kind of redundancy; however, in the method presented in this thesis this kind of redundancy
can easily be avoided.

3.7 Related Research

Redundancies in the evaluation of inconsistency indicators, may be caused by the order of their
subgoals and is the concern of query optimization techniques. This is not the kind of redundancy
that is studied here. Although, in the literature, a lot of attention is paid to redundancy in query
evaluation, which can be found in papers devoted to query optimization, there is not done much
fundamental research to the causes of redundancies in integrity checking.

However, in [LL94] Lee and Ling explicitly describe a type of redundancy, which is caused by
ignoring the information that is present in the constraint itself, as in the situation when an in-
consistency indicator is instantiated. As we have seen in the case of instantiated inconsistency
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indicators, ignoring the information that is present in the indicator could lead to an unnecessary
computation of induced updates. Lee and Ling discovered a more general redundancy caused
by evaluahle predicates that appear in inconsistency indicators. Their idea is to evaluate these
predicates as soon as possible in order to prevent database accesses caused by evaluation of other
predicates in indicators. For instance, let

lli : 3X~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X), eval(X)]

be an indicator that contains some evaluable predicate eval, which only depends on variable X.

Lee and Ling show that their optimization technique can be added to integrity checking methods
in order to avoid this kind of redundancy. For instance, in the method of potential updates, first
we could select the potential updates that are relevant to the indicator. When a potential update
with respect to relation parent or student exists, which binds X in the indicator, then we should
first evaluate eval hefore finding all induced updates, that correspond to the potential updates, in
order to save database access time when eval(X) does not hold. In fact when X is bound the in-
consistency indicator is interpreted as:

if eval(X), then evaluate ~Y[parent(X, Y), student(X)].

When X is not bound, the inconsistency indicator is evaluated in the regular way. Note that an in-
consistency indicator which is instantiated by itself can be see~n as an indicator with some evalable
predicate, e. g. , ~Y[parent(1, Y), student(1)] can be expressed as ~Y[par-ent(X, Y), student(X),
X- 1]. However, this type of redundancy is not a new type. Each redundant database access,
caused by this kind of redundancy, can be caused either by a redundant generation of irrelevant
intermediate results or by a redundant selection of an inconsistency indicator.

In ~ WSK83 ] another redundancy concerning integrity checking in the case ofaggregate constraints
is studied. Instead of checking a full aggregate constraint after an update, which could lead to ac-
cessing all base facts that were needed to derive the value related to the aggregate function again,
whilc we only need the previous aggregate value together with the values of the updates that con-
trihute to this value. For instance, when an aggregate constraint 1 states that a relation R must not
exceed the number of n tuples, and a tuple from R is removed, it is awkward to count the number
of tuples in K again. [nstead of this recount, together with I the number of tuples is stored. Say
this number is u. So, checking I corresponds to find uut the number of tuples added to this rela-
tion, say ni resulting from the update and compute u~ m to see if it does not exceed n, as stated
by l. Hence, this constraint can be checked without accessing the database.
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Chapter 4

~ICCS: Fact Integrity Constraint Checl~ing System

In deductive databases it is important that the information we obtain from the database is consis-
tent with our view of the world. However, there may be several causes for deriving inconsistent
information from the system In 2.2 we noted that an inconsistent set of integrity constraints could
lead to problems. Contradictory information may be derived from the database when the set of
integrity constraints is inconsistenL Some examples of inconsistencies or redundancies in a set
of rules are the appearance of:

D conflicting rules,

redundant rules,

subsumed rules,

unnecessary conditions in the body of a rule,

circular chains of rules.

The issue of rule vulidation or n~le verification is not elaborated in this thesis. Several books and
special issues of journals on expert systems and knowledge based systems are dedicated to the
validation and verification of knowledge based systems and expert systems (see [AL91,Gup91,
Cu189, Fox92, p1a93, prs93]). Other surveys and papers dedicated to the detection of inconsis-
tencies and redundancies in rules (see [Cra87, GBP}92, LMP89, 0093, SC87, WS93]). Several
tools that monitor the rule integrity are available, such as ONCOCIN (see [SSS88]), CHECK
(see [NPLP87]), COVADIS (see [Rou88]), EVA (see [CCS90]), KB-REDUCER2 (see [Gin88]),
the system proposed by Meseguer (see [Mes90]), KET (see [ET88]). There areseveral implemen-
tations of rule integrity checking systems available, although they are often not known as such,
because they are often integrated in the database management system.

Here, we are especially interested in the field of data integrity in deductive database systems, al-
though the results of this thesis are in fact applicable to any field concerning rules, such as expert
systems, knowledge based systems or rule based systems. However, there may be a difference in
the way these rules are handled, namely data driven or gonl driven, but the analysis of inconsis-
tencies and redundancies can in most cases be done in a common way.
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This chapter introduces a method for checking the integrity constraints that should be used in a
special module of the database management system, which we call ,~ICCS. IICCS is an acronym
for ~act Integrity Constraint Checking ,System and is solely responsible for the manipulation and
monitoring of constraints. The proposed method is based on the generation of ineta-rules derived
from the rules, inconsistency indicators and the general form ofupdates without accessing the fact
base. These meta-rules are used for triggering some part of the integrity check depending on the
specific updates in the transaction. These meta-rules are called inconsistency rules. In this chap-
ter, we only show how fICCS should interact with a deductive database management system and
elaborate the method based on inconsistency rules, which is the basis of ~ICCS.

4.1 ~ICCS; Deductive Database Systems and Integrity Con-
straint Checking

In this section the role that ~ICCSplays in a deductive database management system is sketched.
~ICCS is responsible for the optimized representation of the consistency check, but it is not re-
sponsible for the optimized evaluation of the consistency check. This representation of a consis-

tency check contains a yuery, which is first op[imized before it is evaluated by the query evaluator.
The goal of the query evaluator is to handle queries as efficient as possible by using query opti-

mization techniques mentioned in l.3.2.2.

In fICCS inconsistency checks are represented as a set of inconsistency rules. Note that the goal

of jICCS is to formulate a query that represents only that part of the database, which has to be

checked after a transaction, i. e. , to present an optimized check. Further, JICCS is responsible for
the maintenance of the set of inconsistency rules. So, when rules and inconsistency indicators are

inserted, deleted or changed ~ICCS must take the necessary steps in order to keep the inconsis-

tency rules up to date. F[GURE 4.1 illustrates the role of ~ICCS in the whole process of integrity
constraint checking in a deductive databases. In CHAPTEtz 6 a detailed architecture of fICCS is

given. In the remainder of this chapter the construction and optimization of inconsistency rules

is elaborated.

4.1.1 Other Integrity Constraint Checking Systems

Some other systems that allow an integrity checking or integrity preserving system are the PRISM

(see [SK84]) and Exegesis System (see [Sma88]).

In PRISM rules cannot be specified; so, there is only a distinction between facts and constraints.
PRISM is a more object-oriented approach, which allows the natural specitication of relations be-

tween objects, such as specialization and generilization of objects. Constraints, which are directly
related to the data model are called inherent constrnints here. For instance, in the object model
an object in a class and an object in a subclass of that class must have some properties in com-
mon. Such constraints are incorporated in the data model. Further, in PRISM one distinguishes
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of a deductive database system with an integrity constraint checking
component

explicit consrraints and implicit constraints. Explieit constraints are constraints that are speci-
fied indepently from the data model, while implicit constraints are constraints that can be derived
from the inherent constraints and the explicitly stated constraints. PRISM uses a declarative con-
straint language, in which the explicit constraints are represented. In the constraint specification
one distinguishes a precondition, which determines at which circumstances this constraint has to
be checked, an action, which must be executed when the precondition is fulfilled, and only if a
postcondition, which comprises the actual constraint, is fulfilled. The action component of the
constraint specification can be seen as the part that is responsible for the maintenance of the in-
tegrity of the fact base. Without the action component the constraint specifications can be seen
as inconsistency rules in the relational case, where the head of an inconsistency rule corresponds
to the precondition and the body of an inconsistency rule corresponds to the postcondition of the
constraint specification in PRISM.

The Exegesis System, which is based on a deductive data model, checks the integrity of the data-
base by the use of potential updates. In generating the potential updates it takes a top-down ap-
proach leaving out all subsumed potential updates generated in the process so far. Further, the
Exegesis system allows a kind of default reasoning by the possibility of defining default rules.
Such default rules are incorporated in the integrity checking process in Exegesis. Besides up-
dates in relations, updating the rule base or constraint base, while keeping the fact base consis-
tent, is also possible. However, the eonsistency of the rule base resp. constraint base itself is not
checked. In Exegesis the evaluation of integrity constraints in the transaction has a higher priority
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than the evaluation of constraints already present in the constraint base. Integrity constraints are

represented as denials which can directly be processed by a resolution based query evaluator.

4.2 ~ICCS; Using Inconsistency Rules for Monitoring Consis-
tency

The main feature of the proposed method based on inconsistency rules is that the consistency

check itself is completely goal driven. The knowledge how an arbitrary update may influence in-

consistency indicators is represented by so called inconsistency rules. These rules are meta-rules

that are asserted to the deductive database. By the application of these rules, from any update the

relevant instantiated inconsistency indicators, that have to be evaluated in the deductive database,

are found injust one step. Therefore, it does not have the disadvantage of generating induced up-

dates or potential updates that are not relevant to any inconsistency indicator. Hence, redundancy

of the first type does not appear in the method based on inconsistency rules.

In 4.2.1 the advantages of the method based on inconsistency rules are shown, especially when

it is compared to the methods based on induced and potential updates. It is shown that this im-

provement is fundamental.

4.2.1 Integrity Constraint Checking based on Inconsistency Rules

The new method is based on a new concept called inconsistency rules. These rules are constructed

by using the rules and the inconsistency indicators in the deductive database. In the method based

on inconsistency rules three phases are distinguished:

(i) the generation phase, in which the inconsistency rules from the rules and the inconsistency

indicators in the database are derived,

(ii) the compilation phase, in which the inconsistency rules are optimized and redundancies are

minimized, whereafter these rules are added to the database,

(iii) the application phase, in which only those inconsístency rules that are relevant to the update

are triggered.

The inconsistency rules are derived from inconsistency trees, which in turn are derived from po-

tential update AND~OR trees. For the moment, the more complex databases, in which negative

database literals appear, are avoided. We elaborate the concept ofpotential update AND~OR trees,

inconsistency trees and inconsistency rules by leavíng out negative database literals in rules or

inconsistency indicators first. Note that a deletion in such a database is not relevant to any incon-

sistency indicator. So, for the time being deletions will not influence the integrity of the database.

In 5.1.2.1 negative database literals are introduced again.
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4.2.1.1 Potential Update ANDIOR Trees without Negation

Each potential update AND~OR tree is derived from some database literal relevant to an inconsis-
tency indicator. So, from literals expressing some computation or comparison without accessing
the database no potential update AND~OR trees are derived. [n the next definition database literals
are supposed to be positive until further notice.

DEFtrvtTlotv 4.1 Let L be a database literal that appears in an inconsistency indicator. Literal L
is the root of a potential update AND~OR tree, say T~. L is called the root litera! of T~. We start
with L as the first constructed node. Let 71~ be a constructed node, then the following construction
rules are applicable:

(i) If 9~ is unifiable with the head of any rule, then the construction of T~ is a top-down con-
struction which proceeds as follows:
Let R: H~ Bi n... n 8,,, be a rule, where N is a positive literal which is unifiable with
I~ and where Bi ,... , 8,,, are literals. Let Q be the most general unifier of 7~ and H; then
for each j the líteral B~Q is an AND-node with respect to rule R of 9~ only if it is not redun-
dant. If the literal is redundant it is not part of the potential update ANDIOR tree again. If
more than one rule is applicable than for each rule there is an OR-branch for the literal J1~,
where each OR-branch ends in a group of related AND-nodes corresponding to the body
of the applied rule.
A literal in the construction process is redundant if

m it is syntactically the same as some other node in the constructed potential update
ANDIOR tree so far, or
it is syntactically the same as some other node in the constructed potential update
ANDIOR tree so far, except that both nodes only differ with respect to some variables
that do not occur in the root literal.

(ii) If J~ is not unifiable with the head of any rule, then ~ does not have any child node, i. e. ,
the construction process stops.

RElvtatzx For each child node the construction rules are applied until none of these rules can
be applied anymore. It may be obvious that in case of nonrecursive databases this construction
process stops because rules can be applied only once and there are finitely many rules containing
finitely many body literals. In the case of recursive databases the construction process also stops,
as is pointed out in 5.3. I.

Note that for each database literal that is relevant to some inconsistency indicator a potential up-
date AND~OR tree is created. Note that although from literals appearing in inconsistency indica-
tors that correspond to evaluable predicates no potential update ANDIOR trees are constructed.
These literals still may be present as leafs in those trees.

ExatvtPLE 4.1 Consider the database with the rules, facts and inconsistency indicator of Ex-
aMt'irE 2.4. Now, parent(X, Y), which appears in the inconsistency indicator, is the root literal
of the potential update ANDIOR tree Tp~,.e1~rx.ri. There exist two OR-branches of parent(X, Y),
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i. e. , a branch which ends in AND-node mother(X, Y) and a branch which ends in AND-node

father(X, Y). Now, by applying the mother-rule to mother(X, Y) two related AND-nodes cor-

responding to the literals in the body of the mother-rule are derived, i. e. , husband(Z, X) and

father(Z, Y). An arc between the branches to husband(Z, X) and father(Z, Y) expresses the fact

that they are related AND-nodes (see FtGURE 4.2 for the complete potential update AND~OR

tree for parent(X, Y)).

parent(X,Y)

mother(X,Y) father(X,Y)

husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y)

Figure 4.2: Potential update AND~OR tree for Ex.alvtptE 4.1

DEF1tvt1'IOtv 4.2 Let II be an inconsistency indicator. A node in a potential update ANDIOR

tree of II is called an updatable node if it corresponds to an updatable relation.

Remember that we assumed that a node is updatable if and only if it corresponds to a base rela-

tion. Relations that are not updatable are not responsible for any change of the consistency of the

database. Any success after the evaluation of an inconsistency indicator can only be caused via

an updatable node. Therefore only the leaf nodes corresponding to base relations in the potential

update AND~OR tree correspond to updatable nodes and are relevant for deriving the relevant in-

stances of the inconsistency indicators, e. g. , the leaf node husband(Z, X) in FtGURE 4.2. So,

all nodes "between" the root and those leaf nodes are not updatable. F[GURE 4.3 shows how in

our example the concepts of potential update ANDIOR tree and inconsistency indicator interact.

An update may instantiate a leaf node of some potential update ANDIOR tree. By instantiating

the leaf node of a potential update ANDIOR tree the root literal of this potential update AND~OR

tree is instantiated too. In FtGURE 4.3 the substitution {X~2, Z~ 1} will instantiate parent(X, Y)

in IIi. The instantiated root literal of this potential update AND~OR tree instantiates the inconsis-

tency indicator. The instantiated inconsistency indicator is equal to the potential instance of the

inconsistency indicator with respect to the instantiated root literal. So, the instantiated root literal

is a potential update with respect to the update in the leaf node. This is the reason for calling these

AND~OR trees potential update ANDIOR trees.
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Ih :3X 3Y 3N [ parent(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N c 15]

i:-','-!
parent(X,Y)

mother(X,Y) father(X,Y)

husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y)

:I
husband(1,2)

Figure 4.3: Updatable nodes in the potential update ANDIOR tree for parent leading to II~

4.2.1.2 Inconsistency Trees

Instantiation of inconsistency indicators by the updates in the transaction can be done in just one
step. To express this one-step instantiation we construct incon.ristency trees. They are defined
using the definition of potential update ANDIOR trees.

DEFtlvtTtotv 4.3 Let l i be an inconsistency indicator. An inconsistency tree (also called a one-
level incon.ristency tree, see [Se195]) `I„ is constructed as follows. The root of an inconsístency
tree `r, is II. I1~ is a child node of the root (i. e. , II) of 2"„ if it is an updatable node of a potential
update ANDIOR tree, T~, for some literal L in 17. From J1~ no other nodes are derived.

Here, it is prohibited for a derived relation to be updatable. However, in the above definition only
a strict distinction between updatable relations and relations which are not updatable is made. So,
this definition does not exclude updates in views explicitly.

ReMARx An instantiation of a node implied by some update now leads directly to a potential
instance of the inconsistency indicator.

Although by DErttvtl'totv 4.3 updating derived relations is not explicitly forbidden, here, the one-
level inconsistency trees are constructed for base relations only, because we assumed that updat-
able nodes only contain base relations. So, by assumption, only the leaf nodes of potential update
ANDIOR trees correspond to base relations, and only these leafs are needed to build the inconsis-
tency tree. The leaf nodes of an inconsistency tree are leaf nodes of a potential update ANDIOR
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tree and we therefore call all its leaf nodes updatable nodes of the inconsistenc~~~ tree. The incon-

sistency tree is an ordinary tree, i. e. , there is no distinction between AND and OR nodes. Note

that from each potential update ANDIOR tree at least one inconsistency tree can be derived be-

cause, by definition, the root literal of a potential update AND~OR tree, say L, is a literal relevant

to an inconsistency indicator. Because L may be relevant to other inconsistency indicators, sev-

eral inconsistency trees may be derived from one and the same potential update ANDIOR tree

with L as root literal.

ExAtvtPLE 4.2 Consider Exa.tvtpt.E 4.1 with potential update AND~OR tree T~~,-e1,,~x, n. From in-
consistency indicator IIi : 3X3Y~N[parent(X, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15] an ínconsistency
tree is derived. Because this inconsistency indicator contains two literals, i. e. , parent(X, Y) and

age-diff(X. Y, N), the inconsistency tree is built from the potential update ANDIOR trees Tp~~~„,~x. rt
and T,~e-~i;aix,Y,Nt . Each updatable node in the potential update ANDIOR tree Tpa,~,,,ix. y~ , i. e. , each
node corresponding to the base relations fatheror husband, is a node in the ineonsistency tree 7„ .

Suppose we have the following rule which defines the age-diffrelation

age-diff(X, Y, N) ~ age(X, Nl ), age(Y, N2), N- NI - N2,

then the corresponding complete inconsistency tree for Ili can be found in F1~uRE 4.4.

Ih :3 X 3 Y 3 N[ parent(X.Y), age-diH(X,Y,N), N ~ 15]

husband(Z,X) father(Z,Y) fatheqX,Y) age(X,N1) age(Y,N2)

husband(1,2)

Figure 4.4: Inconsistency tree for I Ji in EXAMPLE 4.2

Note that age is considered here as a base relation. In real database applications the relation age as

well as the relations father and husband may be derived from a database table as the next example
illustrates. When this is the case, they are in fact derived relations and not updatable.

ExAlvtP1.E 4.3 Suppose the relations age, father and husband could be derived from a cit izen

table of a register office database as follows:

Ri: husband(X, Y) F-citizen(X, -, Y, -, -, -, -, naa.le)

R~: father(X, Y) E-citizen(X, -, -, Y, -, -, -, rnale ),citizen(Y, -, -, -, -, -, -, -)

R3: age(X, N) ~citizen(X, -, -, -, -, D, -, -), date-to-age(D, N)
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where citizen(-, -, -, -, -, -, -, -) corresponds to a table of which the first argument is the citi-
zen's identifier, the third argument is the identifier of the one he or she is married with, the fourth
argument is an identifier of a child of that citizen, the sixth argument is the citízen's date of birth
and the last argument is for the citizen's sex. All other arguments are not relevant and therefore
are not specified here. Note that date-to-age is an evaluable predicate and therefore not updatable.
So, the leaf nodes of the inconsistency tree would only contain the base relation citizen.

However, the relations husband, tàther and age, are considered as base relations in most cases,
unless stated otherwise.

4.2.1.3 Inconsistency Rules

From the inconsistency trees inconsistency rules are constructed. Such rules are meta expressions
which comprise the check that has to be performed for all possible kinds of updates to updatable
relations. For, updates of relations for which no inconsistency rules exist no check is required.

The next definition shows how the inconsistency rules are derived from inconsistency trees.

DEFtNtTtoN 4.4 Let 11 be an inconsistency indicator and let A be a leaf node of the inconsis-
tency tree `T,,. Then QA[inconsistent(A) ~ II'] is called an inconsistency rule, where II' is the
existential quantified 11 in which all existential quantifiers that appears in A are removed and QA
is the existential yuantification of each variable in A and each free variable in II'.

ExaMPLE 4.4 Let II be ~X~Y[a(X, Y), b(Y)) and let A be equal to c(Z, X). Then the incon-
sistency rule is defined as:

~X3Z[inconsistent(c(Z, X)) ~ ~Y[u(X, Y), b(Y) j~

Note that A is an updatable node and therefore by assumption that A is a base literal.

From this point we denote the inconsistency indicators and inconsistency rules without existential
quantifiers. In that case, the inconsistency rule derived from an inconsistency indicator II with-
out quantilïcation and a leaf node A is equal to inconsistent(A) ~ II. Hence, in our example the
inconsistency rule is equal to inconsistent(c(Z, X)) ~ a(X, Y), b(Y). Note that there cannot be
any misunderstanding about the scope of the quantifiers, because in this thesis all formulas are
rectified and all inconsistency indícators are closed. For each inconsistency indicator all deriv-
able inconsistency rules are asserted to the database. These are meta-rules expressing the goals,
which represent the checks, that have to be evaluated after a certain update of the database. Note
that the evaluation, in the case without negation, must take place in the updated database.

DEF1tvtTtoN 4.S Let T be a transaction. Let IR : inconsistent(A) ~ II be an inconsistency rule.
ff an update U in T that is unifiable with A, then we say that U influences IR and that IR is
applieable to U. We say that the application of 1 R to U is true (resp. false) if Ilcr is true (resp.
false) in the updated database, where a is the most general unifier of A and U.
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It is sufficient to evaluate only those instances of inconsistency indicators which are derived from
the update and the relevant leaf nodes of inconsistency trees. If such an instance is true, then the
update is rejected. If not, the updated database is consistent. This is exactly what happens when
inconsistency rules are applied that are influenced by the transaction.

PROPOSITION 9 Let D be a consisteiat database nnd T c~ trnnsaction. Then Dr is eonsistent iff

e~ech application qf an inconsisteney rule to ench update in the transnctr~ofi is false in Dr.

Proof:
From PROPOSITION 8 one can see that the truth values of potential instances of inconsistency in-
dicators in D, are relevant for concluding that D, is consistent. Therefore with PxoPOStTtolv 8
in order to prove this proposition it is sufficient to prove that the applications of inconsistency
rules lead to precisely those potential instances of inconsistency indicators, which were needed
to check the consistency of D, .

Suppose there exists an inconsistency rule inconsistent(A) G 11 that is applicable to an update
U in T. This implies that A is an updatable node of an inconsistency tree `Z;, and A is unifiable
with U. Let Q be a most general unifier of A and U. Then AQ leads to a potential update Lcr,
where L is the root literal of the potential update ANDIOR tree that is relevant to 11 and A is a

leaf node of that tree. The simplified instance of II with respect to La, i. e. , llQ, is a potentinl
instrrnce of l1. Conversely, from a potential instance of an II an application of an inconsistency
rule is found. This completes the proof of this proposition. ~

4.2.1.4 Redundancy in the Method based on Inconsistency Rules

In CHAPTER 3 we showed that the existing methods all have to deal with redundancies of one or
more types. This is also true for the method based on inconsistency rules although it is already

in most cases an improvement of existing methods based on induced updates and potential up-
dates (see [Se195]). This section presented a method based on inconsistency rules that does not
contain the redundancy of the first type, like the method of potential updates, which is already
an improvement compared to the method based on induced updates (see the remark in 3.2.2).
However, similar to the method based on potential updates, the method based on inconsistency
rules presented so far still contains redundancy, namely redundancy of the second and third kind.
Redundancy of the second type is not present in the method based on induced updates (see the
remark in 3.3).

In the next section, the method based on inconsistency rules is adjusted in order to combine the ad-
vantages of both the method based on potential updates and the method based on induced updates,
hence avoiding the redundancy of the second kind as well. It even goes beyond the advantages of

both methods, because redundancy of the third type is avoided too. In the next section this revised
method based on inconsistency rules will be elaborated.
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4.2.2 Integrity Constraint Checking based on Revised Inconsistency Rules

Inconsistency indicators played a crucial role in the method based on inconsistency rules pre-
sented above, because the body of an inconsistency rule corresponds directly to an inconsistency
indicator. In order to avoid redundancy of the second and third type, inconsistency indicators have
to be changed into revised inconsistency rules, which describe more accurately which part of the
database is affected by an update.

4.2.2.1 Advantages of Revised Inconsistency Rules

In order to illustrate the advantages of revised inconsistency rules informally, consider ExAtvt-
p1.E 2.4. Suppose the update to this database is husband(1, 2) and let

parent(X, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

be an inconsistency indicator. Following the construction of the inconsistency rules in the previ-
ous section the derived inconsistency n~le with respect to the relation husband has the following
form:

inconsistent(husband(Z, X)) ~ parent(X, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15.

This means that whenever the inconsistency rule is applied to the update husband(1, 2}, the eval-
uation in the updated database of the instantiated inconsistency indicator

parent(2, Y), age-diff(2, Y, N), N ~ IS

is necessary. In fact, what we really want to know is if there exists a parent in the new database
state, which was not present in the previous database state, for which the age difference to the
parent's children is less than 15. Note that the update husband(1, 2) only changes the database
through the second parent-rule. In other words, only new mothers can contribute to the change
of the parent-relation. But when evaluating the instantiated indicator, the subgoal parent(2, Y)
will try to find all parents of this form; so, the mother- as well as the father-part of the parent-
rule is searched. But it is known from the update that the father-relation has not changed. The
idea is to incorporate this knowledge into the inconsistency rule. In order to do so, the relation
parent is unfolded until the update of concern is met. The literal parent(X, Y) in the inconsis-
tency rule is replaced by an expression which gives a precise description of the change in parent.
In general, if husband( Z, X) is an update for some binding of Z and X, the mother-rule states that
mother(X, Y) is a new instance if there exist fathers of the format father(Z, Y) in the database.
So, instances of father(Z, Y) will give new instances of mother(X, Y) and consequently new in-
stances ofparent(X, Y). So, only an instance of father(Z, Y) determines a new instance ofparent.
Therefore, in our example in the inconsistency rule with respect to husband, parent(X, Y) can be
replaced by father(Z, Y). The revised inconsistency rule is:

inconsistent(husband(Z, X)) ~ father(Z, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15.

These revised inconsistency rules can be derived easily from the revised inconsistency trees by
taking each leaf node of the revised inconsistency tree as the argument in the head of the revised
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inconsistency rule and the root of the revised inconsistency tree as the body of the revised incon-
sistency rule. Before giving the formal definition of revised inconsistency tree and revised in-
consistency rule a concept called update expression is introduced, which is used in those formal
definitions.

4.2.2.2 Update Expressions

In the previous definition of inconsistency tree, the root of such a tree is an inconsistency indi-
cator. For each inconsistency indicator exactly one tree exists. Now, for each updatable node in
the previously defined inconsistency tree, a separate revised inconsistency tree is constructed by
using once again the potential update AND~OR tree. Now, the root of a revised inconsistency tree
corresponds to an optimized inconsistency indicator. It will check only that part of the database
that is influenced by the updatable node. To clarify this situation the following definitions and
examples are helpful.

DEFItvITIO1v 4.6 Let C and D be literals appearing in some potential update ANDIOR tree T~,
in which C is ancestor of D. A conjunction of literals is collected from T~ starting with D as the
current node and the empty conjunction. The collecting process proceeds as follows.

D Let D' be the parent node of the current node, then collect all child AND-nodes related to
the current node, excluding the current node, and add these nodes to the current literal set,
resulting in the literal set SD-.

Proceed this process with D' as the current node and So~ as the current literal set.

Continue this algorithm until C is reached. By Dó we denote the conjunction of all collected
AND-nodes in S~ in order of derivation, or trice if S~ - Q.

DEFINITION 4.7 Let II be an inconsistency indicator, let L be a literal in II and let 9~ be an up-
datable node from the potential update AND~OR tree T, . Then we call 0~ the update expression
of L by 11~.

ExAtv1PLE 4.5 Consider ExA1vtPLe 4.2. The update expressions with respect to parent(X, Y)
are

~parent(x.YJ - fathe[(Z, Y)
ha~óand( Z. X)

OParentcx.Y~ - husband(Z, X)fatherYZ. Y)
parent( X. Y )

OfatheríX.Y) - ~~~E

for which Ilp,~nt(x.Yi is equal to age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15. The update expressions with respect

to age-diff(X, Y, N) are
Dage-d;crcx.Y.N~ - age(Y, N2), N- N1 - N2

nge(X.NI )

Dage-a~ríiX.Y.N~ - age(X, N1), N- N1 - N2
age( Y, N2 )

for which Ilage~;~(x.Y,Ni is equal to parent(X, Y), N ~ 15.
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RP.MARK A~, which replaces L in II and depends on a particular updatable node J~, expresses
the computation that has to be performed in order to derive the induced updates with respect to the
relation corresponding to L when the relation corresponding to T( is updated. For each of these
induced updates the remainder of the 11 is (partially) instantiated and evaluated. So, the update
expression determines the change of L after an update in ~.

4.2.2.3 Revised Inconsistency Rules

In this section, update expressions are used for defining Revised Inconsistency Rules. In fact,
update expressions are used to alter the inconsistency indicators to get a precise description of
what has to be checked after a certain update.

DEFr1vtT1or1 4.8 Let 1I be an inconsistency indicator, let L be a literal in Il and let I~ be an
updatable node from the potential update ANDIOR tree T~. The expression that is derived from
11 by replacing L by 0~ is called a revised inconsistency indicator with respeet to L and 9~. This
revised inconsistency indicator is denoted by II (L, ~).

DFFtNtTtotv 4.9 Let ll be an inconsistency indicator, let L be a literal in Il. We call the expres-
sion that is derived from II by leaving out L from the conjunction, which is denoted by I1~, the
remainder of II with respect to L.

REtvtARtc The revised inconsistency indicator in DEF1tvlTtotv 4.8 is expressed by:

lI(L, J1~) - 0~, lI,

EXAMPLE 4.6 Consider the situation in ExAMPLE 4.2. The revised inconsistencv indicator with
respect to pai-ent(X, Y) and the node husband(Z, X) is derived from the inconsistency indicator
by replacing parent(X, Y) by the only collected node tàther(Z, Y). Note that when in the col-
lection process mother(X, Y) is the current node, the next node is parent(X, Y), but there are no
AND-nodes collected.

This example comprises exactly the description of the inconsistency check we want to perform,
as we noted in the informal introduction at the beginning of this section.

DEFtlvtTlotv 4. I O Let II be an inconsistency indicator and 7„ the corresponding inconsistency
tree. For each leaf node ~ in `Z,,, which is by definition an updatable node of a potential update
ANDtOR tree, T~, for some literal L in II, a separate revised irlconsistency~ tree `Z,~~ ,v is defined.
'7~, ,~ has as root the revi.red inconsisrencv inclicator with respect to L and J1~ and I1~ as (the only)
child node.

ExAtvtPLE 4.7 Consider the update expressions derived in ExatvtPt.E 4.5. From these update
expressions and the proper remainders of Il the revised inconsistency indicators are derived as in
the remark above. As a result five revised inconsistency indicators are derived, which are called
Ili,,, llih, Ili„ Ili,j and Ilie respectively. Hence, five revised inconsistency trees namely rl„ ,
rI„ ,, `Z;, ,`Z,, and `l;, are derived. These revised inconsistency trees with respect to lli of
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ExntvtPLE 4.2 are presented in F[~uRE 4.5. Note that N - N1 - N2, N ~ 15 is abbreviated to
N1-N2~15.

IL; father(Z,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15 II, : age-difi(X,Y,N), N ~ 15 II,a parent(X,Y), age(X,N1), N1 - N2 ~ 15

II,~ husband(Z,X), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15 II,~ parent(X,Y), age(Y,N2), N1 - N2 ~ 15

I I
husband(Z,X) iather(Z,Y) father(X,Y) age(X,N1) age(Y,N2)
~

husband(1,2)

Figure 4.5: Revised inconsistency trees for ExnlvtPLE 4.7

Now, revised inconsistency rules are derived from revised inconsistency trees in a trívial manner.

DEFtNtTtolv 4.1 1 Let `I„~~ ~~ be a revised inconsistency tree, where C is its leaf node. Then
inconsistent(C) ~ II(L, C) is called a revised i~consistency rule.

ExAtvtPLE 4.8 The five revised inconsistency rules that are derived from ExAtvtPLE 4.7 are:

inconsistent(husband(Z, X)) ~ father(Z, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(father(Z, Y)) ~ husband(Z, X), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(father(X, Y)) G age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ IS

inconsistent(age(X, N1)) ~ parent(X, Y), age(Y, N2), N1 - N2 ~ 15

inconsistent(age(Y, N2)) ~ parent(X, Y), age(X, N1), N1 - N2 ~ 15

Note that the definition of ~ guarantees the following property:

a e cDo - ~c, 4~

for literals B, C and D in some potential update ANDIOR tree, where each of the 0's are defined
and `,' represent the operation of conjunction between the two operands. This property shows
that an adjustment of the database schema will lead to a natural adjustment of ~. For instance,
the adjustment of the definition of a predicate which appears in C does not imply a complete re-
computation of 0~, but is constrained to Dó.

Ex,afviPirlJ 49 Consider the database as described by ExAtvtP1,E 4.3 in which the relations age,
fatherand husband are defined in terms of a citizen table. The following properties hold:

On~snandcz.x) - true
citizen(Z.-.X,-.-.-.-.ma(e)
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Or~~ne,tX,Y~ - citizen(Y, - , -, -, -, -, -, -)
citizen(X.-.-. Y.-.-.-.nm[e)
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O~i~tizen(r.-.-.-.-.-.-.-~ - citizen(X, -, -, Y, -, -, -, ~niale )

D~~e(X,Ni - date-to-age(D, N)citizen(X.-.-.-.-.D,-,-)

Together with the results of ExalvtP~E 4.7 the update expressions can be derived by composing
related 0's, which results in the following revised inconsistency rules:

inconsis[en[(citizen(Z, -, X, -, -, -, -, ~nale)) G

father(Z, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(citizen(Z, -, -, Y, -, -, -, nzcale)) ~

citizen(Y, - , -, -, -, -, -, -), husband(Z, X), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(citizen(Y, -, -, -, -, -, -, -)) ~

citizen(X, -, -, Y, -, -, -, ~nale), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(citizen(Z, -, -, Y, -, -, -, ~rnalc)) ~

citizen(Y, - , -, -, -, -, -, -), husband(Z, X), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(citizen(Y, -, -, -, -, -, -, -)) ~

citizen(X, -, -, Y, -, -, -, naale), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ IS

inconsístent(citizen(X, -, -, -, -, D, -, -)) ~

date-to-age(D, N1), parent(X, Y), age(Y, N2), N1 - N2 ~ 15

inconsistent(citizen(Y, -, -, -, -, D, -, -)) ~

date-to-age(D, N2), parent(X, Y), age(Y, N1), NI - N2 ~ 15

Note in this example the use of the variables in the inconsistency rules. Some of the varíables are
kept unspecified, while others are named. Now, several definitions are stated in order to distin-
guish the role of these variable.

DEFItvITlotv 4.12 Let IR be an inconsistency rule. Let X be a distinguished variable of IR. X
is called an iepdate vuriable if it appears also in the body of the rule.

DEFttvlTtoN 4.13 Let 1 R be an inconsistency rule. Let Y be a nondistinguished variable of l R.
Y is called a connection variable if it appears in at least two literals of the body in the rule.

DEFINITION 4.14 Let 1 R be an inconsistency rule. A variable Z is called irrelevant if it is neither

an update variable nor a connection variable of IR.

ExAMPLE 4.10 Consider the revised inconsistency rule

inconsistent(citizen(Z, -. X, -, -, -, -, male )) ~

tàther(Z, Y), age-diff(X, Y, N), N ~ l5.
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Variables X and Z are update variables, Y and N are connection variables, while all irrelevant
variables remain unspecified.

Note that the update variables determine the evaluation order of the body ]iterals, that the con-
nection variables are instantiated by instantiation of update variables and that irrelevant variables
do not play a relevant role in the consistency check. We suppose that the body literals in revised
ínconsistency rules are delivered in the optimal evaluation order. More on the influence of the
evaluation order to the overall query can be found in (U1188].

In CHAPTER 3 we saw that all existing methods have to deal with redundancies of one or more
types. This is also true for the unrevised method based on inconsistency rules although it is already
in most cases an improvement of the existing methods based on induced updates and potential up-
dates (see [Se194, Se195]). This section presente~d a revised method based on inconsistency rules
that

D

y

does notcontain the redundancy of the first type, because in methods based on inconsistency
rules no inconsistency rule exists for updates not relevant to any inconsistency indicator. So,
such updates will not lead to any action in our method as we might have expected.
reduces the redundancy of the third type, because only branches with changes are evaluated.
can minimize the redundancy of the second type by an optimal order of the subgoals in the
body of the inconsistency rules.

The optimal order of the subgoals can be determined by an query optimizer, but ~ICCS can de-
liver also revised inconsistency rules in which an optimal order of the subgoals is determined.
Besides the nice properties of the presented method concerning redundancies, the method based
on inconsistency rules can be extended in several ways. For instance, we could introduce nega-
tion or recursion into our language, or we could allow updates of rules andlor constraints or even
replacements in our transactions. These extensions are elaborated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Extensions of ~ICCS

One of the main advantages of integrity checking by using inconsistency rules is that this method
can easily be extended in several directions. We can extend our data model, we can allow more
general updates in our transactions like rule updates, constraint updates or replacements, we can
add negation to our language or allow recursion in our rules and inconsistency indicators. These
extensions can be derived by adjusting the inconsistency rules without changing other parts of the
database. In this chapter, some of these extensions are elaborated and can be incorporated in the
implementation directly, while others are just described and need some further research.

5.1 Extended Datamodel

In this thesis, the emphasis lies on integrity checking combined with deduction rules defined on
top of a purely relational datamodel. However, the creation of revised ineonsistency rules for
deductive rules or even other kinds of rules, such as production rules, defined on top of other
datamodels, such as the object-oriented datamodel seems possible. For a comparison of deductive
and object-oriented database systems we refer to [U1191].

5.1.1 Integrity Checking in Other Datamodels
In (De(393] a survey is given ofsemantic integrity constraints in all kinds of systems, such as active
dntabase s-v.rterns, deductive databnsesysterns, object-orie~ated databa.re systems, ete.. It presents
the interaction between integrity constraints and knowledge bases in a more architectural way. AI-
though [Def393] does not give a detailed description of the way the integrity has to be checked, it
does give an outline of the considerations which are relevant for checking or enforcing integrity
constraints in knowledge bases in general.

This thesis shows that integrity checking in deductive databases, when based on inconsistency
rules, is a natural extension of the relational case. As a result, integrity checking in object-oriented
systems and in extensions like deductive object-oriented systems is comparable to integrity check-
ing in deductive databases. Inconsistency rules can easily be transformed into methods. The body
of a revised inconsistency rule, i. e. , an evaluation of the related revised inconsistency indicator,
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must be a method called update of an object, which is named after the predicate name in the

inconsistent predicate in the head of the inconsistency rule. So, when that object is updated the

method update is fired, in which case the proper revised inconsistency indicator must be evalu-

ated.

From [De693], [JJ9l ], [JK90], (Jeu92] and [STW93] one can conclude that integrity constraints

in knowledge bases, such as active dntabnses, deductive databases or object-oriented databases,

are handled similarly. Therefore, the application of revised inconsistency rules seems to be a pow-

erful tool for handling integrity constraints in all kinds of knowledge bases.

5.1.2 Extended Language

In the previous part of this thesis the formulas in which we specify rules and constraints are uni-

versally quantified, function free and without negation. In this sectíon, we will study the conse-

quences for the method based on inconsistency rules when negation is introduced in our formulas.

Further, we will allow a restricted form of existential quantifiers in constraints. Introducing func-

tions can cause difficulties for which we will refer to the literature. Reasoning with equality, i. e. ,

stating that terms are the same, can be handled trivially when function symbols are forbidden in

our language. When the deductive system is able to reason with equality, it can be incorporated in

our language as well, because such an extension is due to the capabilities of the deductive data-

base system and not a gain by the proposed method. Hence, the extension with equality is not

elaborated here. For an elaborated research on equality one is invited to read [Kog95], in which

it is shown that reasoning with equality between terms with function symbols is also possible.

5.1.2.1 Negation in the Method based on Inconsistency Rules

In this section, negation in database clauses and inconsistency indicators is permitted. However,

because of the asymmetry in the handling of negation in the updated database, as noted in the

remark after DEFtNtTtorv 2.9 and DEFtNtTlotv 2.17, this asymmetry influences the construction

of (revised) inconsistency rules a great deal. First, the definition of a potential update ANDIOR

tree is adjusted before adjusting the definition of inconsistency rules.

DEFtNtTtoN 5.1 Let L be a database literal that appears in an inconsistency indicator. Literal L

is the root of a potential update AND~OR tree, say T~. L is called the root literal of T~. We start

with L as the first constructed node. Let 91~ be a constructed node, then the following construction

rules are applicable:

(i) If J~ is unifiable with the head of any rule or its negation, then the construction of T~ is a

top-down construction which proceeds as follows.

Let R: H F-- Li n.-. n L„, be a rule, where H is an atom and where Li ,... , L,„ are

literals.

~ If ?~ is unifiable with H and Q is the most general unifier of J1~ and H; then for each

j the literal L~a is an AND-node with respect to rule R of 1~ unless it is redundant.
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D If 1~ is unifiable with ~H and a is the most general unifierof 9~ and ~H; then foreach
j the literal ,L~Q is an AND-node with respect to rule R of ~ unless it is redundant.

If the literal is redundant it is not asserted as a node to the potential update ANDIOR tree
again. If more than one rule is applicable than for each rule there is an OR-branch for the
literal 9~, where each OR-branch ends in a group of related AND-nodes corresponding to
the body of the applied rule.
A literal in the construction process is redundant if

v it is syntactically the same as some other node in the constructed potential update
AND~OR tree so far, or
it is syntactically the same as some other node in the constructed potential update
AND~OR tree so far, except that both nodes only differ with respect to some variables
that do not occur in the root literal.

(ii) If J~ is not unifiable with the head of any rule or its negation, then J~ does not have any
child node, i. e. , the construction stops.

EXAMPLE 5. 1 Let D be a database with the following rule base:

RULES

Ri: a(X) F- b(X, Y), ~c(y, Z)
Rz: a(X) F- Ï(X, Y), g(Y, X)
R~: c(Y, Z) ~ d(V, Y), e(Z), ~b(V, Y)
R4: c(Y, Z) ~ b(Y, Z)

Then the potential update AND~OR tree with root a(X) is the tree presented in FtG[1RE 5.1.

a(X)

b(X,Y) ~c(Y,Z) f(X,Y) g(Y,X)

~d(V,Y) ~e(Z) b(V,Y) ~b(Y,Z)

Figure 5.1: Potential update ANDIOR tree with negative literals
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The definition of 0 is adjusted in order to handle negation as well. There exists only a slight

difference in the way the literals are collected in deriving 0 in case of negation; namely, the parent

literal is replaced unless its parent node is negative, in which case the parent node is in some cases

added to the current literal set.

DEFINtTION 5.2 Let C and D be literals appearing in some potential update AND~OR tree T~,

in which C is an ancestor of D. A conjunction of literals is collected from T~ starting with D as

the current node and the empty conjunction. The collecting process proceeds as follows.

D Let D' be the parent node of the current node,

(i) if D' is a positive literal, then collect all child AND-nodes related to the current node,

excluding the current node. Add the collected nodes to the current literal set,

(ii) if D' is a negative literal, then negate all child AND-nodes related to the current node

and collect them, excluding the current node, and mark them with an asterisk. Further,

include D' only if D' has more than one OR-node or do not include D' otherwise. Add

these nodes to the current literal set,

which results in the literal set SD- with respect to C and D.

Repeat these steps with D' as the current node and S~ as the current literal set until C is reached.

By 0~ we denote the conjunction of all collected AND-nodes in S~ in order of derivation, where

marked literals must be evaluated in the database state before the update of the updatable node

takes place.

The adjusted definition for ~ and its consequences for update expressions and revised inconsis-

tency indicators is illustrated by the following example.

EXAMPLE 5.2 Consider EXAMPLE 5.1 with the addition of the following inconsistency indica-

tor:
u(X), ,d(X, X)

The revised inconsistency indicator IIi (a(X ), ~d (V, Y) ) with respect to a(X) and node -~d(V, Y)

is derived as follows. Start with the node -~d(V, Y) of the potential update ANDIOR tree as pre-

sented in EXAMPt,E 5.1 as current node and an empty literal set. After the first step, we have

S-,~~r.zi - ie(Z)`,,b(V, Y)`,,~(Y, Z)}

as the current literal set with respect to a(X) and node ~d(V, Y). After this step, the current node

is ~c(Y, Z), for which a(X) is the parent node. The final literal set S~,~Xi with respect to a(X) in

Ili and ~d(V, Y) is the set

{b(X, Y), e(Z)`, ~b(V, Y)~, ~c(Y, Z)}.

REMAxx 5,~.~Y.Z~ expresses the evaluation that has to be performed in order to derive induced

deletions c(Y, Z), in which case the marked literals have to be evaluated in the previous data-

base state. Further, for each induced deletion its effectiveness is checked, in other words: "does

-,c(Y, Z) hold for each substitution of Y and~or Z that is found in the updated database".
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This is exactly according to the remarks on induced deletions and effective updates before DEF-
tNtTtoN 2.3 and after DEFtNtTtotv 2.9, respectively. In order to distinguish literals being evalu-
ated in the current database state and literals being evaluated in the new database state two meta-
predicates oldo and new~, ~ are defined, which express whether its argument holds in the current
database D resp. the updated database DT given transaction T. When the database D and the
transaction T are clear from the context or unspecified, the predicates old and new are used with-
out their subseripts. In both cases the argument is a literal or a conjunction of literals that has to
be evaluated.

Now, 0 is expressed by using the meta-predicates old and new. The definition of a revised in-
consistency indicator is adjusted in order to cope with evaluations in the current and in the new
database state. A revised inconsistency indicator II(L, 9~) is expressed with the adjusted 0 by:

~~, new(I h ).

For instance, 0"~e~Y~ of ExAMp~E 5.2 is equal to

new(b(X, Y)), old((e(Z), -~b(V, Y))), new(~c(Y, Z)).

So, the revised inconsistency indicator IIi (a(X), ,d(V, Y)) can be formulated as follows:

0~~Xi ,new(-~d(X, X)) -,dcv.r~

new(b(X, Y)), old((e(Z), ~b(V, Y))), new(~c(Y, Z)), new(~d(X, X)).
The related revised inconsistency rule is therefore:

IR : inconsistent(del(d(V, Y))) G

new(b(X, Y)), old((e(Z), ~b(V, Y))), new(~c(Y, Z)), new(-~d(X, X)).

Further, predicates del and ins are used to state that an update is deleted or inserted to the database.
Suppose we have a deletion of the fact d(1, 2), then the application of 1R implies the evaluation of
the body of the rule to which the substitution { V~ l, Y~2} is applied and T-(del(d(1, 2))}. This
expression gives a more accurate characterization of the check needed for a proof of consistency
than the expression in the previous version of this method based on inconsistency rules. In the
previous version, we had to check:

new((a(I),~d(1, 1))).

ReMnxx There may be a difference in the characterization of the necessary check, but this does
not mean that the performance between both characterizations differs. For instance, evaluating in
both methods ,d(1, 1) first could lead to an early failure ofboth queries, when d(1, I) is derivable
in the updated database. However, the decision to evaluate d(1, 1) first is the responsibility of the
query evaluator. On the other hand, when -.d(1, 1) holds in the updated database, the evaluation
of a( I) implies a search through rule Ri and Rz, while in the revised inconsistency rule only the
rule Ri has to be applied.
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The responsibility of the order of evaluation of the subgoals is a responsibility of the query opti-

mizer. However, jICCS can deliver the inconsistency rules in an optimized form, because when

fully instantiating the head of an inconsistency rule, body literals may also be partially or even

fully instantiated; so, we can determine the order of body literals by using this knowledge. Note,

however, the subtle difference between check optimization and yuery optimization. Also note that

in the case of negation inconsistency trees and inconsistency rules are derived in the same way as

in the case without negation.

5.1.2.2 Existential Quantifiers in the Method based on Inconsistency Rules

Formulas for expressing constraints can be extended. We introduce existential quantifiers in our

language. The restricted quantified formulas of Bry, Decker and Manthey, see [BDM87], are used.

DEFINITION 5.3 A closed first-order formula is restricted yunntified if it has one of the following

forms:

3Xi ~X~ ...~X,,,[A~ n A, n.-. n A„ n Q],

b'Xib'X, ...`dX,,,[Ai ~ Az n... ~ A,~ ~ Ql,

where A i, A~ ,..., A„ are atoms such that each variable X; appears in an atom A~, and where Q is

trziF or fnlse, some quantifier free formula for which each variable must appear in the sequence

Xi , X~, .. . , X,n, or some formula of the form above in which the variables Xi, X,, .. ., X,,, are

not bound.

Restricted quantified formulas are domain independent, because negative literals are pushed down

in the formula such that variables in those literals appear in positive atoms in a higher level of the

formula. Hence, the evaluation of negative literals only takes place when they are fully instanti-

ated by the atoms containing those variables.

In order to be applicable to the method based on inconsistency rules, restricted quantified for-

mulas are transformed into generalized inconsistency indicators. Such formulas are composed

by using the following expressions:

,(3Xi~X~... 3X,,,[Ai n A~ n-.. n A„ n Q]),

3Xi ~X~ . . . ~X,,,[Ai n A, n . . . n ,q~ n Q],

for which the conditions for Ai , A~, ..., A~ and Q in DEFINITION 5.3 hold.

ExAIvtPLE 5.3 Let D be a deductive database. Let

1l :~X~Y[n(X, Y), b(Y), -~(~Z~ 3Zz[c(X, Zi ), d(Z~, X)])].

Let a, b, c and d all be base relations. Suppose D is consistent with respect to I1. As before we

look at possible updates of eaeh of the conjunets, i. e. , n(X, Y), b(Y) and -~(~Zi 3Z~[c(X, Z~ ),

d(Z~, X)]) of the extended inconsistency indicator. The first two are handled like before; poten-

tial update AND~OR trees are drawn for each of these literals. It is the third expression that may
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hold after an update which could make the whole inconsistency indicator true. So, we must find

out for which kind of updates the negation of this expression, i. e. , 3Zi3Z~[c(X, Zi ), d(Z~, X)]

could be false, in the updated database. It is easy to see that such updates are deletions of facts in

c or d. For instance, let del (d(1, 2)) be a deletion, then ~Zi3Zz[c(2, Z~ ), d(Zz, 2)] may become

false because d(1, 2) was the only instance of d(Zz, 2) in D. However, it must be checked if this

had been the case. Therefore~, after update del(d(1, 2)) the instantiated inconsistency indicator

that has to be checked is:

3Y[a(2, Y), h(Y), -~(~Zi 3Zz[c(2, Zi ), d(Z~, 2)])].

Note that variables that are bound on a lower level must not be instantiated by the update in order

to reach the proper check. So, Z~ is not instantiated and therefore d(Z2, X) cannot be left out of

the expression, because we must check if some other instance ofd(Z~ , X) besides for Zz - 1 still

exists. The inconsistency rule for a deletion in d is therefore:

inconsistent(de!(d(V, X)) ~ new((a(X, Y), b(Y), -~(c(X, Zi ), d(Zz, X)))).

Suppose that d is a derived predicate defined as follows:

d(X, Y) ~ e(X, Z), f~(Z, Y).

Now, a deletion of a fact in d may be induced by either a deletion in e or f. The inconsistency

rules with respect to induced deletions in d are therefore:

inconsistent(de!(e(V, W)) ~ new((a(X, Y), b(Y), -~(c(X, Zi ), d(Zz, X))))

and
inconsistent(del( f(V, X)) ~ new((n(X, Y), b(Y), ~(c(X, Zi ), d(Z~, X)))).

Note that a deletion in e requires a complete check of the inconsistency indicator. When a nesting

of negations is involved only variables that appear in the highest level of the formula are instan-

tiated, while the predicates in a level below the top level are not replaced by any expression, but

may be instantiated. In other words the update expression of such a predicate is (a possibly in-

stantiated version of) the predicate itself.

When a deductive database system is extended to a general theorem prover, it is possible to reason

with general formulas with universal as well as existential quantifiers. When such formulas can

be evaluated, inconsistency rules can contain those formulas in their body. In the literature several

theorem provers can be found. In [S093] and [Oph92] instead of resolution a tableaux approach

is used. The theorem prover presented in [Oph92] is able to evaluate most of the general formulas

appearing in the body of the inconsistency rules efhciently. So, theorem provers are interesting

when considering integrity constraint checking, because sometimes one has to formulate integrity

constraints in a more general language.
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5.1.3 Extended Update Expressions

The update expression in the body of a revised inconsistency rule is some condition for which
the remainder of the inconsistency indicator must be evaluated. In other words, when an instance
of the update expression is found, the remainder of the inconsistency indicator is evaluated for
this instance. The update expression expresses the derivation of induced updates, while we could
have defined the update expression such that it expresses only the derivation of effective induced
updates, because only effective induced updates are needed forchecking the consistency of a data-
base. As a consequence, the ineffectiveness check has to be incorporated into the update expres-
sion.

Ex.atvtPt.E 5.4 Consider the update expression 0`,~l~ y~ of EXAMPLE 5.2. Let ~"~~ ~, r~ denote
the update expression containing an ineffectiveness check. This means that we have to check if
an induced update in a(X) is effective. In other words, we have to be sure that when ~"~XVr~
holds for some instance of X also ,old(a(X)) is true, before the remainderof the revised incon-
sistency indicator, i.e., new(,d(X, X)), is evaluated. Now, the revised inconsistency indicator
l1i (a(X), ,d(V, Y)) is formulated as:

~,~xi
~,div.r~,newl~~(X, X))

which is equal to
~~~x~ old(a(X)),new(~d(X, X)).-dcv.ri, -'

The ineffectiveness check in the update expression could prevent the check of the inconsistency
indicator in the case ofa relevant ineffective induced update at the cost of the ineffectiveness check
for that induced update. The choice between those options depends on the interaction between
fact and rule base and the update.

Instead of A~,, we could define a more advanced definition of update expression by using es-
timations about the probabilities of deriving ineffective induced updates depending on L and I~.
The update expression can be determined at run-time including the decision if the ineffectiveness
check is desirable or not, or at compile time when relevant information is stored for earlier ses-
sions in which such a decision is made.

5.2 Extended Transactions

Instead of only permitting facts in transactions, we could also permit updates of rules or con-
straints in transactions. In this section, the adjustments for the method of integrity checking based
on inconsistency rules when rules and constraints are permitted in the transactions are elaborated.

5.2.1 Rules in Transactions

Besides updating the fact base the rule base could also be updated. However, when a rule is deleted
a lot of new facts may not be derivable anymore and when a rule is inserted a lot of facts may be
derivable.
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DEFINITION 5.4 Let ins(R) be an insertion of a deductive rule in a transaction T to a database
D, where R : C~ Li n L~ n..- n L,,. Let C' - CQ, where a is a substitution for which (Li n
..- n L„)a is true in D,. Then C' is called positively directly induced by R over Dr.

In case of a deletion of a rule a similar definition is used.

DEFINITION 5.5 Let del (R) be a deletion of a deductive rule in a transaction T to a database D,
where R: C~ Li n L~ n--. n L,,. Let C' - CQ, where Q is a substitution for which (Li n... n
L„ )Q is true in D. Then -~C' is called negatively directly induced by R over D, .

D[:FIN1T[oN 5.6 A literal L is directly induced b~~ R ifL is either positively or negatively directly
induced by R over DT.

When it is clear from the context which transaction T with respect to which database D is meant,
we skip the phrase "over D,.".

REMARK Because we assumed that rules are range-restricted, C in DEFINITION 5.4 and DEF-

INITION 5.5 is ground.

DEFINITION 5.7 Let T be a transaction to a database D and R a deductive rule appearing in T.

A literal is induced by R iff

(i) it is directly induced by R, or

(ii) it is induced by a literal induced by R.

Like in the case of fact updates, rule updates can imply induced updates.

DEFINITION 5.8 Let T be a transaction to a database D in which a rule R appears. Each literal
induced by R will be called an irrduced update with respect to transaction T (or simply induced
updateif it is clear from the context which transaction is involved).

Similar definitions are defined for the potential case.

DEFINITION 5.9 Let ins(R) be an insertion of a deductive rule in a transaction T to a database

D, where R: C~ Li n Lz n... n L,,. Then we say that C positive[y directly depends on R.

DEFINITION 5.10 Let del (R) be a deletion of a deductive rule in a transaction T to a database
D, where R: C~ Li n L? n... n L,,. Then ~C negatively directly depends on R.

DIiFIN1TION 5.1 l A literal L direcdy depends nn a rule R: C~ Li n L~ n... n L„ if L either
positively or negatively directly depends on R.

DEFINIT[oN 5.12 Let T be a transaction to a database D and R a deductive rule appearing in T.

A literal depends nn R iff

(i) it directly depends on R, or

(ii) it directly depends on a literal depending on R.
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Like in the case of fact updates, rule updates can imply potential updates.

DEFINITION 5.13 Let T be a transaction to a database D in which a rule R appears. Each literal
depending on R is called a potential update with respect to trnnsaction T (or simply potential
update if it is clear from the context which transaction is involved).

DEFINITION 5.14 Let T be a transaction to a database D in which a rule R appears. We call R
relevant for the integrity check of the updated database DT, or just relevant when it is clear which
D and T is meant, if there exists a literal depending on R that is relevant to some inconsistency
indicator, else it is called irrelevant.

REMARK In DEFINITION 5.7 (resp. DEFINITION 5. 12) we use the notion of "induced by a lit-
eral" (resp. "depends on a literaP') from DE["INITION 2.6 (resp. DEFINITION 2.15). The sign of
the induced update (resp. potential update) will depend on the sign of the rule in the transaction,
i. e. , positive in the case of insertion and negative in the case of deletion.

Note that previous definitions in which induced updates are used, for instance in DEFINITION 2.11
and DEFINITION 2.21, resulting from an update in the transaction, can still be used if we interpret
an update as a fact update or a rule update.

As in the case of fact updates, we are searching for the relevant induced updates induced by the
rule updates in a transaction. However, those induced updates do not depend on an update of any
base relation, but are only caused by updates of a derived relation. So, in the case of rule updates
an intermediate node in the potential update ANDIOR tree may be updated without having up-
dated any of its child nodes. This means that here all nodes in potential update ANDIOR trees are
considered as updatable nodes, since only the leaf nodes are updatable by fact updates, while all
other nodes are updatable by rule updates.

ExAMPLE 5.5 Let D be a database consisting of the following rule base and fact base:

RULES

R~ : c(X, Y) ~ a(X, Z), b(Z, Y)

Rz: d(X) ~ c(X, X)

FACTS
Fi: n(1,10)
Fz: b(10,10)

From this database the fact c(1, 10) is derivable. However, in D no fact in d is derivable. This
situation changes when the rule R: d(X) E- a(X, Y), c(X, Y) is inserted. In the updated data-
base d(1) holds, i. e. , d(1) is positively directly induced by R. So, R produces d(1) as an induced
update. Because d can be updated independently of updates in a or b, d must be considered as
updatable.
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Let R: C~ Li n-.. n L„ be a rule in a transaction T to a database D. Let L be a database
literal that appears in an inconsistency indicator. Suppose that C appears as a node in the poten-
tial update ANDIOR tree T~. When ins(R) ( resp. del(R)) is present in T, then for each instance
of Li n L, n... n L„ that holds in DT ( resp. D) an induced insertion (resp. deletion) is derived.
However, the update ins(R) ( resp. del ( R)) does not update the relations appearing in the body of
R. Only the derived relation of C is updated. The updates in C can also lead to induced updates
described by DEFINITION 5.7 and DEF1N[TION 5.8.

Like in the case of fact updates these induced updates can affect the integrity of the database.
So, there is no reason for treating C differently compared to any leaf node 7~ in T, . The only dif-
ference is the way these updates to nodes are derived. In the case of T~ the updates must appear
in a transaction, while in the case of C the updates must be instances of the head literal of a rule
R obtained by evaluating the body of R. So, in the case of an insertion of R we have to apply all
generated revised inconsistency rules for each update in C, which is determined by true instances
ofLi nL,n..-nL„ inDT.

We can generate a revised inconsistency indicator II(L, C) with respect to L and C, where L
in II is replaced by 0~ and the remainder is evaluated in the updated database, i. e. , 11(L, C) -
~~, rzew(11~). This leads to the inconsistency rule

inconsistent(iiis(C)) ~ A~,new(II~)

which is only applied when an insertion in C appears.

In the same manner, we can generate a revised inconsistency indicator II (L, ~C) with respect
to L and ,C, where L in II is replaced by ~~~ and the remainder is evaluated in the updated
database. This will lead to the inconsistency rule

inconsistent(del(C)) G O~~,new(11~)

which is only applied when a deletion in C appears.

REtvtARx All rule updates with a head literal C are handled identically, namely, for each rule
its body has to be evaluated first in order to find the induced updates in C to which the revised
inconsistency rules have to be applied.

ExntvtPt,E 5.6 Consider the database of ExnlvtpLE 5.5. Suppose D must obey the inconsistency
indicator II : d(X), X ~ 0. Let T-{rns(b( l0, 1)), ins(c(X, X) F- b(X, X))} be a transaction
to D. The transaction causes new derivable facts in c, namely, c(10, 10) by the rule in the trans-
action and fact F~ and c(1, 1) by rule Ri and the fact in the transaction. Both induced updates
will influence I1, although they influence the II in different ways. Note that c(1, 1) is induced
by b(10, 1) and the corresponding check is performed by the revised inconsistency rule

inconsistent(ins(b(Z, X)) ~ new(a(X, Z)), new(X ~ 0).
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The corresponding check for the induced updates in c, caused by the rule update, is performed by
the revised inconsistency rule

inconsistent(ins(c(X, X)) G new(X ~ 0).

Note that this revised inconsistency rule is only applied for c(10, 10).

As pointed out in the remark above, revised inconsistency rules for C are in a sense alike. We can
unite these revised inconsistency rules into some generic revised inconsistency rule. For instance,
let there be an insertion of a rule R: C F- B, where B represents the conjunction ofbody literals
of R. We are now reconstructing the revised inconsistency rules for rules in such a way that the
update of a rule directly triggers the related revised inconsistency rule. This can be done by using
a general format of the rule in the head of the inconsistency rule and by incorporating the test for
finding the induced updates in C, i. e. , the evaluation of the body of the rule, into the body of the
revised inconsistency rule. In our example, the following revised inconsistency rule is stated:

inconsistent(ins(C F- B)) Gnew(B), O~,new(1~~.).

Similarly, the corresponding revised inconsistency rule for the deletion of R is

inconsistent(del (C ~ B)) ~ old(B), A~c, new(II~.).

Although we do not know exactly the rule that is involved, it is possible to construct those incon-
sistency rules at compile time. In order to be able to construct 0~ or Di~c the literal C must be
known at compile time. However, the literals of B are only needed at run-time, because they only
have to be evaluated by the query evaluator. Hence, we only have to contruct inconsistency rules
for literals that appear as nodes in the potential update ANDIOR tree. All other literals will not af-
fect any constraint and therefore updates of rules for which the head literal is one of those literals
can be done immediately, i. e. , without an inconsistency check. Further, when we assume that the
database is kept structured and an extensional predicate cannot be made intensional by inserting
a rule defining an extensional predicate, then the only nodes in the potential update ANDIOR tree
which are relevant with respect to rule updates are the nodes corresponding to derived relations.
So, general revised inconsistency rules are constructed in which B is not specified at compile time,
but is instantiated at run-time.

Note that when a rule update appears in the transaction it can directly be applied to an incon-
sistency rule. This is illustrated by the next example.

ExAtvtP1.E 5.7 Consider the situation in ExntvlPt.E 5.6. Now, the following revised inconsis-
tency rule is used for checking rule updates for which its head matches with c(X, Y):

ineonsistent(ins(c(X, Y) ~ B)) ~ new(B), new(X ~ 0).

So, when ins(c(X, X)~ b(X, X) ) appears in the transaction, it matches the head of thís revised
inconsistency rule. Further, the meta-variable B is bound to b(X, X) and new(b(X, X)) is eval-
uated 6rst to find those instances of c(X, X), i. e. , the induced updates caused by the insertion of
the rule, for which the remainder of the body of the revised inconsistency rule, i. e. , the revised
inconsistency indicator, is evaluated.
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DEFttvtl'toN 5. I 5 An inconsistency rule (or a revised inconsistency rule) which is defined for a
fact update is called a base inconsistenc~~ rule. An inconsistency rule (or a revised inconsistency
rule) which is defined for a rule update is called a derived inconsistency rule.

Note that when a rule update appears in the transaction then the set of base and derived incon-
sistency rules must also be updated. Two cases may appear. First, the rule is not relevant to any
inconsistency indicator, in which case the set of inconsistency rules is not changed. Second, the
rule is relevant to an inconsistency indicator, in which case the corresponding derived inconsis-
tency rule is applied.

REMARK A rule update may have effect on one or more potential update AND~OR trees and
therefore it has effect on the set of inconsistency rules. Therefore, the set of inconsistency rules
has to be updated, but the adjustment of the set of inconsistency rules must be rolled back when
the transaction leads to an inconsistency. Note that the set of inconsistency rules does not have to
be constructed from scratch, but can be built incrementally. We only need to construct new base
inconsistency rules, when a new leaf node happens to appear in some potential update AND~OR
tree. Further, when a leaf node is deleted we only have to delete those inconsistency rules that
were built from this leaf node. Also when derived predicates are introduced, then the related de-
rived inconsistency rules also have to be constructed. Other inconsistency rules that were not in-
fluenced by the transaction do not have to be computed again.

5.2.2 Constraints in Transactions

The definition of update can be extended to allow constraints as well.

When a database D satisfies a set of constraints, then D will satisfy each subset of constraints as
well. So, when a constraint is deleted the consistency of the database is not affected in any way.
However, some administration has to be performed, i. e. , keeping track of the deletions of incon-
sistency rules that corresponds to the deletion of that constraint. In the case of inconsistency rules,
this task is an easy one. The body of an inconsistency rule is derived from a constraint. When an
identifier for a constraint is added to the head of the inconsistency rule, we can recognize incon-
sistency rules corresponding to the constraint easily. So, the deletion of such inconsistency rules
can be done instantly.

When a constraint is inserted to the database not only the induced updates are needed to check
the constraint, but also the fact base as a whole. Here our assumption that the database is con-
sistent with respect to the specified constraints, including the inserted one, may fail, because the
constraint may be violated in the current database state. It is inaccurate to reject a constraint only
based on the fact that it is violated in D, because we only demand that it holds in the updated
database. For, it is possible that there are certain updates in the transaction that guarantee that
the constraint is satisfied in the updated database. However, when it is proved that a constraint
holds in D, then we could handle the constraint as any other constraint, i. e. , they only have to be
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evaluated on the changed part of the database. The necessary check of constraints that appear in
the transaction can be represented by:

inconsistent(ins(ii (II ))) ~ new(11),

where ii (11) is an expression that represents any inconsistency indicator and where ll is a vari-
able representing a conjunction of literals. Note that deletions of constraints require no incon-
sistency rules. So, the necessary checks for constraints in transactions are representable as one
generic inconsistency rule.

Further note that for each new constraint in the transaction other inconsistency rules must be de-

rived, namely those corresponding to fact updates that influence this new constraint. This means
that for each new constraint revised inconsistency rules must be generated from scratch. However,
when the constraint contains a literal for which a potential update ANDIOR tree already exists and
the potential update AND~OR tree is somehow stored in the system, this knowledge can be reused
in order to build these revised inconsistency rules.

REMARK In this thesis the insertion of a constraint violating the updated database state is for-
bidden, because we supposed a signaling approach instead of a maintenance approach. However,
in real database applications one may want to insert the constraint at any cost. This could be done
by searching for those facts (or even rules) which may be responsible for this inconsistency and
reconsider the truth of those facts.

5.2.3 Replacements in Transactions

Inconsistency rules are natural constructs to handle the consistency ofa database efficiently when

considering replacements of facts. Suppose we have a modification of a fact n(ci , c~, ..., c„ ) in
which the constant c1 is replaced by c~. We express such a modification by the expression:

rP~(a(c'i,cz,... ,c'i-i,ci ~ c'~,c~ti,... ,c,~)).

A replacement is often seen as an insertion after a deletion. In this section, we will argue why it is

not wise from an integrity checking point of view to divide a replacement into an insertion and a
deletion, before the integrity of the database is checked. Some relevant information hidden in the
replacement and relevant for the integrity check will be lost. For instance, the replacement above

can be divided in:
del(n(ci.c~,... ,c~-i,ci.c~ti,... ,c~))

and
ins(a(ci,cz.... .c~-i,~~,c~ti.... ,c~))-

Each of these updates can be applied to revised inconsistency rules as if they were two independent
updates in the transaction. Note that we have to check whether removing

a(c'i,c~,... ,c~-i,c~.c~fi.... ,c'„)
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does not influence the consistency of the database and whether the appearence of the fact

afc'i,c~,... ,c'.i-i,c~.c~~i,... ,c„)

does not influence the consistency of the database either. However, this division of the replace-
ment may lead to a considerable overhead in the check.

First, consider the insertion of a(ci , c,, ..., c, i, c~, c~~i ,... , c„ ). Suppose some inconsisteney
rules exist applicable to the insertion, i. e. , inconsistency rules for which [he head is

inconsistent(ins(u(X~ , X~, . .. , X„ ))).

Note that the deleted fact u (ci , c~ ,..., cj-i , cj, cj f i,..., c„ ) was present in the old database state
and therefore evaluating inconsistent(rns(a(ci , c, ...., cj-i , cj, cj~ i,... , c„ ))) must be false, re-
sulting in an evaluation in the old database state.

For each inconsistency rule for which Xj is not an update variable nothing should be checked,
because the body of those inconsistency rules is instantiated by

[I~~~I,C'~,... ,~j-I.~'~,C~fl,... .C'n~

which is instantiated exactly the same by a(ci , c~, ..., c„ ). So, the choice of either of these two
facts does not make any difference in the evaluation of the body of the revised inconsistency rule.
Two cases can be considered:

(i) The transaction only contains the replacement.

(ii) The transaction contains other updates besides the replacement.

In the first case, the body of the revised inconsistency rule does not hold in the updated database,
because the evaluation of this body is an exact copy of the corresponding evaluation of this body
for the deleted fact in the old database, which does not hold because the database is consistent
before the update. In the second case, other updates may influence the evaluation of the body
of the inconsistency rule but their influence is performed through other inconsistency rules. For,
the truth of the body of the inconsistency rule for the replacement in the update database is not
different when we had used the replacent in the evaluation. This means that the violation of the
corresponding inconsistency indicator is not caused by the replacement but by some other element
of the transaction. So, some other revised inconsistency rule applicable to some other update in
the transaction is responsible for checking the possible change in the integrity of the database.
Checking the consistency by applying an inconsistency rule, for which Xj is not an update vari-
able, to our replacement would therefore be redundant.

However, if X~ is an update variable, then we have to check the body of the inconsistency rule
with respect to the insertion of a(ci , c~ ,..., c~-i , c'j, cj~i ,... , c„ ), because the check depends
on a changed value in a fact of n.
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Because the fact a(ci , c~. ... , c„ ) no longer exists, we also have to check the body of each in-

consistency rule concerning deletions, for which their heads look like

inconsistent(del (a( Xi , X~, ... , X„ )))

and where X~ is an update variable.

REMARK A replacement is only divided into a deletion and an insertion for revised inconsistency

rules for which it is relevant, i. e. , the replacement is in arguments that are relevant for the check.

Revised inconsistency rules not relevant to the replacement do not have to be applied.

These considerations show that in case of replacements the revised inconsistency rules with re-

spect to insertions and deletions can be used for this purpose by using some meta-knowledge of

the revised inconsistency rules, namely, the knowledge of the place in which update variables ap-

pear in the revised inconsistency rules. When the revised inconsistency rules are constructed, this

knowledge can be made explicit and is put in the specification of the revised inconsistency rules.

This is done by logic programming techniyues, where the numbers of the arguments containing

update variables are collected in a list, which we will call the update variable list. For instance,

the head of an inconsistency rule could look like

ínconsistent([l, n], del(a(Xi , X~, ..., X„ )))

which means that the first and the n-th argument in a(Xi , X2, ..., X„ ) will also appear in the body

of that rule. When some replacement takes place we can also make a list that tells us in which

positions of the relation the modifications take place. We call this list the replacement list. When

the intersection of the update variables list and the replacement list is empty, the corresponding

inconsistency rule does not have to be executed. So, in case of

rpl(a(ci.c~.... ,c~-i,c~ ~ c~,c~~i,... ,c,~))

for which the replacement list only contains j, this inconsistency rule does only have to be exe-

cuted when j- 1 and j - n. Note that in those cases the inconsistency rule must be applied to

the fact before it was replaeed, i. e. , to a(ci , c~, ..., c„ ).

When the head of the inconsistency rule had been

inconsistent([1, n], ins(a(Xi , X~, ... , X„ )))

then it should be applied to the replacent of a(ci , cZ, ... , c„ ) , i. e. , to

a(ci,cz,... ,c~-i.c~,c~ti,... ,c„)).

In order to clarify replacements a more practical example is given.

ExAMPLE 5.8 Suppose a database D contains the three relations called citizen, containing a

person's id in its first argument, the person's spouse in its third argument and the person's sex
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in its last argument and other information with respect to the person's address in the other argu-
ments which are not specified because they are not important, occupation, containing informa-
tion about a person's occupation, a person's id, a person's first and last name, date of application,
department name, room number and job name, and t axes, containing information about the taxes
a person is indebted, given in the fifth argument of this predicate. The following rules are present
in D:

Ri : hasjob(X, Z) ~ occupation(X, - , -, -, -, -, Z), ~Z - sG~uclenl

R~: tax-type(X, T) E- taxes(X, -, -, -, N, -), has-job(X, Z), taxes-to-type(N, T).

In these rules only the distinguished variables and the connection variables are presented, the
other variables are kept unspecified. Suppose the following inconsistency indicator is specified
for D:

~1 i: tax-type(X, T), cit izen(X, - , Y, -, -, -, -, ~na~ile ), tax-type(Y, T 1), ~T - T 1.

The inconsistency indicator corresponds to the constraint which expresses that when two persons
are married and they have both a tax type it must be the same tax type. Note that taxes-to-type is
an evaluable predicate, computing the type of the tax based on its rate. The revised inconsistency
rules belonging to this part of the database are:

inconsistent([1, 3], in.r(citizen(X, -, Y, -, -, -, -, male)) ~

tax-type(X, T), tax-type(Y, T 1), ,T - T 1

inconsistent([1, 7], ins(occupation(X, -, -, -, -, -, Z)) ~

~Z - stude~zt, citizen(X, - , Y, -, -, -, -, naale), taxes(X, -, - , -, N, -),

taxes-to-type(N, T), tax-type(Y, T1), ~T - T]

inconsistent([1, 7], ins(occupation(Y, -, -, -, -, -, Z)) ~
~Z - slucle~rat, citizen(X, -, Y, -, -, -, -, ~nzale), taxes(Y, -, -, -, N1, -),

taxes-to-type(N1, T1), tax-type(X, T), ~T1 - T

inconsistent([1, 5], ins(taxes(X, -, -, -, N, -)) ~

has job(X, Z), citizen(X, -, Y, -, -, -, -, male~), tax-type(Y, TI ),

taxes-to-type(N, T), -,T - T1

inconsistent([1, 5], ins(taxes(Y, -, -, -, N1, -)) ~

has job(Y, Z), citizen(X, - , Y, -, -, -, -, rnale ), tax-type(X, T),

taxes-to.type(N1, T 1), -~T 1- T.

Suppose that D is updated by the following replacement:

rpl(occupation(7323, Joh~r, Pnrker, 1 ~1 ~97 ~ 1 ~6~.91,

RBrD, P.3.~.'10, student -~ researcher))
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which means that student John Parker, working at the company from the beginning of the year

1997, becomes a researcher at the first of june that year. Note that there are two revised incon-
sistency rules applicable to this replacement, i. e. , the second and the third one above. These in-
consistency rules only involve insertions, so, only the insertion part of the replacement may be

applied to these inconsistency rules. In order to determine if those inconsistency rules have to be

executed, the replacement list for this replacement has to be determined. The fourth and seventh
argument of the occupat ion fact are changed, so, the replacement list is equal to [4, 7]. Because
the intersection of [4, 7] and [ 1, 7] is not empty, the insertion

ins(occupation(7323, John, Parker, 1 ~6~97, RBrD, P3.`,~10, researcher))

is applied to the second and third revised inconsistency rule. Consider the following replacement

rpl(oeeupation(7323, John, Par~ker~, 1 ~1 ~97, RBcD ~ LS,

P9.~,'10 ~ HG7.33, st~r~dent )).

Because the related replacement list is equal to [5, 6] which is disjunct from the update variable

list [ 1, 7] of the revised ineonsistency rules with respeet to insertions in occupation, no eheek

has to be performed. An implementation of the automatic checking of replacements can be found

in CHAPTER 6.

Note that some general modifications are handled as well by this approach. For instance, we can

represent general replacements like

"replace in table a each c in column j by c' "

by rpl(n(Xi, Xz, ... , X~-i , c~ c', X~ti ,... , X„ )). As before, the intersection of the update

variables list of some inconsistency rule and the replacement list for the replacement can deter-
mine if the inconsistency rule is checked for this general replacement. Note that when this general

replacement corresponds to a great number of replacements, this can lead to an enormous gain of
checking time, especially when comparing it to methods that handle a replacement as a deletion

followed by an insertion.

5.3 Rules Extended with Recursion

We could allow recursive rules in our deductive database. When the query evaluator can handle

recursive rules efficiently (see [Nau86, Nau89]), then there is no problem in evaluating queries

containing recursive predicates. Especially, no problem exists when inconsistency indicators do

not contain any recursive predicate, in which case the method based on inconsistency rules can be

used without any adjustment. However, when recursion is introduced in an inconsistency indica-

tor, the application of inconsistency rules could lead to serious problems. This section describes

some of these problems and gives a solution for some types of recursion.
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5.3.1 Recursion in Inconsistency Rules

In the case of recursíon, the definitions in CHAPTLR ~ that lead to the definition of inconsistency
rules can also be used. In this section, we wil] take a closer look at these definitions from the
viewpoint of recursion.

The last condition in DEFtN[TtoN 4.1 for potential update ANDIOR trees guarantees the finite
application of recursive rules in order to avoid infinite branches in these trees, because evidently
deductive databases only contain a finite number of rules containing a finite numberof arguments.
This is illustrated by the next examples.

ExAMP~E 5.9 Let D be a deductive database with the following rules defining the recursive
predicate n:

RULES

Ri : a(X, Y) ~ b(X, Y)

R,: a(X. Y) ~ b(X, Z), a(Z. Y)

Suppose a(X, Y) is the root literal of some potential update ANDIOR tree T„~X,Y~. The branches
of T„~X,y~ with respect to R~ consist of the branch leading to b(X, Z) and the branch leading to
a(Z, Y). Now, by applying R~ to n(Z, Y) only one subnode b(Z, Zi ) is derived. A subnode
a(Zi, Y) differs only in the first argument from n(Z, Y), but these arguments are variables that
do not occur in the root literal. So, a(Zi , Y) is redundant (redundant in the sense that there is
no difference in instantiating root literal u(X, Y) if we instantiate either u(Z, Y) or a(Zi , Y); in
both cases an insertion only binds variable Y). In Ft~uRE 5.? only the development of nodes
for the recursive rule R, is shown. Now, without the last condition in DEFtNtTtolv 4.1 redun-
dant branches would appear in the potential update ANDIOR tree, leading to nodes pointed by
the dotted an~ows.

a(X,Y)!`
b(X,Z) a(Z,Y)

0
bIZ,Z ~ )

.`
b(Z„ZZ) a(Zz,YI

Figw~e 5.2: Redundancy in the Potential Update ANDIOR Tree for ExAIVtPLE 5.9
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Note that when a(X, Y) appears in some inconsistency indicator, following the previous defini-
tions for inconsistency rules, an insertion in relation b will lead to a full evaluation of n(X, Y),
because b(Z, Zi ) does not have any variables in common with cr(X, Y). When the inconsistency
rules for b are derived, we will derive an inconsistency rule of which the body is equal to the in-
consistency indicator. So, the inconsistency indicator has to be fully checked. This is illustrated
by using the next example, in which a and h are replaced by the predicates of ancestor and parent.

ExAtvtPLE 5.10 Consider the following Prolog definition of the ancestor-relation in terms of the
parent-relation:

ancestor(X,Y) :-
parent(X,Y).

ancestor(X,Y) :-
parent(X,Z),
ancestor(Z,Y).

When the predicate ancestorappears in an inconsistency indicator an update in the parent-relation

will affect the ancestor-relation. Suppose that this inconsistency indicator is:

ancestor(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15.

The inconsistency rules for this inconsistency indicator, which are generated to monitor the state

of the database with respect to insertions of the parent-relation, are~:

inconsistent(parent(X,Y)) :-
ancestor(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(parent(X,Z)) :-
ancestor(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(parent(Z,Y)) :-
ancestor(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15

inconsistent(parent(Z,Z1)) :-
ancestor(X,Y), age-diff(X,Y,N), N ~ 15

Note that the last inconsistency rule subsumes all other rules, for this rule corresponds to a full

check of the inconsistency rule. The reason for using the other rules is that one of them could lead
to an earlier detection of some inconsistency than the most general one.

When a recursive predicate appears in an inconsistency indicator, an update in a nonrecursive rela-

tion which is used in the definition of the recursively defined relation may result in several induced
updates in the recursive relation. From the perspective of efficient integrity checking it is not fea-

sible to check the inconsistency indicator for the whole recursive relation. It suffices to check the

inconsistency indicator for the effective induced updates only. Therefore, in the inconsistency in-
dicator the recursive predicate should be replaced by an expression which exactly describes the

change in the recursive relation. In general, the computation of changes in relations are explicitly
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expressed by update expressions. However, the update expression as defined in DEFtNIT1oN 4.6
does not exactly describe the induced change of a recursively defined relation. But, in the case
of recursively defined relations appearing in inconsistency indicators this general idea, namely,
replacing the recursively defined predicate in the inconsistency indicator by an expression that
comprises the change in that recursively defined relation, is still followed, although the potential
update ANDIOR tree is not sufficient for deriving this expression, as Ex,aMPLE 5.9 has shown.
We illustrate the above in ExAtvtpLE 5.11.

When in example ExAtvtPLE 5.1 1 the base relation parent is updated, the update expression of
ancestor with respect to parent must be an exact description of the change in ancestor. This update
expression replaces the ancestor predicate in the inconsistency indicator. This will give a revised
inconsistency indicator as before, leading in the same way to a revised inconsistency rule. So,
all definitions can be used like before, except the definition of update expression. The proposed
definition of an update expression in the case of recursion, will first be clarified by an example.

ExatvlPLE 5.1 1 Consider the rules and the inconsistency indicator of ExAMPLE 5.10 and sup-
pose the following pai-ent-facts are involved.

parent(1,10).
parent(1,11).
parent(10,100).
parent(11,110).
parent(li,lll).
parent(2,20).
parent(20,200).
parent(20,201).

The relations are presented as trees (see FiGUxE 5.3). A person is a parent of someone if there ís
an arrow from that person to the other. A person is an ancestor of someone if there is a path from
that person to the other. Suppose there is an insertion, say, ins(parent(110,2)), to the parent-

1 2
, ` !

10 11 20

100 110 111 200 201

Figure 5.3: The parent relation for ExAtvtPLE 5.10

relation. What does this mean for the ancestor-relation'? The ancestor-relation is updated by the
insertion in the parent-relation too. This is represented in FtGURE 5.4. The two parent trees in

FtcuaE 5.4 are connected by the insertion. The insertion in this tree is depicted as an outlined
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~ ~Z ~`
l00 IIOX lll

r~:
2 `N

v

~
20 W

2OOlW

Figure 5.4: The updated parent relation

arrow. The starting node of the outlined arrow, representing the new parent-fact, is marked with

X and the end node with Y. The insertion in the ancestor-relation can be described by the start-

ing and end node of all paths from one node to another that have the outlined arrow in its path.

In FloutzE 5.4 all possible starting nodes are marked with a Z, i. e. , the node marked X or an

ancestor of that node, and all possible end nodes with a W, i. e. , the node marked Y or a node

that has that node as an ancestor. Because all paths from a node marked with Z to a node marked

with W go through the outlined arrow, all new ancestors can be computed for each insertion in

the parent-relation by

ins(ancestor(Z,W)) :-
ins(parent(X,Y)),
(ancestor(Z,X) ; Z - X),
(ancestor(Y,W) ; W - Y).

Now, evaluating ins(ancestor( Z, W)) gives all new ancestors implied by an insertion in the parent-

relatio n.

We can restrict ourselves to the new instances of ancestor(X, Y) only. By using the results above
the inconsistency rules mentioned in ExaMpi,E 5. l0 can be replaced by the single rule:

inconsistent(ins(parent(X,Y))) :-
(ancestor(Z,X) ; Z - X),
(ancestor(Y,W) ; W - Y),
age-diff(Z,W,N), N ~ 15.

Note that ancestor(Z, W) is replaced by the expression

(ancestor(Z, X) : Z- X), (ancestor(Y, W) ; W- Y)
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where X and Y are variables which are instantiated by the insertion in parent. Therefore, the up-
date expression with respect to ancestor(Z, W) and an insertion parent(X,Y) is defined as:

neur((ancestor(Z, X) ; Z- X), (ancestor(Y, W) ; W- Y))

REtvtAR[c This is a considerable gain in efficiency compared to other existing methods that al-
low recursion. [n case of inethods based on potential updates the check ofconstraints with lineair
recursive parts will lead to a full check of inconsistency indicators. In some cases the use of recur-
sive relations is permitted in rules but avoided in the inconsistency indicators themselves. Hence,
a full check of inconsistency indicators with recursion is avoided.

In this section, only one specific type of recursion is examined, namely a specific type of linear re-
cursion. The next sections on recursion show the difficulties that appear when update expressions
must be constructed for recursive relations for a more general type of recursion.

5.3.2 From Recursion to Linear Recursion

For reasons of efficiency, one specific type of recursion is interesting, namely, linear recursion.
Because usually linear recursive queries can be handled more efficiently than nonlinear recur-
sive queries, there is a need to transform nonlinear rules into linear ones. However, the question
whether a nonlinear recursive rule can be transformed into a linear one or not is undecidable. So,
a lot of effort is put in the search for decidable classes of nonlinear recursive rules. In the liter-
ature, some papers are dedicated to the conversion of recursive rules into linear recursive rules
(see [Don92, GP95, IW89, Sar89,ZY87]), while some others are dedicated to the different types
of linear recursive rules (see [LLH94, YKHH92]) and only a few are dedicated to linear recursion
in deductive databases (see [HZL93]).

DEFttvtTtoN 5.16 A recursive rule R is called a linectr recursive rule if there exists only one body
literal of R for which its predicate is mutually recursive to the predicate of the head literal. Such
a predicate is called a linenr reci,irsive prediccite. Otherwise, a recursive rule is called a nonlinear
recursive rule, in which case we say that the recursive predicate is a nonlinear recursive predicate.

Note that thc predicate ancestoras defined in the previous section is linear recursive. Suppose we
had defined the ances[or predicate by

ancestor(X,Y) .-
parent(X,Y).

ancestor(X,Y) .-
ancestor(X,Z),
ancestor(Z,Y).

then we have created a nonlinear recursive predicate. However, it is obvious that both definitions
descrihe the tiame relation ancestor. So, in this case the nonlinear version of ancestor is trans-
formed int~~ thc linearone.
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DEFINtTION 5.17 A(nonlinear) recursive query is a query which contains a(nonlinear) recur-
sive predicate. A linear recursive query is a recursive query which does not contain any nonlinear
recursive predicates.

DEFINITION 5.18 A database D is called a linear recursive database if every recursive rule in
D is linear recursive. Otherwise, D is called a r:onlinear recursive database.

From now on databases are supposed to be linear recursive.

Not all linear recursive rules can be handled with the same ease. In order to study linear recur-
sive rules they are first transformed into a normalized form. Consider the following general linear
recursive definition in our database D:

R~Li,L~,...,LA

R' E- L i, Z,', ,..., L~~ , R„

where R, R' and R" are atoms containing a common predicate with the same arity. Li, Lz, ..., LA
and Li , L'z, ..., L„, are literals.

R1:n~taltx R" cannot be negative because of the stratification of D. Further, we suppose that there
is no difference between R' ~ R", Li, L~, ... , L~,,, the left linear recursive rule, and R' F-
Li , L;, ..., Ln,, R", the right linear recursive rule, which means that we suppose a purely declar-
ative interpretation of these rules. In Prolog the left linear recursive expression leads to indefinite
bracktracking on R". Therefore, a left linear recursive expression must first be transformed into
a right linear one before being evaluated.

Because of the stratification each variable in R- r(Xi , X,, ... , X„ ) will appear in a positive
literal L;. We define a new predicate a via a rule, which is not already known to D, for which
u(Xi , X2, ..., X„ ) is the head of the rule and Li n L, n--- n LA is the body of the rule. Note that
variables of Li, Lz, ... , Lk which do not appear in Xi , X,, ..., X„ are used locally in the body
of the rule. Similarly, we define a new predicate b in order to replace Li , L„ ..., L~„ which only
contains variables appearing in R' and R". By renaming the variables of R' such that it is equal
to R and supposing that the predicate in R is r and has arity n, the rules above can be rewritten
as:

Ri: r(1fi,Xz,... .X„) ~a(Xi,Xz,... ,X„)

R~: r(Xi,Xz.... ,X„) ~b(Yi,Y,,... ,Yi),r(Z~.Z,,... ,Z„)

where Zi, Zz, ..., Z„ are elements of {Xi , Xz, ... , X,,, Yi , Yz, .. ., Y~ }. After presenting a linear
recursive relation by rules Ri and R,, two types of linear recursion are considered, depending on
the order of Zi, Z~, ... , Z„ in X~, X~, ..., X„ and Yi, Y,, ... , Y~.

For instance, consider the following linear recursive definitions:

Ri : r(X, Y) ~ a(X, Y)
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R,: r(X. Y) f--- b(X, Z), r(Z, Y)

R~: s(X, Y) F- a(X, Y)

R,: s( X, Y) f-- b(Y. Z), s( Z. X)

in which a and b are supposed to be base relations. Note that the only difference between r and s is
the switch of the variables X and Y in the body of the recursive definition of r and s. This leads to
update expressions for r and s with respect to ~ and b, which differ from each other signihcantly.
Note that the recursively defined relations r and .r are a generalization of the transitive closure of
a relation, because it uses two possibly different base relations in its definition. This also means
that an update of the recursively defined relations can be caused by either an update in u or b.
When unfolding r(X, Y) by applying rule Ri after applying rule R~ k times for k- 0, l, 2, ...,
then we find the following sequence of computations:

u(X, Y)

b(X, Z), u(Z, Y)

b(X. Z'), b(Z', Z), u(Z, Y)

h(X, Z""), b(Z", Z'), b(Z', Z), u(Z, Y)
b(X, Z,,,~ b(Z,,, Z„~

b~2~~. 2~), b(Z~, Z), a~z, 3')

and when unfolding.r(X, Y) by applying rule R3 after applying rule R,~ k times for k- 0, 1, 2, ...,
then we tind the following sequence of computations:

u(X, Y)

b(Y, Z), u(Z, X)

b(Y, Z), b(X, Z'), a(Z', Z)

b(Y, Z), b(X, Z' ), h(Z, Z~~), u(Z", Z' )

b(Y, Z), b(X, Z'), b(Z, Z'"), b(Z', Z""), u(Z"', Z")

When looking at these unfolded dehnitions of r and s it appears that the switch in the definition
of the variables X and Y has a great impact in the way the facts in u and b are chained. Suppose
we have some facts with respect to u and b.

In case of r, the facts in r are derived by looking for chains of facts in a and b, where a fact in

n starts a chain and is followed by a fact in b as long as the first argument of the current chain
member is equal to the second argument of the previous chain member.

In case of .r completely different chains are derived, which are centered around a fact in u, which
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depends on the length of the chain. Consider a fact in s that is reached by k times applying rule
R4; then a chain of length k ~- 1 of a fact in n and facts in b is derived. When k is odd, facts in b
are chained (k - l)~2 times before a fact in a is reached, after which (k f 1)~2 facts in b must
be chained; when k is even, facts in b are chained k~2 times before a fact in a is reached, after
which k~2 facts in b must be chained. For s the chaining process is originated by looking for cor-
respondences between the second argument of the current chain member to the first argument of
the previous chain member before reaching the fact in a by a correspondence in the first argument
of a, and the first argument of the current chain member to the second argument of the previous
chain member after reaching the fact in a. These two cases are illustrated in Ft~uxE 5.5 (where
Z(~ - Z, Z-~ - X and Z-' - Y). So, each chain of facts in a and b of the format represented
by the figure gives a fact in the recursively defined relation r and s respectively. This figure also

r(X,Y)

t

b(X, Z(k))

k-1 - k-2 k-1 k-2

b(Z , Z) a(Z. , Z) a(Z , Z)
~ k'3 .~'. k-~ k-4 ' k-2

- b(Z , Z ) b(Z , Z )
b(Z", Z') : :
b(~.~'~) (k.,~,2 b(~ ' ~„) kl2 b(~ ' ~„)

b(Y , Z) b(Y , -Z)
a(Z, Y)

'(k-1) (k-2)

b(Z , Z ) kd k-2 k-3 k-1

b(Z , Z ) b(Z ,,Z )
'(k) (k-1)

Figure 5.5: Two cases of linear recursion

gives an idea what happens when an insertion in a or b appears. In case of an insertion U in n
with respect to relation r U starts new chains. Note that an update expression must be an expres-
sion that describes these new chains. Obviously a new chain is U itself. Also other chains may
be present depending on the transitive closure of h.

DEFINITION 5.19 Letr(X, Y) ~ p(X, Z),r(Z, Y) betherecursivepartofthedefinitiondefin-
ing a binary recursive predicate r, given some binary relation p. The transitive clos~~ire of p is

represented by r~ and is defined by:

rn(X, Y) ~ p(X, Y)

aa S(X,Y) ~s
~S~ P~07

b(X,Z'f) b(X,Z')

b(Z' Z,,,
) ,~2 b(Z , Z,,, )

r~(X. Y) F- P(X. Z), r~(Z. Y)
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The formulation of update expressions by using transitive closure operations is elaborated in the
next section.

In [JAN87] it is shown under which conditions and how a general linear recursive rule can be ex-
pressed by a transitive closure operation. Transitive closure operations are efficiently computable
(see [DR94]) and therefore are important for using linear recursive rules in practice.

5.3.3 Linear Recursion in Inconsistency Rules

Introducing linear recursion in the method based on inconsistency rules is not so straightforward
as the particular linear recursion of Ex.atvtP[.E 5.1 1 makes us believe. The previous section in-
dicated that the construction of update expressions may be rather difficult when the variables in

the recursive definition do not contain a certain regularity in the order of variables as in the case
of the ancestor predicate. Further, more than one base relation may be involved in defining the

recursive relation, which makes update expressions more complex.

5.3.3.1 Linear Recursion in Update Expressions

The update expression with respect to a recursive predicate uses the transitive closure of the pred-

icate in its definition. This is illustrated by the following example.

Ex.4MPLE 5.12 Consider the definition of ~. by the rules Ri and R~ in the previous section. First,
we are interested in the update expression of r with respect to insertions in a, i. e. , Du~z' y~~. The

new chains after an ínsertion in ~ will depend on rr, and are described by the following expressions:

ii2s(r(X, Y)) ~ re(X, Z), ins(n(Z, Y))

rns(r(X, Y)) ~ ins(n(X, Y))

or more concisely expressed by

ins(r(X, Y)) ~- (Z - X; rn(X, Z)), ins(ca(Z, Y)).

So, the update expression ~~~~ j Y~~ is eyual to:

~~ew((Z - X ; rr,(X, Z)))

Next, we are interested in the u date ex ression of r with res ect to insertions in b, i. e. , p'tx.ri
P P P t~cv.wi~

Note that when h is updated, rr, is updated like the ancestorpredicate by an update in parent It is

easy to see that
~rIX.YI - ~rnik'.7) ~r(X.YI - ~r~,IX.ZI Ilr?tU~C1~2. Y~~-6(V.W) G(V,W')' rr,IX,Z) hIV.14')'

Note that it is already known from Ex.alvipt.E 5.1 I that 0~~~~~ ~t~ is equal to:

neur~(rr,(X. V) ; X- V), ~rh~W, Z) ; Z- W))

So, the u date ex ression 0"h~~~' is e ual to:P P r~iv.w, 9

neu~((rr,(X, V) : X- V), (rr,(W, Z) ; Z-W)),new(a(Z, Y))
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REMARK The update expressions for recursion should be expressed by using transitive closure
expressions of the base relations used in the recursive definition. Therefore, the transformation
of general recursive rules into linear recursive rules expressed by transitive closure is encouraged
from the integrity checking point of view.

REMARK In the case ofs updates in n and b can create more complex update expressions than
in the case of r, which cannot be expressed by transitive closure expressions rb since the number
of b-facts in a chain before and after the appearence of a fact a are related.

5.3.3.2 Ordered Linear Recursive Predicates in Update Expressions

By ordered linear recursive predicates we mean those recursive definitions that can be pictured by
a single chain of literals like in the case of r(X, Y) of FtcuttE 5.5. However, in general the chain
can be more hidden than in this particular case, because the number of variables and the number
of relations in defining the recursive predicate can vary. In this section, for these general kinds of
ordered linear recursive predicates update expressions are derived.

Consider the following general linear recursive definition of r:

R~: r(X, Y) ~ á(X, Y)

R~: r(X, Y) ~ b(X, Z),r(Z, Y)

where X, Y and Z are sequences of variables and n and b represent some conjunctions of literals
each containing some, not necessary all, of the variables that appear in their arguments. However,
we suppose the rules are range-restricted, which means that all variables in X and Y must appear
somewhere in the body of the rule. Note that in R~ the distinguished variables in the head of the
definition are introduced in the same order as in the body of this rule. This is a more restricted
form compared to the restrictions on the variables in the definition of r in 5.3.2. Further note
that in R2 the number of variables in X must be equal to the number in Z. It turns out that for
these so ealled nrdered linecrr recursive predicates update expressions can easily be formulated,
comparable to those derived in ExAMpLE 5.12 for a simple case of a linear recursive predicate
with ordered variables. However, we need a more general notion of ~. Instead of 0'~X'Y~, whereu~z."r~
ci is a single predicate, an expression ~'tX~~~ is introduced where á is a conjunction of literals.u~r,ri
The idea of 0~. is still applicable. This expression states the evaluation that has to be performed
to find the updates in L caused by an update in C. More precisely, 0~~~ z~ y~ is the expression that

determines the insertions in r(X, Y) when an insertion in á(Z, Y) appears. Note that an insertion
in á( Z, Y) depends on the updates of each of the conjuncts of á. The same considerations apply
to the expression 0`-''X r~~~tv.u~~~

Now, consider a recursively defined relation r that is defined by using a conjunction of literals
containing relation c. Until now we supposed that the relation c was a base relation, but what hap-
pens when this relation is derived? Suppose one of the base relations that were used to define c is
the m-ary relation co. An update to c,~ could lead to updates of the relation c. In turn, the indueed
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updates in c have the same infiuence on the recursive predicate as if they were directly updated.
Let c be a predicate having the sequence U as its arguments. This sequence of variables may
contain variables that also appear in the remainder of the rule in which c occurs. The only differ-,
ence is that instead of ir~s(c(U)) we have an expression ins(c~~(Ci, C~, .... C,n)), D~.~~~e,.c,.--..c,„i~
Suppose 0~~~~ ~, c, ~ can be easily derived, then the update expression 0'.~X~Y~ can be ex-~~~(c~,c... .cm i
pressed by the update expressions of r and c and of c and cli. So, the update expression of a base
relation leading to a derived predicate that is used in a definition of a linear recursive predicate
can be derived by the composition of the two update expressions. Suppose r(X, Y) appears in an

inconsistency indicator ll, then the following inconsistency rule for an update in co leading to Il
is derived:

inconsis[ent rns c C G, ... `IU~ .~z.r~
(~ ( o( i. .C,~~))~O~,~tc,.cz.....cm~~0~tu~ . new(Il,cz.ri)

Suppose c(U) appears in á or b, which are used in defining the linear recursive predicate r like

before. 0~ ~~~~r~ is expressed by 0~117 ~ i, when c(U) appears in á, or On~~' w ~, when c(U) appears

in b. In turn, both expressions are expressible by transitively closing b which is defined in the
following definition which is a generalization of DEF[tvrrlotv 5.19.

DEFINtT1oN 5.20 Let r(X, Y) F- p(X, Z), r(Z, Y) be the recursive part of the definition defin-

ing a recursive predicate r, for some relations p. The trcrositive closure of p is represented by r~„

and defined by:
r~(X, Y) ~ p(X, Y)

r~,(X, Y) ~ p(X, Z), r~,(Z, Y)

In the expressions above, ~ul("L,Y"~ and Ov~~ ~~~ are generalizations of the expressions derived in

EXAMPIJE 5. l2. Similarly, we find that 0'~X'r~ is equal to:~~tz.r~

iiew((Z - X ; rh(X, Z))),

where Z- X is interpreted as Z~ - X~ for each Z~ in the sequence Z and each X~ in the sequence
X, for each j.

Also we find that ~'-1z r~ - ~`-''IX'i~ p`iz.ri -
hlv.wi htv.wi~ ~;,IZ.z~ -

D~;,Ix.z~ new(á(2. Y)) -
hIV,IV~

new((rn(X, V); X- V), (rh(W. Z) ; Z- W)), new(ci(Z, Y)).

Suppose c appears in á. Then by interpreting 0"~~ y~' as before, an insertion in c(U) implies an

insertion in n(Z. Y) if the conjunction of literals in r-i(Z, Y) where c(U) is left out, expressed by

á(Z. Y)~ 1C,,, holds in the updated database. So,

r~X.Y) rIX.YI u1Z.Y1 r(X.YIp- - 0- 0 - 0- new(ci(Z. 3')~~in).~Ir~~ ~,IZ ri' ~lul ~~IZ.i~i'

In this case the revised inconsis[ency rule for an insertion in qi is:
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inconsistent(i~~s(c~ (CI , C~ . . . . , C,,, ) ) G
D~~tui ~r~x.ri new(u(Z,Y)~.~ur).new(llriz."rl1r~~rc,,c,.....cmr ~~z.Y~~

Using the above expression for pr(X.Y1, this revised inconsistency rule can be expressed by:r,~i.rl
inconsistent(ins(ce (CI , C~ , . . . , C,~ ) ) ~

0`~U~ iiew((Z - X; r- X, Z))), new(á(Z, Y), ), izew(IIy~(C~.C?.....Cm)' 6~ (C~1 r(X.Y))

Similarly, when c appeared in b(X, Z) we would have found that

r(X,Y) r(X.1'1 h(V.L4') r(X.Y)
O~~u~ - w~~.wi' ~~~ti~ - Ontv.ívi~new(b(V, W)~tu~).

In this case the revised inconsistency rule is:

inconsistenr(ins(c~(CI, C~.... , C,,,)) ~
r1C-'I r(X.YI

0~~~~IC,.c,.- .c,,,~~ ~e~v.iv~.new(b(V. W)~lul~~new(~Iriz.Yl~

Using the above expression for 0'-`X~ti~' , this revised inconsistency rule can be expressed by:r~~v,wr
inconsistent(rns(c~(CI, G, ... , C,,,)) ~

~''r~' new((r-(X,V); X-V),(r;(W,Z); Z-W ),~~~IC,.c,. -.c,,,l~ t~ r )

new(ci(Z,Y)),new(b(V, W)~~~,~),new(Ilr~r y,l)

REMARK Suppose that ~r - b. Then we get a special case which, for instance, is the case in the
ancestordefinition. In this case, the recursive predicate r is equal to the transitive closure rg. Note
that in this case O~~X~Y' reduces toh~ G. ~i~~

new((r(X.V); X-V).(r(IU.Y): Y-W)).

In this case the revised inconsistency rule reduces to:

inconsistent(ins(cr~ (Ci , C~. . . . , C,,, ) ) ~

0'~~~~' new((r(X. V): X- V), (r(W, Y) : Y- W)).~,~ic,.c,.- .c~,i~
new(b(V, GV ) ~I~~~), new(Il,l ~ y~)

ExAMPt.E 5.13 Let D be a database consisting of the following rules and inconsistency indica-
tor:

RI : investor(X, C) ~ shareholder(X, N, C), N~]0

R,: family-company(X, Y, C) ~ parent(X. Y), investor(X, C), investoi~(Y, C)

R,: family-company(X, Y, C) ~ parent(X, Z), investor(X, C), family-cornpany(Z, Y, C)

R~: parent(X, Y) ~ father(X, Y)

R5: parent(X, Y) ~ mother(X, Y)
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R6: mother(X, Y) ~-- 6usband(Z, X), tàther(Z, Y)

II : family-company(X, Y, C), government(C)

These rules reflect the world's observation that two people are owners of a family company if
these two people are both investors of the company, i. e. , shareholders possessing at least ten per-
cent of the company's shares, and are blood related. A secondary condition is that in each gener-
ation of these family members there must be a member who is also an investor of the company.
The inconsistency indicator states that an inconsistency occurs when the a company is owned by
the government and at the same time is a family company. Several base relations are involved.
The base relation sh~u-eholder-(X, N, C) expresses that a person X has N percent of the shares of
company C. The base relation government(C) expresses that a company C is owned by the gov-
ernment. Also we have the well known base relations husband and father. Suppose we want to
obtain the revised inconsistency rules for an insertion in husband. In order to generate the revised
inconsistenc rules we have to derive Ap""n`~~~Y) Opa'en`w.w) and 11: whichy hu.ebandf~V,ZI' husband(7.',V) f~nii~Y-comp~ny(X.Y,C1,
are equal to n~ew(tàther(W, Y)), new(fàther(Z', W)) and new(governrnent(C)) respectively.

Let us first concentrate on the derivation of the revised inconsistency rule that is built by the use
of parent(X, Y) appearing in R~. For generating this inconsistency rule the update expression
Ar.,,,,uy-~-nrnpany(x.Y.c)

for paf-ent(X, Y) appearing in Rz is important So, this update expression isparrmlZ. r )
decomposed in

Qfàmilycompany(X.Y.C)
parem(Z. Y),invesmr(Z.C),invector(Y.C)'

which is equal to new((Z - X; tc(X, Z, C))), and

Apnrtnt( Z. Y), in vestor( Z. C l. investor~( Y, C)
paren[(Z.Y)

which is equal to new(inves[or(Z, C), investor(Y, C)).

Here, tc(X,Z,C) is the transitive closure of parent(X, Z), investor(X, C) in the recursive definition
of family-company, namely:

tc(X, Y, C)) ~ parent(X, Y), investor(X, C)

tc(X, Y, C)) ~ parent(X, Z), investoi-(X, C), tc(Z, Y. C))

Now, by using the remarks above the following equality is derived:

~IàmilysompanylX.Y.CI - j1~Ul((Z - X; tC(X. Z. C)~~, i2eU)(1nVBSIOC(Z, C~. ]nVBSC01-(Y, C~~.parrnq Z. Y 1 .

Combined with the u date ex ression ~p""'nr(z'rl and ll ; the followin revisedp p husbandlW'.Z) f~niilyrompanylX.Y.C) g
inconsistency rule is derived:

inconsistent(iru(husband(6v, Z))) G

new(tàther(W, Y)), new((Z - X ; tc(X, Z, C)),

r~efe~(investor(Z, C), investor(Y. C)), new(govel-nment(C))
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When concentrating on the derivation of the revised inconsistency rule that is built by the use of
parent(X, Y) appearing in R,, the update expression OP~e'n~~~u!~annx.Y.c) for parent(X,Z) appear-
ing in R, is important. This update expression is decomposed in

Q(amily-compan yl X. Y. C I
parent( V. W), investor(V.C 1. inve.ctor( W'. C) `

which is equal to

new((te(X, V. C) ; X- V), (tc(W, Z, C) ; Z- W)), new(parent(Z, Y)),

new(investor(Z, C), investor(Y, C)))

and
Q parcn t( V. W l. in vestor( V, C), imestor( W. C)

parent( V. W )

which is equal to new(investor(V, C), investor(W, C)).

SO,
Otàmily-cumpany(X,Y.C1

is equal toparent(V, W 1
new((tc(X, V, C) ; X- V), (tc(W, Z, C) ; Z- W)),

new(investor(V, C), investor(W, C)).

Combined with the u date ex ression Opafen"~' W) and II the followin revisedh p hasband(Z'.V) family-company(X.Y.C) g
inconsistency rule is derived:

inconsistent(ins(husóand(Z', V))) ~

new(father(Z', W)), new((tc(X, V, C) ; X- V), (te(W, Z, C) ; Z- W)),

new(investor(V, C), inves[or(W, C)), new(government(C))

5.4 Complexity in ~ICCS

As we have noted in the beginning of this thesis the range-restricted , allowed or some other prop-
erty, which guarantees domain independent query answering, is important to be able to compute
the answer of a yuery in a feasible time in the number of facts of the database. A more precise

result in [Wue91 ] states that this computation of an answer of a query in a deductive database can

be done in polynomial time when the query and the database are constrained.

PROPOSITION 10 Let D be a finite deductive databa.ce such that each rule, each constraint and

each query Q to D is allowed. Let n be the number of.facts and l be the ma~imum length, e. g. ,

the number of characters, of the set offormulas in D and a query. Then it h~ld.c that

(i) the answer to Q can be cornputed in time O(n~`O.

(ii) the consistenc.v of the deductive database can be decided in time O(n~')).

Because in the proposed method the consistency check is presented as a query the consistency

check is also decidable in polynomial time in the number of facts of the database, if the length of

the revised inconsistency rules is constrained as well.
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... but the fact hoped that all of its induced facts would pass the integriry check."



Chapter 6

Design and Implementation of ~ICCS

In this chapter, the integration of ~ICCSand a deductive database system is described. This chap-
ter is divided into two sections. In the first section, the design issues of fICCS are given. It
presents a functional decomposition of ~ICCS. Further, the software components that were cho-
sen to implement ~ICCS are presented. In the second section, an implementation of ~ICCS is
given. In this section, the implementation is constrained to only the non-system oriented part of
jICCS. So, system calls for the creation of inputloutput forms and calls to the transaction man-
ager of the underlying deductive database management system after an integrity check are not
elaborated here.

6.1 Design of ~ICCS

In fICCS three main components can be distinguished. Each component has one particular task.
These components model the first level of the architecture of fICCS. The first component is con-
cerned with the control of ~ICCS. The second component is responsible for loading a deductive
database. The InputlOutput facilities in this component depend on the system and are not interest-
ing when looking at the integrity checking task of the system. Therefore, they are not elaborated
in detaiL The third component is the core of jICCS and will be decomposed until the implemen-
tational level is reached.

6.1.1 An Overview of Components of ~ICCS

[n this section, both the interaction between the three main components and the internal structure
of the first and second component are described. The interaction between the three main compo-
nents, the user and the deductive database management system is schematically represented by
Ft~utzE 6.1. First, we deal with a component that is responsible for the control of ~ICCS. This
component loads the proper files containing jICCS and loads additional files containing code that
is used by ~ICCS. such as predicates that are responsible for the input and output of the data of

the program, general auxiliary predicates and predicates that were responsible for establishing a
proper coupling to a database management system. Further, it is responsible for switching the
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USER

Figure 6.1: The main decomposition of jICCS

control to one of the other two components. After each integrity check, three cases can occur,
namely

~ the user wants to continue using another transaction with the current deductive database,

~ the user wants to continue with another deductive database,

D the user wants to quit jICCS.

The second component is responsible for loading a proper deductive database state and for the
proper attachment of ~ICCS with the deductive database management system. This component
responsible for loading a deductive database is divided in three subcomponents, i. e. , one respon-
sible for loading the extensional database, one responsible for loading the intensional database and
one for obtaining the revised inconsistency rules. In the first two subcomponents, the user will be
asked to select the files containing the extensional and intensional database, after which they will
be loaded. When the sets of rules and inconsistency indicators are obtained, the third subcompo
nent is responsible for delivering the proper set of related revised inconsistency rules. When the
user does not deliver a file containing the proper revised inconsistency rules, these revised incon-
sistency rules are generated from scratch from the set of rules and inconsistency indicators, call-
ing the revised inconsistency rule generator. The implementation of this revised inconsistency
rule generator can be found in 6.2.4. These subcomponents are illustrated in Ft~uttE 6.2.

The third component that is responsible for the management of the transaction and which is the
most interesting one from the constraint checking point of view is elaborated in 6.1.2.
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Figure 6.2: The decomposition of the component that loads the DDB.

6.1.2 Transaction Management in ,~ICCS

The third component of ~ICCS, which is responsible for the management of the transaction, is
divided in three subcomponents. The interaction between these subcomponents, the user and the
deductive database management system is represented in Ftc[1xE 6.3.

The first subcomponent is responsible for obtaining the transaction from the user and converting

it into the proper format before applying it to the set of revised inconsistency rules. The second

subcomponent is responsible for adjusting the set of revised inconsistency rules, when the set of

rules and~or integrity constraints is changed. The third subcomponent is responsible for the ap-

plication of the revised inconsistency rules and the transfer of the necessary queries to the query

evaluator. In turn, the yuery evaluator must evaluate those queries properly, i. e. , in either the

current or the updated database. When the query evaluator has given back the control to this sub-

component by returning an answer whether the queries have led to an inconsistency or not, the

subcomponent based on this answer takes the proper actions. If the integrity check does not de-

tect some inconsistency, then the subcomponent asks the user if it has to commit or to rollback

the current transaction, else it rollbacks the transaction without any interaction with the user. The

implementation of the component responsible for managing transactions is given in 6.2.2.3.

6.1.3 Design Model of ~ICCS

In this section, the design model of the system ~ICCS is given. The whole method including the

concept of revised inconsistency rules can easily be implemented by using the logical application
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Figure 6.3: The decomposition of the component that manages a transaction

language used by a deductive database management system. The databases used in the examples
in this thesis can be loaded easily in the main memory of the logical application language. In
that case, the integrity check runs in the main memory of the logical application language only.
However, when the number of facts exceeds the memory of the logical application language, the
data must be on secondary storage. In case of a fact base on secondary storage, rules and incon-
sistency indicators are loaded into the memory of the deductive database management system,
while the facts are accessible by the proper attachment to the fact base of the deductive database
management system However, the system is responsible for data as well as rule and inconsis-
tency indicator management. This also implies that the system can handle queries containing de-
rived relations. When ~ICCS is implemented in the logical application language of the deductive
database management system, it does not need a special query evaluator, but it can use the query
evaluator of the deductive database management system. In most cases, the logical application
language is a Prolog-like language.

In this thesis, another approach is chosen to implement fICCS. Although the implementation
of ~ICCS in the logical application language of the used deductive database management system
is preferable, we have chosen to implement ~ICCS in Prolog, coupled to a relational database
management system. This choice is influenced by the fact that most people are familiar with re-
lational systems, while they are not familiar with deductive systems. This choice implies that the

interaction of jICCS with its environment, as depicted by the previous figures in this chapter,
is changed by replacing the interaction with a deductive system by the interaction with a rela-
tional system. This is illustrated in Ft~uttF 6.4. By giving the implementation for the coupling
with a relational system, the benefit of deductive systems in favour of relational systems extended

~
~
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with rules may once again be clear, because of the greater transparency. For, the management
of rules and inconsistency indicators is a responsibility of the deductive database management
system and queries containing derived relations can be handled by the query evaluator of the de-
ductive database management system. When using a coupling of Prolog to a relational database

DDB

DDBMS

FACTS I I ICSfRULES

RDBMS .4
4

DDB

~QUERY
~ evaluator

PRO LOG

FACTS ICStRULES

Figure 6.4: A deductive database system built from relational database system

management system, only the query evaluator of the relational database management system can

be used. Hence, the query evaluator can only obtain data from tables efficiently. However, the re-

lational database management system is insufficie~nt for handling rules and inconsistency indica-

tors; so, the management and evaluation of rules and inconsistency indicators have to be handled

by Prolog.

A tight coupling of Prolog to a relational database system is established by using special pur-

pose software for the communication between Prolog and the relational database management

system. The whole system, i. e. , a deductive database system with integrity constraint checking

capabilities, is built from three software components:

D LPA-Prolog for windows,

~ a Database Interface (DBI)-toolkit by LPA,

D Q 8c E database library from Pioneer Software, Inc..

The Logic Programming Associates (LPA) provides the logical programming language Prolog,

which runs under windows. This Prolog offers the possibility to access a large set of Graphical

User Interface (GUI) functions of Windows, allowing the user to create full window applications.

LPA provide also a Database Interface (DBI)-tool, which is able to interface the Q 8z E database li-

brary. This database library, manufactured by Pioneer Software, Inc., is an interface which allows

us to use datafiles of all kinds of database formats. So, the interface between the programming

language and the database is built from two components, i. e. , the DBI and the Q 8r E database

library. The communication language in the Q 8z E database library is SQL. The DBI is only re-

sponsible for the translation of a Prolog goal to an equivalent SQL-query. FIGURE 6.5 shows the
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Figure 6.5: A deductive database system with integrity constraint checking.

global architecture of the system. jICCS is implemented by using these software components.
The database rules and constraints are implemented in LPA-Prolog, while the facts are stored by
a relational database management system, for instance DBASE or ORACLE. InputlOutput forms
are implemented by using the GUI of Windows, while the database query handling is done ef-
ficiently by the DBI-tool and the Q 8c E database library. How the InputlOutput forms are im-
plemented is closely related to the taste of the user and the programmer of the final system and
therefore will not be elaborated here. Only the implementation of the core of ,jICCS is given,
i. e. , the implementation of the method based on revised inconsistency rules.
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6.2 Implementation of ~ICCS

[n the previous section, a functional decomposition of ~ICCS was given. In this section, the im-
plementation of several of the most interesting parts of ~ICCS is given. In order to get a better
comprehension of the implementation, the most frequently used data structures and an often used
auxiliary predicate running on lists are elaborated. Further, this section presents an implemen-
tation of the query evaluator, which was used in this specific implementation of fICCS and it
presents a revised inconsistency rule generator, which is used by ~ICCS to automatically gener-
ate the revised inconsistency rules for any deductive database.

6.2.1 Primitive Concepts in ~ICCS

The implementation of jICCS contains several primitive concepts. For instance, some variables
in the implementation represent primitive data structures. Further, an auxiliary predicate for de-
termining properties of inembers of lists is defined, which frequently occurs. This predícate is
used as if it was a primitive predicate. The formats of the most important data structures as well
as the idea behind the most frequently used auxiliary predicate are given.

6.2.1.1 Data Structures

A format of a data structure is a meta-expression representing some expression in the object lan-
guage of Prolog and is recognized by putting the expression between the two parenthesis ( and
). When the symbols are in typewriter font, these symbols are part of the object language of
the implementation. Further, formats may contain the meta-symbols ~ and ~. Here, ~ represents
the possibility of choice, the format on the left hand side of - is equal to either the format on
the left side or on the right side of ~. The asterisk ~ represents an arbitrary sequence of the format
with length varying from zero to any natural numbec All other characters are part of the object
language of the implementation. For instance, `~- ís part of the object language and represents
negation in Prolog. The formats of the primitive structures are:

( fuct) represents a fact

(atom) represents an atom

(litera[) - ~~(ntom) ~ (atomj

(conjunction) - [(literals)']

(unr) - uar is a variable

(ID) - I D is a natural number.

Note that in the implementation a conjunction is described by a list of literals enclosed by brackets,
while in the theory the literals where enclosed by parentheses. By using these primitive structures,
some frequently used compound structures in the implementation are defined.

A rule, denoted for short as (ru[e), is represented by:

rule((rule id),head((atom)),body((con~juitction))),
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where (rule id) represents the identifier of the rule rule-id((ID)), head((atom)) represents the
head of the rule and body((conjunction) ) represents the body of the rule.

An inconsistency indicator, denoted for short as ( ii), is represented by:

ii((ii id), (conjunction)),

where ( ii id) represents the inconsistency indicator identifier ii-id((ID)) and (conjunction)
represents the body of the rule.

A revised inconsistency rule, denoted for short as (incrule), is represented by:

incrule((inerule id), head((update type)((update pattern))), body([(query)']))

where (incrule id) represents the revised inconsistency rule identifier incrule-id((ID)),

(update type) - ins ~ del,

(update pattern) -(atom) ~ rule(head((atom~), (uar)) ~ ii((uar)),

and
(query) - new((literal)) ~ old((literal)) ~ new((conjunction)) ~ old((conjunctfon)).

Note that the body of a revised inconsistency rule contains a query.

An update, denoted for short as (update), is represented by:

(update type)(( fact)) ~,(update type)((rule)) ~(update type)((ii)).

The adjusted transaction reflects besides the change in the fact, rule and constraint base also the
change in the set of revised inconsistency rules. It is represented by:

(adjusted transaction) -

adjusted((changed fncts), ( charzged rules), ( changed iis), ( clTanged incrules))

where

(changed facts) -

facts(new([( fact)`]), old([( fact)`])),

(changed rules) -

rules(new([(rttile)"]), old([(rule id)"])),

(changed iis) -

iis(new([(ii)']), old([(ii id)'])),
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(chnnKed inerules) -

incrules(new([(incrule}']), old([(incrule id)'])),

while in the basic transaction (c{icmged incrules} is not specified:

(trnnsnction) -

transaction((chnnged facts), ( chunged new rules), ( changed new iis)),

where the structures of (chunged new rules) and ( changed new iis) are equal to the struetures
of (chauged rules) and (changed incrules) except that in their definitions (raele) and ( ii) are re-
placed by ( new rule) and (new ii) respectivily, which in turn are defined as:

(new rule) -

rule(head((atom) ), body((coujunction))),

(new ii) -

ii((cuujui~ction)),

and
(new inerule) -

inerule(head((update type)((update patteru))),body([(query)'])).

The structures (rule), (ii) and (incrule) areequal to respectively the structures (new rule), (new ii)
and (raew incrule) are equal, except that they do not possess an identifier yet. Identifiers for new
rules, inconsistency indicators or revised inconsistency rules are assigned by the identifier man-
ager, for which the implementation is given in 6.2.4.3. Note that (trnnsnction) reftects the trans-
action from the user's perspective, while (ndjusted transnction) reflects the transaction from the
system's perspective.

Variables in the implementation can represent one of the structures represented above. In that
case, the naming of the variables are in most cases strongly related to the naming of the struc-
ture they represent. For instance, the strueture ( transaction) is often represented by the variables
called T or Transaction. Before giving the implementation of ~ICCSan additional predicate is
explained, which is frequently used in the implementation.

6.2.1.2 Auxiliary Predicates in jICCS

In the implementation an auxiliary predicate memberlist appears. This predicate is a general-
ized version of the well known binary member predicate, which states that the first argument is a
member of the second argument representing a list of elements. The memberlist predicate goes
beyond that. It has some additional arguments in order to be able to specify the evaluation type,
the selected element of a list satisfying a certain property, which is specified as well, the position
of the member in a list one wants to select, etc.. It turns out that these operations on members of
lists possess a great resemblance. The full specification of the memberlist predicate is:
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memberlist((kind-of-test), list (( list) ), mtest (( sign), (test) ), output ( (list) ).

Here, (kind-of-test) can be any of the following expressions:

y all,

D unique-exist,
D all-exist,
D num((number)),

where (number) can represent any natural number. Further, the second argument of inemberl ist,

i. e. , list((list) ), contains as input the observed list, (siqn) - pos ~ neg and mtest, which is an

abbreviation for membertest, tests if a member obeys a certain condition. When the first argument

of inembersist is all, it states that all elements of the list, which is given in the second argu-

ment, must satisfy mtest. When the first argument contains all-exist, member-test succeeds

for each element in the list for which mtest is satisfied. Therefore, in this case backtracking is

permitted on memberlist. In the case of unique-exist,just one success of an element in the

list for which mtest is satisfied is needed. Therefore, in this case backtracking on member list

after a success is avoided. When the first argument of inemberlist is num(N), memberlist

succeeds only if the N-th element of the list satisfies mtest.

The last argument of inemberlist contains as output a list, which corresponds to the input list,
where the currently tested member satisfying mtest, is deleted.

The predicate of the general format mtest((sil,~n), (test)) will be explained further. [ts first ar-

gument, i. e. ,(sign), can be either pos or neg. In the case of pos the test on the member must be

positive, in other words, mtest on the member succeeds if the test on the member succeeds. In

the case of neg the test on the member must be negative, in other words, mtest on the member

succeeds if the test on the me~mber fails. Now, (rest) represents a predicate with several arguments

one of which is el((uar)), which is a placeholder for the tested element of the list. So, the test

consists of the evaluation of this predicate, in which the argument represented by el((uar)) is

replaced by the element of the list that is currently tested.

Exn1v1PLE 6.1 Suppose we want to test if a list contains a variable. Besides this test the remain-

der of the list, excluding the variable we may find in the list, is required as output. Suppose, we

also want to be able to find all those variables. This test can be expressed by using member~ ist

as follows:

memberlist(all-exíst, list(List), mtest(pos, var(el(X))), output(RList)),

where var is a predicate which checks if its argument is a variable. Let is-var(A,B) be a pred-

icate that evaluates positively if A is equal to variable B. Suppose, the test above was intended to

find out if an element of the list is equal to the variable Z, then we had to replace var(el (X) ) by

is-var(el(X) ,Z) in the expression of inemberlist.
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The predicate memberlist does not always appear in this long format. In some particular cases
some abbreviated form of the member-list predicate is used. For instance, membersist is called
with three arguments skipping the fourth argument, when the output list is not wanted. For other
frequently occurring cases, such as testing if a given element appears in a list or selecting an ele-
ment from a list, an abbreviated call of inemberlist is used. Both cases can be handled similarly.
Its interpretation, i. e. , testing or selecting, only depends on how the element is specified by the
user, as a constant or as a variable. Those cases are established by the use of the predicate of the
general format membersist (Kind-of-test , list (L) , el (Member) ) for which the rule:

memberlist(Kind-of-test,list(L),el(Member)) :-

memberlist(Kind-of-test,list(L),mtest(pos,-(el(Member), X)))

is stated. So, its interpretation depends on the appearence of Member, i. e. , instantiated before
evaluation or not.

Exa,tvlt~LE 6.2 Let L be instantiated by some list. Suppose this list is not empty. When evaluating
memberlist (unique-exist , list (L) , el (a) ), it succeeds only if a is a member of L.
When evaluating memberlist (all-exist , list (L) , el (X) ), X will be instantiated, where the
instantiation corresponds to some element of the list L. By repeatedly backtracking each element
of the list is found.

In this particular case, it is also possible to get an output list, i. e. , the list excluding the element
[hat is bound to Member after evaluating membersist, by using the rule:

memberlist(Kind-of-test,list(L),el(Member),output(RList)) :-

membersist(Kind-of-test,list(L),mtest(pos,-(el(Member), X)),

output(RList)).

So, using memberlist allows us to handle any selection and testing of a member of a list in a
uniform manner. This uniformity is one of the great advantages of this predicate. Another advan-
tage is that it adds more meaning to the arguments. In the implementation, presented in the next
section, membersist has been used frequently for such purposes.

6.2.2 Implementation of the Components of ~ICCS
In this section, the implementation of the components as described in 6.1 is given. As noted ear-
lier, only that part of the implementation corresponding to the internal behaviour of ~ICCS is
elaborated. The implementation responsible for the interface of ~ICCS to the deductive database
management system, the GUI of the system and communication between user and the system are
not elaborated in detail here.

6.2.2.1 Implementation of Control in fICCS

The implementation of the component that is responsible for the control in ~ICC,S is given below.
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ficcs :-
install-ficcs,
message(intro-ficcs),
load-case.

load case :-
load-ddb,
manage-transaction,
continue-or-quit.

The proper files for running jICCS are loaded by the predicate install~iccs. The predicate

message with argument intro~iccs will generate an opening screen containing some informa-

tion about ~ICCS. The predicate load-case controls the second component, called load-ddb,

and the third component of ~ICCS, called manage-transaction. It controls these two compo-

nents by the predicate cont inue-or-quit which is responsible for asking the user if a new trans-

action must be checked, a new deductive database must be loaded or the session must be closed.

6.2.2.2 Implementation for Loading a Deductive Database

The second component, which is represented in the implementation by load-ddb, is responsible

for loading a proper deductive database.

load ddb :-
load-extension,
load-intension,
load-incrules,

The subgoals of load-ddb are responsible for loading the separate parts of the deductive database,

i. e. , the extensional database, the intensional database and the revised inconsistency rules. The

first two subgoals are not elaborated here, because they are rather trivial and depend heavily on

the graphical user interface of the system and therefore on the special system predicates, which

depend on the specific version of Prolog. However, the third subgoal is explored further. This

part is responsible for loading the proper set of revised inconsistency rules. The most interesting

part of this subgoal appears when the user does not provide that set. In that case load-incrules

calls the subgoal ir-construct. It will backtrack on the ir-construct (Incrule) in order to

obtain all revised inconsistency rules belonging to the currently loaded deductive database and

it will add these revised inconsistency rules to the deductive database. The implementation of

ir-construct is given in 6.2.4.

6.2.2.3 Implementation of the Transaction Manager

The third component, which is represented in the implementation by manage-transaction is

elaborated in more detail. The three subcomponents of the transaction manager described in 6.1.2

are called as follows:
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manage-transaction :-
get-transaction(Transaction),
ir-adjust(Transaction,AdjustedTransaction,AdjustedPutree),
inconsistency-check(AdjustedTransaction,AdjustedPutree),

The first subcomponent is further decomposed in the implementation by dividing the transaction
in facts, rules and inconsistency indicators, each of which are obtained differently.

get-transaction(transaction(ChangedFacts,ChangedRules,ChangedIIs)) :-
get-transaction(facts,ChangedFacts),
get-transaction(rules,ChangedRules),
get-transaction(iis,ChangedIIs).

get-transaction(facts,facts(new(Insertions),old(Deletions))) :-
get-insertions(facts,Insertions),
get-deletions(facts,Deletions).

get-transaction(rules,rules(new(NewRules),old(RuleIds))) :-
get-insertions(rules,NewRules),
get-deletions(rules,RuleIds).

get-transaction(iis,iis(new(NewIIs),old(IIIds))) :-
get-insertions(iis,NewIIs),
get-deletions(iis,IIIds).

The predicates get-insertions and get-deletions are calls to input forms which are respon-
sible for obtaining the facts, rules and inconsistency indicators from the user and transforming
the input to the internal representation of updates of facts, rules and inconsistency indicators re-
spectivily. The internal representation of insertions and deletions of facts, rules and inconsistency
indicators, which are lists, are given in 6.2.1. I. In the database, rules and inconsistency indicators
are uniquely identified by using identifiers. Therefore, when deleting rules and~or inconsistency
indicators, it is sufficient to specify their identifier. In case of insertions of rules and inconsistency
indicators, identifiers are not given by the user, but are provided by the system. This is one of the
responsibilities of the predicate ir-adjust.

The 6rst argument of the predicate ir-adjust contains the current transaction and delivers the
adjusted transaction. This adjusted transaction contains, besides the information of the original
transaction, the change in the set of revised inconsistency rules. This predicate uses the informa-
tion produced by the derívation of the revised inconsistency rules to accelerate the adjustment of
the set of revised inconsistency rules. Further, some information produced by the adjustment of
the revised inconsistency rules is stored in the third argument of ir-adjust. The implementation

of ir-ad j ust is described in 6.2.4. When the adjusted transaction is derived, then it becomes the
input for the inconsistency check, performed by the predicate inconsistency-check.

inconsistency-check(AdjustedTransaction,-) :-
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speed(inconsistent(AdjustedTransaction)),

inconsistency-check(AdjustedTransaction,AdjustedPutree) :-
message(allowed,AdjustedTransaction),
commit(AdjustedTransaction,AdjustedPutree),
nl,

The meta-predicate speed evaluates its argument and delivers as side effect a popup window in-
forming the user about the timing of the evriluation of its argument. In this case, the predicate
inconsistent checks if the adjusted transaction leads to an inconsistent state. If it does, no fur-
ther actions are necessary, because the current database state has not changed yet. Nence, the
inconsistency is only signaled and is not repaired somehow. When the evaluation of the goal
inconsistent (AdjustedTransaction) does lead to false, the second clause of inconsisten-
cy-check is evaluated, which happens when the database is consistent. In this case message in-
forms the user that the transaction is accepted and commit will commit the transaction, when the
user has given permission to commit it.

The predicate inconsistent is elaborated as follows:

inconsistent(AdjustedTransaction) :-
selector(Type,AdjustedTransaction,Update),
ir-apply(Type,Update,IncRule,AdjustedTransaction),
report(Type,Update,IncRule,AdjustedTransaction,incrules).

selector(fact,adjusted(facts(new(FL),-),-,-,-),ins(F)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(FL),el(F)).

selector(fact,adjusted(facts(-,old(FL)),-,-,-),del(F)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(FL),el(F)).

selector(rule,adjusted(-,rules(new(RL),-),-,-),ins(R)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(RL),el(R)).

selector(rule,adjusted(-,rules(-,old(RL)),-,-),del(R)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(RL),el(R)).

selector(ii,adjusted(-,-,iis(new(IIs),-)),ins(II)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(IIs),el(II)).

select-incrule-new(adjusted(F,R,II,incrules(new(IncRules),-)),IncRule) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(IncRules),el(IncRule)).

select-incrule(AdjustedTransaction,incrule(Id,Head,Body)) :-
incrule(Id,Head,Body),
`t is-incrule-old(AdjustedTransaction,Id).

is-incrule-old(adjusted(F,R,II,incrules(-,old(IncRuleIds))),Id) :-
member-list(unique-exist,list(IncRuleIds),el(Id)).
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ir-apply(Type,Update,incrule(Id,head(Update),body(B)),AdjustedT) :-
( select-incrule(AdjustedT,incrule(Id,head(Update),body(B)));
select-incrule-new(adjustedT,incrule(Id,head(Update),body(B)))

evaluate-body(B,AdjustedT).

evaluate-body([],AdjustedTransaction).
evaluate-body([new(Q)IQL],AdjustedTransaction) :-

new(Q,AdjustedTransaction),
evaluate-body(QL,AdjustedTransaction).

evaluate-body([old(Q)~QL],AdjustedTransaction) :-
old(Q),
evaluate-body(QL,AdjustedTransaction).

The predicate selector selects an arbitrary update from the transaction. For each selected up-
date an arbitrary revised inconsistency rule is applied by the predicate ir-apply, and the predicate
report informs the user when the body of the inconsistency rule holds in the updated database.
The evaluation of the body of the inconsistency rule is handled by the predicate evaluate-body.
It calls the query evaluator by evaluating new and old. Note that when evaluating new a second ar-
gument is asserted, which contains the adjusted transaction, in order to be able to evaluate a query
in the updated database. The report will show the cause of the inconsistency, the rules involved,
etc.. The implementation of the predicate report is not elaborated, but note that it contaíns the
arguments needed in order to generate a proper report for the user.

The clauses of ir-apply represent the algorithm that is needed for checking the consistency of the
database. The application of inconsistency rules is not done in a straightforward manner, which
would be to apply all updates in the transaction to all related revised inconsistency rules in the up-
dated database. Some strategy is chosen in order to get the most optimal check. This optimization
is explained in the next section.

6.2.3 Evaluation of Revised Inconsistency Rules in ~ICCS

The evaluation of revised inconsistency rules can be performed in several ways. In this implemen-
tation the responsibility of the optimization of the queries, which have to be answered in order to
perform the inconsistency check, lies with Prolog, while queries to base relations are performed
by the database management system. We have created a deductive database system by coupling a
relational database system to Prolog. As a result, deductive database rules were given in a special
format instead of Prolog rules. Therefore, query evaluation must be explicitly implemented, in or-
der to handle those deductive rules properly. When jICCS had been integrated in a real deductive
database management system, the query evaluator and the rule manager of this database manage-
ment system could have been used and this section would be superfluous. However, some redun-
dancy in the handling of revised inconsistency rules can better be traced and solved by jICCS,
because it belongs to the intrinsic behaviour of revised inconsistency rules. Further, in this section
the evaluation of revised inconsistency rules in case of replacements is implemented.
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6.2.3.1 Redundancy in the Evaluation of Revised Inconsistency Rules

The obvious way to handle a transaction in fICCS is to apply each update in the transaction to the
updated set of revised inconsistency rules. However, following this algorithm some redundancy
may occur, when facts in the transaction are applicuble to rules or inconsistency indicators in the
transaction. For instance, suppose a new rule R is inserted into the database. Then the set of
revised inconsistency rules IR is updated. Suppose a fact update, say F, also in the transaction,
is applicable to one of those updates, say U~R. Let II be the inconsistency indicator that is checked
by Uik and let IIF be the revised inconsistency indicator appearing in the body of U~x with respect
to some L in II. R has been used in constructing the base revised inconsistency rule UiR. The
related revised inconsistency indicator with respect to F, say IIF in the body of UiR, is evaluated
when applying F to U~R. However, suppose R is applied to the derived revised inconsistency
rule, where the revised inconsistency indicator that subsumes IIF appears in its body. Then the
application of the new base U~R with respect to fact F and ]I is subsumed by the application of
that derived revised inconsistency rule with respect to R and I1. This case is illustrated by the
following example.

Exa,lviPLE 6.3 Let D be a database consisting of the following facts and rules:

Fi : pat ient (11355, brokenleg,' PARACETAMOL')

F,: disease(brokenleg, fractures)

F-~: disease(heartattack,heart)

F4: medicine('PARACETAMOL', 0)

F5: medicine('SOMATONORM', 10)

F~: medicine('DURABOLIN', 10)

F~: medicine('HUMATROPE', 10)

Fx: medicine('STOMBA', 15)

Fq: location(11355,'A123')

rule(rulesd(1), head(weak(Pat )), body([pat ient (Pat, D, Med ),

disease(D, heart)]))

rule(rule-id(2), head(light(Med)), body([medicíne(Med, 0)]))

rule(rule-id(3 ), head(1 ight (Med)), body([medicine(Med, 5)] ))

rule(rule-id(4), head(strong(Med)), body([medicine(Med, 10)]))

rule(rulesd(5), head( strong(Med) ), body([medicine(Med, 15)]) )

The database describes a hospital, consisting of the base relations patient, disease, medicine
and location. The predicate patient contains the patient's id number, the reason for admis-

sion and the medicine the patient has been prescribed. The predicate disease classifies diseases

into classes of diseases. The predicate medicine classifies medicines into classes of inedicines,
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which are identified by a number. The predicate locat ion states in which hospital room a patient
resides. The first rule states that a patient with a disease, which is classified as a heart disease, is
a weak patient. The other rules classifies medicines in light and strong ones. Let

ii(ii-id(1),[weak(Patl),location(Patl,Room),location(Pat2,Room),
`f Patl - Pat2])

be the inconsistency indicator specified for D. It states that a weak patient must have a room for
hin~herself. Note that D is consistent. The following base and derived inconsistency rules are
consh-ucted for D.

incrule(incrule-id(0),head(ins(ii(II)),body([new(II)])))
incrule(incrule-id(1),head(ins(patient(Pat1,D,Med))),
body([new(disease(D,heart)), new([location(Patl,Room),
location(Pat2,Room),`t Patl - Pat2])

incrule(incrule-id(2),head(ins(disease(D,heart))),
body([new(patient(Pat1,D,Med)), new([location(Patl,Room),
location(Pat2,Room),`t Pati - Pat2])

incrule(incrule-id(3),head(ins(rule(head(weak(Patl),body(B))),
body([new(B), new(location(Patl,Room), location(Pat2,Room),

`f Patl - Pat2]))
incrule(incrule-id(4),head(ins(location(Patl,Room))),

body([new(weak(Patl)), new([location(Pat2,Room), `t Pati - Pat2])
incrule(incrule-id(5),head(ins(location(Pat2,Room))),

body([new(weak(Patl)), new([location(Patl,Room), `t Patl - Pat2])

Note that only one derived revised inconsistency rule is constructed yet. No derived revised in-
consistency rules for the derived predicates light and strong are constructed because they do
not influence any inconsistency indicator. Consider a transaction T consisting of the insertions of
the facts

patient(10134, infectíon,'DURABOLIN')

location(10134,'A123')

and the rule:

rule(head(weak(Pat)), body([patient(Pat, D, Med), strong(Med, C)])).

Then, the new base and derived revised inconsistency rules constructable from the new rule in the

transaction are:

incrule(incrule-id(6),head(ins(patient(Pat1,D,Med))),
body([new(strong(Med)), new(location(Patl,Room),

location(Pat2,Room), `f Patl - Pat2))])
incrule(incrule-id(7),head(ins(medicine(Med,10))),
body([new(patient(Pat1,D,Med)), new(location(Patl,Room),
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location(Pat2,Room), `f Pati - Pat2]))]
incrule(incrule-id(8),head(ins(medicine(Med,15))),
body([new(patient(Pat1,D,Med)), new(location(Patl,Room),

location(Pat2,Room), `t Patl - Pat2]))]
incrule(incrule-id(9),head(ins(rule(head(strong(Med),body(B))),
body([new(B),new(patient(Pat1,D,Med)), new(location(Patl,Room),

location(Pat2,Room), `t Pati - Pat2]))]

Note that, following the algorithm of applying all updates in the transaction to the revised incon-
sistency rules of the updated database, the base revised inconsistency rules 1, 4, 5 and 6 are applied
by the fact updates in T and the derived revised inconsistency rule 3 is applied by the rule update
in T.

REMARK Note that patient(10134, infection,'DURABOLIN') can be applied to revised in-
consistency rule 6, which leads to the evaluation of

new(strong('DURABOLIN')), new(location(10134,Room), location(Pat2,Room),
`t 10134 - Pat2)).

However, the insertion of the rule can be applied to revised inconsistency rule 3, which will ]ead
to the evaluation of

new(patient(Pat1,D,Med), strong(Med)), new(location(Patl,Room),
location(Pat2,Room), `t Patl - Pat2.

This case subsumes the evaluation of revised inconsistency rule 6, when substituting

{Pat1~10134,D~infection,Med~'DURABOLIN'}

as a result of the application of patient (10134, inf ect ion,' DURABOLIN') to this revised incon-
sistency rule.

This example shows the redundancy in the application of facts to new revised inconsistency rules,
when a fact in the transaction is applicable to a rule in the transaction. Note that a fact update in
the transaction is only applicable to an update of the set of base revised inconsistency rules if it
is applicable to a rule in the transaction. When the rule update is applied to all relevant derived
revised inconsistency rules, the case of the fact update applicable to the updated part of the set of
revised inconsistency rules is covered. The same argument holds when applying fact updates to
updates of the set of base revised inconsistency rules which are constructed from the updates of
inconsistency indicators. The application of those base revised inconsistency rules in the adjusted
transaction by facts in the transaction are subsumed by the application of the revised inconsistency
rule for the insertion of an inconsistency indicator; for, this revised inconsistency rule will evalu-
ate the full inconsistency indicator.

Therefore, the following algorithm suffices for checking the consistency of the database.
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(i) Apply fact updates in the transaction to base revised inconsistency rules that do not appear
in the adjusted transaction as inserted or deleted base revised inconsistency rules in the up-

dated database.

(ii) Apply rule updates in the transaction to each of the derived revised inconsistency rules in
the updated set of derived revised inconsistency rules in the updated database.

(iii) Check the new inconsistency indicators in the updated database.

REMARK The second step in the algorithm subsumes the application of fact updates to updated
base revised inconsistency rules as a result of updates of rules. The third rule in the algorithm
subsumes the application of fact updates to updated base revised inconsistency rules as a result
of updates of inconsistency indicators.

ExAtvtPLe 6.4 Consider the database as described in ExAtvtPLE 6.3. Following this algorithm

for the application of revised inconsistency rules, the base revised inconsistency rules 1, 4 and 5

are applied by the fact updates in T and the derived revised inconsistency rule 3 is applied by the

rule update in T.

The improved algorithm for the application of revised inconsistency rules is implemented by using

clauses ir-apply, defined as follows.

ir-apply(fact,Update,incrule(Id,head(Update),body(B)),AdjustedT) :-
select-incrule(AdjustedT,incrule(Id,head(Update),body(B))),
evaluate-body(B,AdjustedT).

ir-apply(rule,RuleUpdate,incrule(Id,head(RuleUpdate),body(B)),AdjustedT) :-
( select-incrule(AdjustedT,incrule(Id,head(RuleUpdate),body(B))) ;
select-incrule-new(AdjustedT,incrule(Id,head(RuleUpdate),body(B))) ),

evaluate-body(B,AdjustedT).
ir-apply(ii,IIUpdate,incrule(Id,head(IIUpdate),body(B)),AdjustedT) :-

incrule(Id,head(IIUpdate),body(B)),
evaluate-body(B,AdjustedT).

6.2.3.2 Implementation of a Query-evaluator

In jICCS a special query-evaluator is used, because rules cannot be applied directly since they

do not correspond to Prolog-rules. In fact, those rules are presented as general facts. This format

was chosen in order to make the management of rules and revised inconsistency rules a lot eas-

iec Besides this advantage, the representation makes the distinction between the rules defining

jICCS and the rules used in the deductive database explicit.

Further a special purpose query-evaluator is necessary in order to reason in two different database

states, i. e. , the current database state and the updated database state. It must also be possible to

eva(uate inserted rules that appear in the transaction, while deleted rules must be skipped.

At evaluation time, the meta-predicate new, used in the implementation of evaluate body, has
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two arguments, the first one represents the query, the second argument represents the adjusted
transaction. In this form the query evaluator is called. In the case of the evaluation of old, it does
not require a second argument, because the query evaluator must evaluate the query in the current
database state. The implementation of this query evaluator is given below.

old(Query) :-
list(Query),
empty-transaction(T),
query(Query,T).

old(Query) :-
`t list(Query),
empty-transaction(T),
primitive-query(Query,T).

new(Query,T) .-
list(Query),
query(Query,T).

new(Query,T) .-
`t list(Query),
primitive-query(Query,T).

query( [] ,T) .
query([X~L],T) :-
primitive-query(X,T),
query(L,T).

primitive-query(X,T) :-
X -.. CFIArgs],
query-type(F,Type),
Type,
primitive-query(Type,X,T).

query-type(F,compos(F)).
query-type(`t,negated(`t)).
query-type(F,evaluable(F)).
query-type(F,comp(F)).
query-type(F,intensional(F)).
query-type(F,extensional(F)).

primitive-query(compos(F),(X , Y),T) :-
query([X],T),
query([Y],T).

primitive-query(compos(F),(X ; Y),T) :-
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query([X],T);
query([Y],T).

primitive-query(negated(F),`t X,T) :-
`t query([X],T),

primitive-query(evaluable(F),X,T) :-
X,

primitive-query(comp(F),X,T) :-
X,
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primitive-query(intensional(F),X,adjusted(F,rules(-,old(RuleIds)),II,IR)) :-
rule(RuleId,head(X),body(L)),
`t member-list(unique-exist,list(RuleIds),el(RuleId)),
query(L,adjusted(F,rules(new(Rules),old(RuleIds)),II,IR)).

primitive-query(intensional(F),X,adjusted(F,rules(new(Rules),-),II,IR)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(Rules),el(rule(RuleId,head(X),body(L)))),
query(L,adjusted(F,rules(new(Rules),old(RuleIds)),II,IR)).

primitive-query(extensional(F),X,T) :-
evaluate-once(X,F,OnceOrMore),
db-once(X,T,T-or-E),
query-db(T-or-E,OnceOrMore,X,T).

evaluate-once(X,F,once) :-
prim-key(F,N),
X -.. CFIArgs],
member-list(num(N),list(Args),out(A1)),
`t var(A1),!.

evaluate-once(X,F,once) :-
`t prim-key(F,N),
X - . . [F I Args] ,
member-list(all,list(Args),mtest(neg,var)),

evaluate-once(X,F,more) :-

db-once(X,adjusted(facts(new(Facts),-),-,-,-),transaction) :-
only-prim-query(X,Y),
member-list(all-exist,list(Facts),el(X)),

db-once(X,T,T-or-E) :-
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only-prim-query(X,Y) :-
X -.. [FlArgs],
prim-key(F,N),
make-duplicate(Args,Args1,N),
Y - . . [F ~ Args 1] ,

query-db(transaction,once,Insertion,adjusted(facts(new(Facts),-),-,-,-)) :-
member-list(unique-exist,list(Facts),el(Insertion)).

query-db(extensional,once,X,T) :-
once(X).

query-db(T-or-E,more,X,adjusted(facts(new(Facts),-),-,-,-)) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(Facts),el(X)).

query-db(T-or-E,more,X,adjusted(facts(-,old(Facts)),-,-,-)) :-
status-db-call(X),
X,
`t member-list(unique-exist,list(Facts),el(X)).

The query evaluator classifies the query in one of the six types, which are described by the predi-
cate query-type. The query can be composite, in whích case it must first be decomposed before
getting a primitive query. This is also applicable to negated queries, which will be decomposed
by negating the result of the query. The queries ofother query types can be evaluated without any
further decomposition. Besides queries on intensional or extensional predicates, some queries do
not correspond directly to the database predicates and can be evaluated by Prolog directly, i. e. ,
the evaluable predicates, which are used for computing some result and are defined by Prolog
rules, or the comparison predicates such as ~, ~, -, etc.. The answering of queries containing
database predicates is more complex.

Because database accesses are expensive compared to inference steps in the working memory of
the system, ~ICCS avoids database accesses as much as possible. Therefore, in order to answer
a query in the updated database , three possibilities occur, namely

y

y

r-

the query can be answered by accessing the transaction, which is stored in main memory,
the query can be answered by accessing the old database, which is stored on disk, and
the query cannot be answered.

Therefore, the first possibility has a higher priority than the second one, which is implemented
by the order of the clauses of query-db. Now, when a query has to be evaluated in the updated
database, we first look if the query can be answered by the transaction. This may happen regu-
larly, because a fact in a transaction violating some constraint may often be compensated by some
other update in the transaction. For instance, in a hospital a patient must have a room. Therefore,
when a patient is inserted into the database, the fact representing the room of the patient should
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appear in the transaction as well. When a query cannot be answered by the transaction, and it is
necessary to look further for an answer, then we try to answer the query by accessing the database

on secondary storage. In some cases, we only have to search through the transaction in order to

handle the query, avoiding unnecessary accesses of the database.

It is also possible that the database has to be accessed once, avoiding other accesses of the data-

base. Some of these cases are elaborated in this implementation of the query evaluator by the

predicates evaluate-once and db-once. For instance, when a query is ground, then it only has

to be evaluated once. If it is possible to answer such a query by the transaction, then even no

database access is necessary. When a query consists of a predicate with a primary key, where the

value of that key is known at query-time, the query has to be answered only once because there

is only one such answer. Hence, no backtracking is needed in order to find other instances. Even

when the query cannot be answered, the search process to an answer can be cancelled. Note that

when a fact in the database is found for which its key values match the key values of the query,

while a complete match is not possible, because the query does not match the fact in some other

position of the predicate, then the query should fail instantly; for, the key value uniquely identifies

the fact in the database (or the transaction). So, no further search should be performed. Hence, in

the case of instantiated primary keys, at most one database access is necessary here. Note that the

only condition that has to be fulfilled in order to use this optimization is that the system is respon-

sible for primary key management, i. e. , the system is responsible for assigning unique primary

key values to committed updates of a transaction.

R1rMARx Another type of redundancy is recognized here. The redundancy in the evaluation of

queries in which a primary key is involved is called primnry key redundancy.

6.2.3.3 Implementing Replacements

In 5.2.3 it was showed that replacements can easily be integrated in the method based on revised

inconsistency rules. Before replacements are usable in fICCS. first the structure of revised incon-

sistency rules has to be adjusted. Additional information about the variables occurring in a revised

inconsistency rule should be available, before we are able to apply a replacement to the revised

inconsistency rule. This information, represented by an update variable list, is incorporated into

the definition of the revised inconsistency rule as follows:

(incrule) -

incrule((incrule id), head(varlist([(uar)"]), ( update type)((updnte pnttern))),

body([(query~)'])).

Now, the Prolog program handling replacements in this manner can be written as:

ir-apply(fact, rpl(Repl), incrule(Id,head(UpdateVarList,Update),body(B)),
AdjustedTransactíon) :-

replacement-list(Repl, ReplaceList),
del-ins(Repl, del(Rep101d), ins(ReplNew)),
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(Update - del(Rep101d) ; Update - ins(ReplNew)),
select-incrule(AdjustedTransaction,

incrule(Id,head(UpdateVarList,Update),body(B))),
test-evaluate-body(UpdateVarList, ReplaceList),
evaluate-body(B, AdjustedTransaction).

In this program replacementlist determines the replacement list, del-ins separates the dele-
tion from the insertion with respect to this replacement (see 5.2.3). Hereafter, these two sepa-
rated updates are applied to the set of base revised inconsistency rules, following the improved
algorithm for the application of revised inconsistency rules. The body of an applicable revised
inconsistency rule is only evaluated, when the intersection of the update variable list and the re-
placement list is not empty. For this purpose a predicate test-evaluate-body is introduced in
order to test if the body of the revised inconsistency rule has to be evaluated or not. Hence, the
Prolog program for defining test-evaluate~ody can be written as:

test-evaluate-body(varlist(UpdateList), varlist(ReplaceList)) :-
not var(ReplaceList),
not empty-intersection(UpdateList, ReplaceList).

test-evaluate-body(UpdateList, ReplaceList) :-
var(ReplaceList).

The revised inconsistency rule-generator given in the next section does not incorporate replace-
ments. Hence, it should be adjusted in order to automatically generate revised inconsistency rules
containing the update variable list in the head of the inconsistency rules.

Note that we can generalize replacements of facts to replacements of rules and inconsistency in-
dicators. For instance, suppose only one literal of a rule or inconsistency indicator is replaced by
another literal, while the remainder of the rule or inconsistency indicator is not changed. We can
look at a replacement of a rule ( resp. inconsistency indicator) as a deletion and an insertion of
the rule ( resp. inconsistency indicator) just as the replacement of facts. This also implies that the
construction of revised inconsistency rules with respect to such a rule or inconsistency indicator
does not have to be done completely from scratch: they have to be adjusted only in those places
for which the replacement is relevant. However, these replacements and their consequences for
fICCS are not elaborated in this thesis and are left as remaining research issues.

6.2.4 Revised Inconsistency Rule Management in ~ICCS

When the set of deductive rules and inconsistency indicators is fixed, the inconsistency rules only
have to he generated once and can be used over and over again for updates of facts. This section
shows that it is possible to implement a generator for revised inconsistency rules, which gener-
ates the set of revised inconsistency rules from the set of rules and indicators. The construction
process is divided into the phase of finding a revised inconsistency rule built from the rules and
inconsistency indicators and the phase of assigning an identifier to that revised inconsistency rule.
All revised inconsistency rules are now found by backtracking. The implementation that controls
the construction process is described by the following code.
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ir-construct(incrule(incrule-id(IncRuleID),H,B),
putree(incrule-id(IncRuleID),IIId,UsedRules)) :-

ir-construct(KindofIR,incrule(H,B),putree(IIId,UsedRules)),
id-manager(incrules,select(IncRuleID)).

When a revised inconsistency rule is constructed, some information about the construction pro-
cess is collected. The predicate represents a part of the potential AND~OR update tree. The pred-
icate putree has three arguments. The first argument identifies the revised inconsistency rule,
the second argument identifies the inconsistency indicator which is checked by the revised incon-
sistency rule, and the third argument contains a list in which all rules used for constructing the
revised inconsistency rule are collected. This knowledge is used when the set of revised inconsis-
tency rules is adjusted, see the implementation of the predicate ir-adjust. The implementation
of the predieates ir-construct, id~nanager and ir-adj ust are elaborated in the remainder of
this section, where the part of ir-construct for deriving the update expressions containing re-
cursive predicates is distinguished from the the part deriving the update expressions that do not
contain recursive predicates.

6.2.4.1 A Revised Inconsistency Rule Generator without Recursion

In 6.2.2.2 a remark was made that the predicate load-incrules was responsible for loading
the proper revised inconsistency rules when available. However, when the user cannot give those
inconsistency rules, they have to be generated from scratch. The revised inconsistency rule gen-
erator is implemented as follows.

ir-construct(ii,incrule(head( ins( ii(B) )),body(B) ),putree(ii-id(o),[])).
ir-construct(KindofIR,incrule(head(C),body(RevII)),

putree(IIId,Used-rules)) :-
revised-ii(H,CI,IIId,RevIIl,Used-rules,Ext),
kind-of-ir(KindofIR,C1,RevII1,C,RevII).

revised-ii(L,C,IIID,RevII,Used-rules,ExtInt) :-
ii-literal(IIID,L,RemainderII),
delta(L,C,Collected,Used-rules),
ext-or-int(C,ExtInt),
append(Collected,[new(RemainderII)],RevII).

ii-literal(IIID,SignLit,RemainderII) :-
ii(IIID,II),
remainder(SignLit,II,RemainderII).

delta([S,H],[S2,A],NewQuery,used-rules([RuleIDlRuleIDs])) :-
directly-depends-on(RuleID,H,[SH,AH],RemainderB),
`t recursive(H),
delta([SH,AH],[S1,A],Rest,used-rules(RuleIDs)),
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turn-sign(S,S1,S2),
db-evaluation([S,Remainderó],Query),
append(Query,Rest,NewQuery).

delta([S,RecLit],[S2,A],NewQuery,used-rules(NewRuleIDs)) :-
delta-recursive([S,RecLit],[SH,AH],RecQuery,used-rules(RecRuleIDs)),
delta([SH,AH],[S1,A],Rest,used-rules(RuleIDs)),
append(RecRuleIDs,RuleIDs,NewRuleIDs),
append(Rest,RecQuery,NewQuery),
turn-sign(S,S1,S2).

delta(C,C,[],used-rules([])) :-
`t var(C),

directly-depends-on(RuleID,H,SignLit,RemainderB) :-
rule(RuleID,head(H),body(B)),
remainder(SignLit,B,RemainderB).

kind-of-ir(base,[t,A],RevII,ins(A),RevII) :-
extension([t,A]).

kind-of-ir(base,[-,A],RevII,del(A),RevII) :-
extension([-,A]).

kind-of-ir(derived,[t,A],RevII,ins(rule(head(A),body(B))),[new(B)IRevII]) :-
intension([},A]).

kind-of-ir(derived,[-,A],RevII,del(rule(head(A),body(B))),[old(B)IRevII]) :-
intension([-,A]).

'~---------------------------------------------------
~ auxiliary predicates

remainder(SignLit,B,RemainderB) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(B),el(Lit),output(RemainderB)),
match(Lit,SignLit,}),
(extension(SignLit);
intensíon(SignLit)).

db-evaluation([S,[]],C]).
db-evaluation([-,RemainderB],[old(RemainderB)]) :-

`t RemainderB - [].
db-evaluation([t,RemainderB],[new(RemainderB)]) :-

`f RemainderB - [].

recursive(H) .-
recursive(H,-,-),
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recursive(H,rule(ID,head(H),body(B)),body(Hl,Remainder)) :-
H -.. [FI-],
rule(ID,head(H),body(B)),
member-list(all-exist,list(B),el(H1),output(Remainder)),
H1 -.. [FI-],

intension([S,H]) :-
rule(-,head(H),-),!.

intensional(F) :-
rule(-,head(H),-),
H -.. [FI-],

extension([S,A]) :-
A -.. CFI-],
extensional(F),!.

ext-or-int(SignLit,extensional)
extension(SignLit),

ext-or-int(SignLit,intensional) :-

turn-sign(t,t,t).
turn-sign(t,-,-).
turn-sign(-,t,-).
turn-sign(-,-,t).

6.2.4.2 A Revised Inconsistency Rule Generator with Recursion

When recursion is introduced in rules leading to an inconsistency indicator, the implementation
has to be adjusted. The predicate delta, which is responsible for the construction of update ex-
pressions, must be enabled to handle recursion as well. This is accomplished by adding the fol-
lowing clause to the clauses of delta in the implementation.

delta([S,RecLit],[S2,A],NewQuery,used-rules(NewRuleIDs)) :-
delta-recursive([S,RecLit],[SH,AH],RecQuery,used-rules(RecRuleIDs)),
delta([SH,AH],[S1,A],Rest,used-rules(RuleIDs)),
append(RecRuleIDs,RuleIDs,NewRuleIDs),
append(Rest,RecQuery,NewQuery),
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turn-sign(S,S1,S2).

It uses the predicate delta~ecursive in order to derive the proper update expressions, which
is implemented by:

delta-recursive([S,RecLit],[SH,AH],NewQuery,UsedRules) :-
tc-initialize(UsedRules,RecLit,TC,B2,YList),
delta-tc([S,RecLit],TC,RecQuery,B2,[SH,AH],Remainder,UsedRules,YList),
db-evaluation([S,Remainder],Query),
append(Query,RecQuery,NewQuery).

tc-initialize(used-rules([RuleIDl,RuleID2]),RecLit,TC,B2,YList) :-
recursive(RecLit,rule(RuleIDl,head(RecLit),body(B1)),body(BRecLit,TC)),
rule(RuleID2,head(RecLit),body(B2)),
`t RuleID2 - RuleIDl,
list-vars(RecLit,BRecLit,XList,ZList,YList),
assert(linrec(used-rules([RuleIDl,RuleID2]),TC,XList,ZList)).

list-vars(H,H1,XList,ZList,YList) :-
H -.. [R~HArgs],
H1 -.. [RIBArgs],
separate(HArgs,BArgs,XList,ZList,YList).

separate ( [] , [] , [] , [] , [] ) .
separate([XIHArgs],[ZIBArgs],[X~XList],[ZlZlist],YList) :-

`t X -- Z,
separate(HArgs,BArgs,XList,Zlist,YList).

separate([XIHArgs],[Z~BArgs],XList,ZList,[X~YList]) :-
X -- Z,
separate(HArgs,BArgs,XList,ZList,YList).

delta-tc([S,RecLit],TC,NewQuery,B2,[SH,AH],Remainder,UsedRules,YList) :-
`t TC - B2,
linrec(UsedRules,TC,XList,ZList),
delta-queryl(UsedRules,RecQuery,XList,ZList,TCl),
remainder([SH,AH],TC1,Remainder),
db-evaluation([S,B2],Query),
append(Query,RecQuery,NewQuery).

delta-tc([S,RecLit],TC,RecQuery,B2,[SH,AH],Remainder,UsedRules,YList) :-
`t TC - B2,
linrec(UsedRules,TC,XList,ZList),
delta-query2(UsedRules,RecQuery,XList,ZList,TCl),
remainder([SH,AH],B2,Remainder),
db-evaluation([S,Remainder],Query),
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append(Query,RecQuery,NewQuery).
delta-tc([S,RecLit],TC,NewQuery,B2,[SH,AH],Remainder,UsedRules,YList) :-

TC - B2,
linrec(UsedRules,TC,XList,ZList),
delta-query3(UsedRules,RecLit,RecQuery,XList,YList,TC1),
remainder([SH,AH],TC1,Remainder),
db-evaluation([S,B2],Query),
append(Query,RecQuery,NewQuery).

delta-queryl(UsedRules,TCQuery,XList,ZList,TCUpdate) :-
create-duplicate-varlist(XList,VList),
create-duplicate-varlist(ZList,WList),
linrec(UsedRules,TCUpdate,VList,WList),
linrec(UsedRules,TC1,XList,VList),
linrec(UsedRules,TC2,WList,ZList),
TCQuery - [new([(tc(linrec(UsedRules,TC1,XList,VList));

equal-list(XList,VList))]),
new([(tc(linrec(UsedRules,TC2,WList,ZList));

equal-list(ZList,WList))])].

delta-query2(UsedRules,TCQuery,XList,ZList,TCUpdate) :-
linrec(UsedRules,TC,XList,ZList),
TCQuery - [new([(tc(linrec(UsedRules,TC,XList,ZList));

equal-list(ZList,XList))])].

delta-query3(UsedRules,RecLit,TCQuery,XList,YList,TCUpdate) :-
create-duplicate-varlist(XList,VList),
create-duplicate-varlist(YList,WList),
linrec(UsedRules,TCUpdate,VList,WList),
RecLit -.. [RlArgs],
append(XList,VList,Listl),
append(WList,YList,List2),
TC1 -.. [RlLístl],
TC2 -.. [RlList2],
TCQuery - [new([(TCl;equal-list(XList,VList))]),

new([(TC2;equal-list(YList,WList))])].

The intention of the predicates tc-initialize and delta-tc is to construct the transitive clo-
sure of the recursive predicate. The predicate delta-tc distinguishes the three cases of update
expressions with respect to predicates appearing in linear recursive definitions, i. e. , the update
expression concerning a predicate in the non-recursive part of the linear recursive definition, the
update expression concerning a predicate in the recursive part of the linear recursíve definition,
where in both cases the non-recursive part of the definition does not match the recursive part of
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the definition, and the update expression concerning a predicate appearing in the definition, where

the non-recursive part of the definition matches the recursive part. These cases are covered by the

predicates delta-queryi, delta-query2 and delta-query3 respectivily. The general defini-

tion of the transitive closure of the non-recursive part of the recursive rule is implemented by:

tc(linrec(TC,VList,WList),T) :-
new(TC,T).

tc(linrec(TC,VList,WList),T) :-
create-duplicate-varlist(VList,VNewList),
linrec(TC1,VNewList,WList),
new(TC1,T),
línrec(TC2,VList,VNewList),
tc(linrec(TC2,VList,VNewList),T).

create-duplicate-varlist(XList,ZList) :-
number-list(XList,M),
makelistvar(M,ZList).

number-list([],0) :-

number-list([XIL],N) :-
number-list(L,N1),
N is N1 t 1,

makelistvar(1,[X]) :-

makelistvar(M,[X~VarList]) :-
M1 is M - 1,
makelistvar(M1,VarList),

6.2.4.3 An Identifier Manager

The identifier manager is responsible for the assignment of identifiers to rules, inconsistency indi-

cators and revised inconsistency rules. When a new rule, inconsistency indicator or revised incon-

sistency rule is introduced, an identifier is selected from the corresponding identifier list. When a

rule, inconsistency indicator or revised inconsistency rule is deleted, its identifier must be made

available again by inserting it to the proper identifier list. The identifier manager uses identifier

lists of the following format:

(id list) -

list-of-ids((kind of ids), [(ID)']),

where
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(kind of ids} -

incrules~rules~iis
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and [(!D)"]) represents a list of available identifiers. The last member of the identifier list is not
the last available number, but states that all numbers beyond it are available too. For instance, the
identifïer list [5, 8, l2] states that all integers greater than 12 are available as identifiers too. The
identifier manager always selects the first identifier from a list. The identifiers in an identifier list
are arranged in ascending order.

id-manager(Kind-of-id,IdOperation) :-
retract(list-of-ids(KindofId,IdList)),
manage-id(IdList,IdOperation,IdListNew),
assert(list-of-ids(KindofId,IdListNew)),

manage-id([ID],select(ID),[ID1]) :-
ID1 is ID t 1,
i.

manage-id([IDIIdList],select(ID),IdList) :-
`t IdList - [] ,
i

manage-id([ID1],unselect(ID),[ID]) :-
ID1 is ID t 1,

manage-id(IdList,unselect(ID),IdListl) :-
ordered-id-list(ID,IdList,IdList2),
optimize-id-list(IdList2,IdListl),

ordered-id-list(ID,[NIIdList],[NIIdListl]) :-
ID ~ N,
ordered-id-list(ID,IdList,IdListi),

ordered-id-list(ID,IdList,[IDIIdList]) :-

optimize-id-list([IDIIdList],[IDIIdListl]) :-
`t one-step-list([ID~IdList]),
optimize-id-list(IdList,IdListl),

optimize-id-list([IDIIdList],[ID]) :-
one-step-list([IDIIdList]),
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one-step-list([ID]) :-

one-step-list([ID,ID111dList]) :-
ID ís ID1 - 1,
one-step-list([ID1~IdList]),

Some other identifier manager may be used, such as the one presented in [Kum92], but the pre-
sented identifier suffices for this implementation.

6.2.4.4 Adjustment of the Set of Revised Inconsistency Rules

In this section, a description of the implementation of the predicate ir-adjust is given. It is re-
sponsible for the adjustment of the set of revised inconsistency rules after a transaction containing
rule or inconsistency indicator updates. Here, we suppose that the set of revised inconsistency
rules is already constructed for the current database state at an earlier stage.

In the construction process of revised inconsistency rules some information about that construc-
tion process is stored by the predicate putree, see 6.2.4. This predicate stores information about
the rules and the inconsistency indicator that are involved in constructing the revised inconsistency
rules. Those predicates are generated during the construction process of revised inconsistency
rules. In order to adjust the set of revised inconsistency rules after a transaction, this informa-
tion allows us to make the adjustment of the set of revised inconsistency rules more efficient. The
format of the predicate putree is as follows:

(putreej -

putree((incrule id), (ii id), [(rule id)`]).

The first argument identifies the inconsístency rule that is checked by the revised inconsistency
rule. The second one identifies the inconsistency indicator that is involved when the revised in-
consistency rule is applied. The third one identifies the rules that were involved in the construction
of the revised inconsistency rule.

Note that updating the revised inconsistency rules does not mean that all inconsistency rules have
to be generated from scratch. Only the insertions andlor deletions of the revised inconsistency
rules that correspond to the rule and inconsistency indicator updates are needed. So, the set of
inconsistency rules can be updated incrementally.

For instance, suppose an inconsistency indicator with identifier !D is deleted. Now, the revised
inconsistency rules for which their identifier appears in the first argument and ~D appears in the
second argument of a putree-fact should be deleted also. When a rule is deleted, the same rea-
soning holds for revised inconsistency rules for which the identifier of the deleted rule appears in
the list of rule identifiers appearing in the third argument of a putree-fact.
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When a new inconsistency indicator is introduced, we have to construct the related revised in-
consistency rules from scratch. In order to construct these inconsistency rules, the revised incon-
sistency rule generator of 6.2.4 can be used. In case of an insertion of a rule this generator can
also be used in order to construct all revised inconsistency rules and selecting only those incon-
sistency rules that contain this rule in their rule identifier list. Note that ir-adjust can be imple-
mented in this naive way. However, after having dealt with deletions of rules and inconsistency
indicators and insertions of inconsistency indicators, this is not the most efficient algorithm in or-
der to determine revised inconsistency rules in case of rule insertions. Let ins (rule (head (H) ,
body (B) ) be a rule insertion. Note that the derivation of new derived revised inconsistency rules
with respect to H is already covered when the updates of inconsistency indicators were handled
in the first place. So, when determining the base revised inconsistency rules with respect to base
relations which influence H, then some derived revised inconsistency rules with respect to rules
with H as head are already derived. However, this may not be the case for derived relations in
body literals of the inserted rule, which can lead to an inconsistency indicator belonging to the
unchanged set of inconsistency indicators, for which no derived revised inconsistency rule exists
yet. So, the inserted rule establishes a new connection between body literal and inconsistency in-
dicator. Therefore, the following algorithmexcluding the newly inserted inconsistency indicators
is applied in order to find the new revised inconsistency rules with respect to the unchanged set
of inconsistency indicators.

(i) Determine the update expressions with respect to H and a literal L of an inconsistency in-
dicator ]I that is influenced by H, using the information stored in the relation of putree of
the derived revised inconsistency rule with respect to H and II.

(ii) Determine the update expressions of the inserted rule with respect to H and B~ for each j-
1, 2, . . , n.

(iii) if B; corresponds to a derived relation,

~ if B; does not influence L in II in the old state, i. e. , no derived revised inconsistency
rules exists with respect to B~, L and I1, then derive one with respect to B~ and II via
L.

~ determine the update expressions with respect to B~ and each base relation infiuencing
B~ for each j- L 2, ..., n, where for each literal through which B~ is reached from
this base relation corresponding to a derived relation for which no derived revised in-
consistency rule exist, a derived revised inconsistency rule is derived.

(iv) Determine base revised inconsistency rules by composing the update expressions, which
~u-e derived in the previous steps, with respect to L and each base relation found in step two
or thrce.

Here B; represents some body literal of the inserted rule. In this proces the relevant identifiers of
rules and~or inconsistency indicators are collected and stored in the predicate putree.

Ex,atvlPLE 6.5 Consider the revised inconsistency rules of ExAMPLE 6.3. The following pred-
icates of putree were derived during the construction process of the revised inconsístency rules

with identihers incrule-id(0).... , incrule-id(4) at an earlier stage:
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putree(incruleid(0), -, []),

putree(incrulesd(1), ii-id(1), [rule-id(1)]),

putree(incrulesd(2), ii-id(1), [rule-id(1)]),

putree(incrulesd(3), ii-id(1), []),

putree(incrule-id(4), ii-id(1), []).

putree(incrule-id(5), ii-id(1), []).

One can verify that following this algorithm the updated set of revised inconsistency rules (see
ExANtp[rE 6.3) is derived.

REtvtaxx The derived revised inconsistency rule with identifier incrule-id(9) was derived,
before computing the base revised inconsistency rules following the algorithm above.

Let rule-id(6) be the identifier assigned to the rule in the transaction. Note that no inconsis-
tency indicators are present as updates. Therefore, the stage in which new revised inconsistency
rules are computed from new inconsistency indicators does not exist. The revised inconsistency
rules are derived by looking at the head of the inserted rule first. Note that its head is weak(Pat).
Then we look if this literal already leads to the specified inconsistency indicator, in which case we
proceed with the algorithm in order to find the remaining inconsistency indicators. The rule iden-
tifiers for the rules, through which the inconsistency indicator is derived, are stored; they contain
at least the rule identifier of the rule update. Note that weak(Pat) directly ínfluences the incon-
sistency indicator with ii-id(1); so, only the identifier rule-id(6) is stored as relevant rule
identifier yet From this point, the derived and base revised inconsistency rules are constructed.
When for this head literal no derived revised inconsistency rule exists, one is constructed for this
head literal, storing the proper information in the predicate of putree. Constructing the base re-
vised inconsistency rules corresponding to the rule update for this point implies the determination
of the update expressions of each of the body literals and each base relation of which it depends.
Note that in this construction process only rules are applied that do appear in the updated database.
When adjusting the set of revised inconsistency rules by this algorithm, the following predicates
concerning putree are derived:

putree(incrulesd(6), ii-id(1), [rule-id(6)]),

putree(incrule-id(7), ii-id(1), [rule-id(4), rule-id(6)]),

putree(incrulesd(8), ii-id(1), [rule-id(5), rule-id(6)]),

putree(incrule-id(9), ii-id(1), [rule-id(6)]),

In this example only a rule update appeared. However, an inconsistency indicator update may
also appear. Suppose a new inconsistency indicator is inserted into the database, then we have to
construct all revised inconsistency rules from this new inconsistency indicator, by making use of
all rules in the updated database. When in the same transaction an insertion of a rule appears, the
construction of new revised inconsistency rules is constrained to the revised inconsistency rules
not corresponding to the new inconsistency indicator, because those revised inconsistency rules
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are covered by the revised inconsistency rules constructed for this inconsistency indicator. The

implementation of ir-ad just follows the algorithm and considerations in the construction of the

adjusted set of revised inconsistency rules presented in this section.
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"In this thesis, inconsistency rules are applied to the update in order to determine in
an early stage if it leads to an inconsistency."



Chapter 7

Related Research

Collecting the papers on the subject of integrity checking in deductive databases is not easy, be-
cause the contributions are spread along a wide range of proceedings, books, reports and theses.
This chapter dedicated to contributions to integrity checking in deductive databases will give an
almost complete inventory of available papers on this subject.

7.1 Integrity Checking in Deductive Databases

The idea of simplifying constraint checking, by the assumption that a database is consistent be-
fore the update, was originated by Nicolas (see [Nic79]) and Blaustein (see [B1a90]). However,
they studied integrity constraint checking in relational databases. In [NY78] the issue of integrity
checking in deductive databases was introduced. After those preliminary contríbutions, several
contributions presenting methods for integrity checking in deductive databases were made. Each
of the referenced methods in this section assumes that the deductive database is consistent be-
fore any transaction, although there exist papers which deal with reasoning with inconsistencies.
In [BS89], [GS95] and [MSW91 ] one reasons with inconsistencies in deductive databases, using
paraconsistent logics, non-monotonicity and petri-nets respectively. This section does not pretend
to give a full description of the available methods, but only gives some major characteristics of
those methods that seem interesting in the perspective of this thesis. The presented methods are
roughly classified in methods based on induced updates resp. potential updates, methods which
adjust the proof procedure in order to be able to reason forward from the update, methods based on
meta-logic programming techniques and methods adjusting the intensional part of the deductive
database. More details of each of these methods can be found in the papers to which is referred.

7.1.1 Methods based on Induced Updates

Miyachi et al. One of the first papers on integrity checking in deductive databases is the paper
of Miyachi et aL, see [MKK}84]. They call their method a knowledge assimilation method and
consider four types of checks that could be performed. The following sequence of checks is pro-
posed. First, there is a provability check in order to find out if the transaction contains information
already present in the current database state, in fact an effectiveness check, in which case the new
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database state is equal to the current database state. Secondly, there is a check for contradiction
to find out if the transaction is consistent with the current database. In case of an inconsistency
the transaction is not performed at all. Thirdly, there is a redundancy check in order to find out if
some information 1 in some part of the database can be derived from some other part of the data-
base together with the transaction, in which case 1 is redundant and left out of the new database.
This redundancy is caused by the kind of database they assume, namely not structured databases.
Finally, a so called independency check is performed in order to find out if the transaction does
influence the consistency of the database derived after the third check. If not, there is no objection
for executing the transaction immediately. In fact, the so called contrcidictinn check is responsible
for checking the integrity constraints, while the provability check is responsible in order to avoid
this check. The last two checks are responsible for the execution of the transaction, delivering a
database without any redundancy.

In fact, Miyachi et al. presented a method which corresponds to the method based on induced
updates. In their method no strategy for handling redundancy is offered. So, redundancies of the
first and the third kind, like in the case of inethods based on induced updates, are still present.
They use Prolog rules for deriving induced updates. Even no duplicate test in the derivation of
induced updates is given. However, their attempt to implement integrity checking in deductive

databases was quite new at that time.

Decker In [Dec87] a method for integrity checking in deductive databases is presented, which

is related to the method based on induced updates. It is a generalization from the relational case
to the deductive case of the method of Nicolas in [Nic82]. First, the range-restricted formulas

in [Nic82] are generalized. These generalized range-restricted formulas may also contain exis-

tential quantors and are transformed to a, so called. range fnrrrf. When the computation rule is
adjusted to handle these range form expressions, these range form formulas are expressible in

Prolog and also resolvable. This means that from two range expressions another one is resolved.

In the method of [Dec87] effective induced updates are computed instead of ordinary induced
updates like in the method based on induced updates. After the computation of an effective in-
duced update, the affected constraints are evaluated. Note that first induced updates are defined
by using a more general type of formulas, namely, range expressions.

Martens and Bruynooghe In [MB86] the evaluation of integrity constraints in deductive data-
bases is accomplished by using rulelgoal graphs. They extend thc rulelgoal graphs of Ullman,

see [U1185], which were used for the efficient evaluation of queries in deductive databases with-
out negation, to rule~goal graphs that incorporate integrity constraints and negation in order to
optimize evaluation of integrity constraints. These rulelgoal graphs capture the information of

bound and free variables in queries and rules leading to a literal in the constrain4 which is shown

by Ullman to be important information to be able to evaluate queries ef6ciently. In fact, they

relate integrity checking with query optimization. They built their findings on the method of

Decker, see [Dec87], by the derivation of induced updates. They suggest an effectiveness test
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on the updates as well as a redundancy test on the induced updates. Because they do not make a
strict distinction between base predicates and derived predicates, i. e. , the database is not struc-
tured, an update can redundantly appear as an induced update as well. First, integrity checking is
looked at from a funetion-free perspective. Later, some problems, when incorporating functions
in methods for preserving the consistency of deductive databases, are studied. Further, Martens
and Bruynooghe allow rules and integrity constraints in transactions, which implies an adjust-
ment of their rule~goal graphs. The contribution of Martens and Bruinooghe in their paper to the
field of integrity checking is the use of query optimization techniques in methods for che~cking
the consistency of the database (see [Hum92]).

7.1.2 Methods based on Potential Updates

Lloyd, Sonenberg and Topor In [LT85], [LT86] and [LST87] a method is presented that cor-
responds to a largc extent to the me~thod based on potential updates. Therefore, we refer to CxAP-
TER 2 for further details of this method.

Bry, Manthey et al. In [BDM87], [BD88], [BM86] and [Bry87] another variant on the method
of potential updates is presented. Instead of evaluating the potential instances of the constraints
directly, first the potential update is evaluated in order to see if this potential update has an instance
which is an effective induced update and which is not a duplicate. For each of those induced up-
dates the instantiated remainder of the constraint is evaluated.

In [BMM91] an overview is given of the methods about integrity checking in the late seventies
and the eighties.

Jeusfeld and Kruger Jeusfeld and Jarke show in [JJ91] that checking constraints in Object-
Oriented Systems and in relational systems are somewhat alike. Jeusfeld and Kruger show in
[JK90] thut integrity constraint checking techniques in deductive databases can be applied in an
object-oriented environment. They use the integrity checking method for deductive databases in-
troduced by [BDM87]. They argue that redundancy by replacement can be avoided in an object-
oriented setting using the features, such as specialisation of objects and methods, offered by the
object-oriented data model. However, in this thesis it is shown that in the deductive setting this
is also avoidable. They implemented this idea in the knowledge base management system Con-
ceptBase. The specific feature of the presented method is that rules as well as integrity constraints
are simpli6ed in order to derive implicit facts, only if it is relevant to some integrity constraint.
The presented work in object-oriented databases has a strong resemblance to the method based
on inconsistency rules (not revised) in deductive databases.

Das and Williams In [DW89a], [Das90] and [Das92] Das and Williams present their pathfind-
ing rizethod. Integrity constraints are transformed into denials coupled to constraint identifica-
tions, i. e. , a constraint has the form IC(Id) F- B. This method is a mixture of the method
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based on induced updates and the method based on potential updates. It has a bottom-up gen-
eration phase, in which derived updates are computed. The sign of the derived literal decides
whether the derived update is interpreted as an induced update or as a potential update. If the
derived update is positive, then we determine all induced updates corresponding to this deríved
update. However, if the derived update is negative, then we proceed with the potential deletion.
In other words, in case of insertions the method corresponds to the method based on induced up-
dates, while in case of deletions this method corresponds to the method based on potential updates.

This means that this method also contains redundancy of the first kind, because irrelevant índuced
updates may be derived. Also redundancy of the second and third kind may be present in the case
of potential deletions.

In [DW89b] Das and Williams use some examples in order to compare and test several methods,

namely those of [LST87], [Dec87] and [SK88] and the path finding method of Das and Williams.

In the examples of Das and Williams (see [DW89a]) the use of recursive relations is permitted in

rules but avoided in the inconsistency indicators itself. In that way, a full check of inconsistency

indicators with recursion is avoided. In [Das91] a meta-logic approach is presented.

Asirelli et al. In the work of Asirelli et al. about integrity checking SLDNF-resolution is used

as the basic query evaluation technique for answering queries (see [ABI89,AIM88,AdSM85]).

In [AIM88] a method is proposed, which is a combination of the methods based on induced up-

dates and on potential updates. In this method, an instantiation of a potential update is stored be-

fore proceeding to the derivation of other potential updates with respect to this potential update.
In order to illustrate this, consider the following example.

ExAtvtPLE 7.1 Consider a deductive database D which contains the rule:

n(X, Y, Z) F- b(X, Y), c(Y, Z, W), d(X, W).

Let a(X, Y, Z) be relevant to an inconsistency indicator. Suppose that c(1, 2, 3) is an update to D.

Then the potential update a(X, 1, 2) is derived. Because a(X, Y, Z) appears in the inconsistency
indicator, in the method based on potential updates n(X, 1, 2) is evaluated. However, this leads

to the evaluation of the instantiated body of the rule:

b(X, 1), c(1, 2, W), d(X. W)

for which only the instance
b(X, 1), c(I, 2, 3), d(X, 3)

is relevant for the inconsistency check. In [AIM88] instantiations will be taken into account when

deriving potential updates. Instead of the potential update only the rest part of the body of the

rule from which it is derived is stored. So, in this example it is expressed by [a(X, 1, 2), b(X, 1),

d(X, 3)]. This expression is used, when n(X, 1, 2) is evaluated.
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Note that in this case redundancy of the second type has been reduced compared to the pure variant
of the method based on potential updates. This method would correspond exactly to the method
based on induced updates, when the rest part of the potential update expression is evaluated first,
before deriving new potential updates.

In [AdSM85] two approaches for handling integrity constraints are distinguished. One that con-
cerns the checkino of the constraints, which is used in this thesis. They used SLD-resolution to
perform this task only for definite deductive databases. The other concerns how a given deductive
database, which is not nece~ssarily consistent with the specified set of constraints, can be modi-
fied to get a deductive database corresponding to a minimal model satisfying the set ofconstraints.
This is a strong kind of integrity enforcement, which states that the inconsistency is not caused
by the constraints.

Celma, Casamayor, Decker et aL In [CGMD94] the integrity checking methods presented
in [BDM87], [DW89a], [LST87] and [SK88] are compared. These methods are described by a
meta-level logic language. In this language, one can express how and when the bottom-up gener-
ation phase and the top-down evaluation phase, described in [CM92], in each method is handled.
This comparison has lead to a new approach, which combines the strong points of the methods
presented in [LST87] and [SK88]. This method, called the convergence method, is expressed in
this meta-level logic language as well and is a variant of the method based on potential updates,
where some bottom-up information in the derivation of potential updates is added to the potential
updates. In [CCM}91 ] this principle is expressed by representing the adjusted potential updates
as a triple ( P, CA, CB) where P represents the potential update, CA represents some condition
that has to be evaluated after the update (i. e. , in Ihe updated database) and CB represents some
condition that has to be evaluated before the update (i. e. , in the current database). CA and CB are
expressions comparable to the update expressions in the method based on revised inconsistency
rules. Because all integrity constraints are represented as rules defining some constant represent-
ing an inconsistent state, the~ conditions of the derived triples of which the first argument is equal
to this constant symbol have to be evaluated. An implementation of the proposed method is given
in this paper. [CCD93] contributes also to this way of integrity checking, showing that the instan-
tiations derived in generating the potential updates in the method of [AIM88] can be specialised
even more. These papers have led to a new method based on adjustments of the proof procedure,
which is globally described in the next section.

Moerkotte et al. In [MK88] Moerkotte and Karl discussed the methods of [SK88] and 1[LT86]
in case of deletions. In their database only Horn clauses are allowed. They gave an example which
shows that in some cases the method of [SK88] is less efficient than the method of [LT86]. This
difference in efficiency is a typical case of, what is called in this thesis, redundancy of the first
type. They gave also an example which shows that in some cases the method of [LT86] is less ef-
ficient than the method of [SK88]. This difference in efficiency is a typical case of, what is called
in this thesis, redundancy of the second type.
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They propose an integrity checking method which combines the methods of [SK88] and [LT86].
On the basis of some statistical knowledge about the extensional database, they decide to reason
forward either with effective induced updates or potential updates. They argue that it is in some
cases better to instantiate the potential updates, as in the method of Lloyd and Topor, partially.
Hereafter, the instantiated potential updates are used as input for the method of Sadri and Kowal-
ski. In other cases it is better to derive induced updates, as in the methods of Sadri and Kowalski.
Moerkotte and Karl show the gain of efficiency in their method compared to these methods. To
clarify the possible gain of this statistical knowledge in integrity checking an example of Karl and
Moerkotte is used.

ExatvtP[.E 7.2 Let D be a deductive database, for which one inconsistency indicator is specified,
with the following rule and fact base:

RULES

Ri : r(X, Z) ~ p(X, Y, Z), q(X, Y)

FACT

Fi: q(a,b)

Fz: p(a, b, c; ), for each i- 1, 2, ... , 100

F3: r(a, cZ~-i ), for each j- 1, 2, ..., 50

F4: s(a, cso)

INCONSISTENCY INDICATOR

Ili: ~X~Z[s(X, Z), ~r(X, Z)]

It is obvious that this inconsistency indicator does not hold in D, because there is only one sub-
stitution in X and Z which makes s(X, Z) true, i. e. , {X~a, Z~cso }, for which also r(a, c5o ) holds
because we can apply the rule. Suppose we delete q(a, b) from D. When we try to find effective

induced updates first, we find that r(a, cz~ ) can no longer be derived for each l- 1, 2, ..., 50.
Now, each implicit deletion of r(a, cz~) will affect the inconsistency indicator, resulting in the

repeated evaluation of s(a, Z) for Z~c~~. Only the evaluation of s(a, cso) will prove an inconsis-
tency. So, the number of database accesses may be enormous when reasoning from the enormous
number of instances of relation r. When we know that r contains great number of facts and that s

contains just one fact, we decide to reason forward from the potential update -~r(a, Z) instead of
instantiating it first. After deriving the potential instance of IIi, i. e. , 3Z[s(a, Z), -~r(a, Z)], one
can decide, on the basis of the statistical knowledge of s and r, to evaluate s(a, Z) first. Now, in

one step, we find s(a, c5~ ) to be true, for which we only have to evaluate one instance of ,r(a, Z),
namely ,r(a, cso), which happens to hold in Dy~,,,t,~

When considering the method based on inconsistency rules in this case, we find one inconsistency
rule for the deletion of q(A, B)-facts, namely

inconsistent(del(q(X, Y)) G old(p(X, Y, Z)),new(~r(X, Z)), new(s(X, Z)).
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,r(X, Z) is present in the body of the inconsistency indicator, because in this example the dis-
tinction between base and derived predicates is dropped, which means that we interpret facts in
r as rules with an empty body. The statistical knowledge of relations can be used in this method
too, i. e. , we could decide to evaluate neu~(s(X, Z)) before any other call to query. This could
be expressed by rewriting the inconsistency rule to:

inconsistent(del(y(X, Y)) ~ new(s(X, Z)), old(p(X, Y, Z)), new(-~r(X, Z)).

However, this subgoal ordering is a responsibility of the query evaluatoc Moerkotte and Karl try
to integrate query optimization in their method, while it should be two different things. Their
idea was induced by their choice to implement their method in a Prolog like system, which is, as
we have concluded in CHAPT~.a 1, certainly not equal to a deductive database system. The title
of their paper, "Efficient Consistency Control in Deductive Databases", is therefore misleading,
because they present a method for efficient consistency control in a prolog system. The method
based on inconsistency rules allows the shift of query optimization from the method to the system.

In [ML91 ] Moerkotte and Lockemann present an experimental integrity maintenance system. The
system and the user must cooperate to maintain the consistency of the external consistency. They
distinguish three steps in the maintenance process:

(i) find all induced updates and base and derived facts responsible for each violation of a con-
straint, i. e. , the sy~rnptoms,

(ii) derive all the absent and present base facts that correspond to the success of the symptoms,
i. e. , the cciuses,

(iii) derive a transaction from the causes that restores the consistency of the database, i. e. , the
repcirr.

Some additional papers of the research of Moerkotte are [Moe90], [MN91 ], [MR9 l] and [MS91 ].

7.1.3 Methods based on Adjustments of the Proof Procedure

Sadri and Kowalski [n [KSS87] and [SK88] the SLDNF proof procedure is extended in order
to simplify constraints in the proof procedure, instead of via a separate generation and selection
phase. So, the bottom-up computation, such as in the case of the method of induced and potential
updates, is incorporated into the proof procedure. While in SLDNF the top level goal can only be
a denial, the proposed proof procedure allows any arbitrary rule, denial or negated fact At some
moment in this proof procedure the selected subgoal may be a potential deletion. [n this case, be-
fore proceeding with the resolution process, first the effective induced deletions for this potential
deletion are derived by the application of some meta-level inference rules. The full implementa-
tion of this proof procedure is given in [Sop86].

In [SI92] the proof inethod of Sadri and Kowalski is extended in order to cope with a broader
class of deductive databases for which integrity constraints are checked.
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Criefahn and L'uttringhaus In [GL90a] a contribution is made to handle existential quantifiers
in constraints. Here, the deductive database is supposed to be normal. The completely goal-driven
method presented in this paper can be seen as a variant of the method based on potential updates,
although the potential updates are derived by a top-down computation instead of abottom-up com-
putation. By this computation all relevant potential updates are derived. Therefore, compared to
the method based on potential updates, redundancy of the first kind is reduced to a minimum. In
this method the structure of the deductive database is represented as an AND~OR tree, where a
previous proof of consistency is stored by, what they call, a proper labelling of this tree. In this
tree the instances of existentially quantified expressions in constraints used in the previous proof
of the consistency of the database are stored. For instance, if 3X[p(X)] is some constraint that
has to be fulfilled and an instance p(a) satisfies this constraint in the database, then p(n) is ex-
plicitly stored in that tree. As long as p(n) remains in the database, this constraint does not have
to be checked again. After each transaction the ANDIOR tree is adjusted in order to reflect the
new consistency proof. This adjustment proceeds top-down from the integriry constraints and is
close to SLDNF-resolution. This method can be seen as integrity checking by SLDNF with the
constraints as goal, where in the refutation information is used of a previous refutation and the
information of the deductive database with respect to dependencies between predicates.

Celma, Casamayor, Decker et al. In [DC94] and [NDCC92] a proof procedure, which is re-
lated to SLDNF-resolution, is suggested for checking integrity constraints in deductive databases.
Integrity constraints are represented as denials. However, the top-level goals consist of the (possi-
bly rewritten) members of the transaction. In this Selection-driven Linear resolution procedure for
Integrity Checking, called SLIC, forward reasoning is incorporated into its resolution based pro-
cedure. In SLIC a different kind of clauses is used, namely, extended clauses. Extended clauses
are an extension of Horn clauses where a negated atom in the head of a clause is allowed as well.

In SLIC negation in the body of extended rules is handled as negation by failure, while negation
in the head of an extended rule is treated as classical negation. In a resolution step, besides a
body literal also a head of an extended clause can be se~lected. The forward reasoning step, as

in the generation and selection phase of the method of potential updates, is in SLIC established
by resolving a head of an extended clause. This method is comparable to the method presented
in [SK88] except that it improves the processing of deletions, which are handled by meta-level in-

ference rules in [SK88]. In SLIC only induced deletions are computed for which the effectiveness
is not tested. Therefore, the computation may be less accurate but can be done more efficiently as

long as the number of ineffective updates remains relatively low. Here, the meta-level inference
rules of [SK88] are incorporated into the resolution procedure of SL[C.

Asirelli et aL In [ABI89] the authors note that an inconsistency of the deductive database is
introduced by an update. So, when proving that a deductive database is inconsistent, the refuta-
tion must contain a subgoal that is answered by the update. In order to accomplish such a proof,

they altered the ordinary SLDNF-resolution into a SLDNF- resolution, where each proof must
contain some specified clause, which they called the driving clcuese. Compared to the ordinary
SLDNF-resolution, they used a new selection rule for selecting a new subgoaL When constraints
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are represented as one overall denial, integrity checking is now established by resolving this denial
as the top-level goal by this new resolution strategy, where the update is used as driving clause.

7.1.4 Methods based on Meta-logic Programming

Leuschel and Martens In [LM96] integrity checking is looked at from a different point of view,
using a different, rather new concept ofpartialdeduction (see [LM95a,LM95b,LS91]). The basis
of partial deduction is a meta-programming approach in which the update is propagated through
the intensional part of the deductive database. In the adjusted intensional database literals that
are influenced by the update are replaced by their proper potential updates instantiating variables
of the remainder of the rule that were instantiated by the potential update. So, instantiations by
propagating potential updates are not lost, just as in the case of Asirellí et al. (see [AIM88]) which
was described earlier in this chapter. This adjusted intensional database is used for evaluating the
integrity constraints. This technique can be used also for update patterns. In that case, inconsis-
tency rules are derived. Their results confirm that the analysis of redundancies and the usage and
compilation of the inconsistency rules presented in this thesis were the proper way of handling
integrity constraints efficiently. However, their results do not show how revised inconsistency
rules can be derived by partial deduction. Until then integrity checking with partial deduction
still contains redundancy of the third type. The results in this thesis show that the derivation of
revised inconsistency rules by partial deduction must be encouraged. Further, recursion should
be incorporated in this method in the way presented in this thesis.

7.1.5 Methods based on Adjustments of the Deductive Database

In this section two kinds of integrity checking methods that are characterized by an adjustment
of the deductive database are distinguished, i. e. , the methods that are based on an adjustment of
the set of rules and methods that are based on the adjustment of the set of constraints.

7.1.5.1 Methods based on Adjustments of Rules

Kiichenhoff ln [Kuc91 ] a method for integrity constraint checking is incorporated into a method
for computing the difference of two database states in a deductive database caused by a transac-
tion. Deductive rules are adjusted in such a way that they can deduce this difference by using the
query evaluator that is currently used. In [Kuc91] the influence of an update of a predicate ap-
pearing in the body of an original deductive rule is made explicit and this bottom-up derivation
is incorporated into the rule. Now, a set of rules is derived that is able to compute the difference
of two database states caused by a transaction efficiently. He showed that integrity checking is
related to this computation by reformulating constraints as rules of the form incunsistent ~
Li, L,, .. ., L,,. Now, those rules are adjusted just like the other deductive database rules, into a
rule for computing the change in the predicate inconsi.ctent efficiently. However, note that this
predicate has no argwnents; so, a change will not deliver new instances of this predicate. When
the database is consistent before a transaction, the fact inconsistent cannot be derived. So, any
difference in the predicate inconsistent implies that there exists an inconsistency.
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The correspondence between this method and the method presented in this thesis is the incorpo-
ration of bottom-up information induced by general updates in base relations into the deductive
database. However, the main difference between both methods is that in this method the bottom-
up information is introduced in rules and in the method presented in this thesis this information is
incorporated into the revised inconsistency rules. In [Bay92] it is noted that the method for effi-
ciently deducing the difference between two consecutive database states may be helpful in other
areas besides integrity checking. Note that in this integrity checking method no distinction be-
tween deductive rules and integrity constraints exists, while this distinction remains in the method
based on revised inconsistency rules.

Olivé, Pastor, Orpí et al. In [Oli9l ], [Pas90] and [U092] a method called the events method is
presented. This method is closely related to the method in [Kuc91 ]. In the events method rules are

replaced by so called internal event rules in order to make derived updates explicit. Constraints
are also represented as internal event rules. As a consequence, static and dynamic constraints can
be handled in a uniform way. The consistency of the database is determined by making use of

SLDNF-resolution. Denials of the inconsistency predicates, defined by the rules comprising the
eonstraints, are used as top-level goals of the refutation. In [O1i91] Prolog rules were used for
implementing this method.

[n [Pas92] and [T092] the events method is applied to the view update problem, where updates to
views imply some adjustments to the base relation in order to comprise the update in these views;
this also known as knowledge assimilation. This problem is recognized in relational databases as
well as in deductive databases (see [Bry9l,Dec92,GL90b,GL91,Hin95,KM90,LLS93,MKK}84,
Ten95, Wue93, Wue92]. After assimilating the view update the database must be consistent again.
In [Urp91 ] the events method applied to integrity checking is augmented by a new event, namely
replacements.

7.1.5.2 Methods based on Adjustments of Constraints

Ling In [Lin87] integrity constraints and rules contain an extended form of negative literals,

which we will call nnrmul for~rn literals (NF-literals), resulting in the class of the normal form
negntive forrnulas (NF-formulas). An NF-literal has the form not(P) and is a normal form nega-

tive formula, where P is an atom or an expression of the form Ai n A~ n... n A„ n not(Bi )... n

not( 8,,, ), where A; is an atom and not(B~ ) is a normal form negative formula. The interpretation
of not is the same as in Prolog. Ling allows NF-formulas to appear in rules and constraints. Note

that we get levels of NF-formulas. When the formulas are supposed to be safe, each variable in
a NF-formula is instantiated by a variable in an atom appearing in the previous level of the NF-

formula. This guarantees the full instantiation of a NF-formula at some level before evaluating it.

When implementing normal form negative formulas the order of evaluation is expressed by the
order of the subgoals in the NF-formula; how deeper the nesting of not the more the subgoal is
placed to the right.
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Integrity checking in relational databases is done in a similar way as in the method based on incon-
sistency rules, i. e. , updates directly instantiate the constraints that have to be evaluated. However,
Ling generalizes his method to the deductive case by making integrity constraints relational by
unfolding derived relations until they only contain base relations.

ExAlv1PLE 7.3 Consider the database of Ex~aMPLE 3.1. Ili is replaced by the following iis:

~Y[father(X, Y), age(Y. N), N ~ 15, heauy- job(Y)]

3Y[husband(Z, X), father(Z, Y), age(Y, N), N ~ 15, heauy- job(Y)],

where the variables X, Z and N are instantiated by an update or by evaluating the indicator.

Note that when age was a derived relation defined in two separate rules, we had to unfold age
as well, resulting in four inconsistency indicators. When integrity constraints consist of a lot of
derived relations, which are defined by a lot of derived predicates, the unfolding of constraints
may lead to an explosion of substitutes. Further, recursive definitions are forbidden in order to
avoid infinite unfolding of the recursive definition. Note that in the method based on inconsis-
tency rules only one derived predicate in the definition of an inconsistency indicator is unfolded,
which makes the method more controlable. By the total unfolding of constraints, the method of
Ling relies heavily on the Prolog evaluator, lacking the use ofquery optimization techniques. Fur-
ther, as we have seen in 5.3.1, the method based on inconsistency rules allows the treatment of
recursive relations.

Ling presents a solution to avoid redundant checking caused by replacements, by making sep-
arate integrity constraints in case of replacements. Because not all replacements are relevant to
integrity constraints, a considerable reduction on the number of such constraints can be made.
However, as we have seen, the inconsistency rules for insertions and deletions give enough clues
to decide which inconsistency indicators must be re-evaluated when a fact is replaced.

Lee and Ling In the article of Lee and Ling, [LL94], relevant sets for each constraint are de-
rived. Each set is used to determine for an arbitrary update whether the constraint must be checked
or not. When it does not have to be checked, the gain is obvious, namely, the update can be
accepted without any delay. Their method reduces the redundancy of the first kind. However,
when the inconsistency indicator has to be checked, redundancies may still exist, depending on
the method that is used.

Lee and Ling claim that their optimization technique can be added to any kind of integrity check-
ing method. However, the redundancy of the first kind is already avoided in fICCS. One could
say that their optimization technique for that kind of redundancy is integrated in the method based
on revised inconsistency rules itself, because of the immediate triggering of inconsistency indi-
cators by the update. The argument of the head of an inconsistency rule is strongly related to an
element of the relevant set derived by Lee and Ling. However, they only prevent one particular
part of redundancy of the first kind. For more details we refer to [LL94].
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Wallace et aL In [LTW93], [Wa191 ] and [Wa192] besides the primitive updates, like insertions,
deletions and replacements, some compound update types and their effect on integrity checking
are studied. For instance, they deal with compound updates such as:

D if Ui then UZ,

~ if (condition) then U,

D foreach (vars : condition) do U(vars).

The first compound update states that an update U, is performed if update Ui is performed. The
second compound update states that an update U is performed when some condition is fulfilled.
The third compound update states that for each instance of a variable fulfilling the given condí-
tion some update must be perfomed. For instance, suppose we want to insert tuples in a relation
represented by a binary predicate p for each tuple appearing in the binary relation c, then this is
expressed by the compound update foreach c(X, Y) do ins(p(X, Y)), where we use the notation
of updates of this thesis. Wallace presents in [Wa191, Wa192] a method which generates update
procedures from the update and the set ofconstraints. In fact, from the update and the static con-
straints dynamic constraints are derived.

Seljée In [Se194b], [Se194c] and [Se195b] the tests in [DW89b] were done for the method based
on inconsistency rales. In this case the test results in [DW89b] and in [Se194b], [Sel94c] and
[Se195b] were compared by making use of the test results for the naive method of checking in-
tegrity constraints, i. e. , a full check of constraints, implemented in both tests. The naive method
is easy and straightforward to implement and will therefore not differ in both tests. Comparing
the test results showed that in most cases the method based on inconsistency rules performs better
than any of the methods tested in [DW89b].

In [Se195a] these tests were done for the method based on revised inconsistency rules, which is
an improvement of the method based on inconsistency rules. In this paper, the methods based
on induced and potential updates were implemented as well, in order to get a real comparison in
performance for several characteristic cases. The results of the tests show that in those cases in

which the inconsistency rules did not perform as efficient as some other methods in [DW89b],
the revised inconsistency rules will perform significantly better now. In fact, the method based

on revised inconsistency rules will perform better than each method tested by Das and Williams

in all tested cases. In this thesis, an elaborated analysis of the causes of most of the inefficiencies
appearing in integrity checking methods is given. In [Se193] and [Se194a] tests are performed in

a more complex example, where recursion in constraints is allowed as well.

The concept of integrity constraint is dropped in favour of the concept of inconsistency indicator,
which is a different way of looking at the integrity of a database. Further, the Prolog proof pro-
cedure does not have to be adjusted in order to handle (revised) inconsistency rules. This method
can easily be used in connection with a deductive database management system. In that way the
method can use the query optimizer of the deductive database management system as well.
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Other Related Research For some early contributions and for some minor contributions to the
field of integrity constraint checking in deductive databases we refer to [AA89], [DeR93], [FG92],
[GSUW94a], [GSUW94b], [Gup94], [Man90], [MMNR92], [Red93], [Rei88], [Rei90J, (Wue91]
and [WY92].

7.2 Conclusions

In this section the main conclusions and advantages of the method based on revised inconsistency
rules are given.

~ We distinguished several classes of inethods for checking integrity constraints. Each class
of inethods suffers from one or more redundancies in checking integrity constraints.

~ We introduce a new method based on revised inconsistency rules that is optimal with respect
to each of the redundancy types given in CHApTER 3.

~ Because of the incorporation of forward chaining information generated from arbitrary up-
dates to the backward chaining revised inconsistency rules, the method based on revised
inconsistency rules does not need a meta-interpreter. The revised inconsistency rules can
be expressed naturally in any Prolog-like language of the deductive database management
system.

~ The revised inconsistency rules can be generated automatically at compile time. Therefore
they can be optimized before any update of the database is made.

~ The revised inconsistency rules can be adjusted incrementally; so, they do not have to be
generated from scratch each time the set of rules or constraints is updated.

~ The method based on revised inconsistency rules can be implemented in a straightforward
manner, as CHAPTER 6 and the appendix of this thesis show.
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Appendix A

DHIS; A Case Study using ~ICCS

In the appendix of this thesis, a case of a deductive database with integrity constraint checking
by ~ICCS is given, namely, an experimental Deductive database concerning a Hospital Informa-
tion System, called DHIS. This case is implemented and tested by using revised inconsistency
rules. For different sets of rules and inconsistency indicators the sets of related revised incon-
sistency rules are available and do not have to be generated during the integrity check. Besides
the method based on revised inconsistency rules, two other methods for checking the integrity of
the deductive database are used, namely, the method based on induced updates and the method
based on potential updates. The implementations of these methods are also given in this appendix.

The implementation is a simplification of the implementation presented in CHAPTER 6. For in-
stance, the transactions in question do not contain rule updates or inconsistency indicator updates.
Further, the database is constructed in such a way that query evaluation is only necessary in the
updated database and not in the current database. The implementation used in the appendix is not
described in detail here, because its main principles are comparable to those described previously
in this thesis.

A.1 Implementations of Integrity Constraint Checking Meth-
ods

All presented integrity checking methods are initialized by a transaction. For each update in the
transaction, called T, the integrity checking method tries to find a proof for inconsistency. In this
implementation an update is represented by a list consisting of two members; the first member
is a sign, f in case of an insertion and - in case of a deletion. The inconsistency checks in all
methods are controlled by the following logic program.

new(Method,T) :-
proof-inconsistent(Method,T),

new(Method,T) :-
consistent(Method,T),
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proof-ínconsistent(Method,T) :-
(inconsistent(Method,T) ;
proof-inconsistent(Method,T)).

consistent(Method,T) :-
write('Transaction '),
write(T),
write(' is accepted.'),
nl,
write('The method that was used is '),
write(Method),
nl,
commit(T).

Each update in the transaction may lead to an inconsistent state of the database. If such an update
does not exist, then consistent(T) will succeed and the transaction is accepted. In that case,

the predicate commit handles the execution of the transaction. On the other hand, if such an up-
date exists, then the predicate inconsistent will succeed and no committing action is taken. Now,
the only action taken is the generation of a simple report that states which facts are causing the
inconsistency, which inconsistency rule succeeds, etc..

A.1.1 Implementation of the Method based on Induced Updates

'~ The method based on induced updates.

inconsistent(induced,T) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(T),el(Update)),
induced(Ind,Update,T),
ii(N,II),
match-ind(II,II1,Ind,t),
new(II1,T),
report([N,II,Update,Ind],T,induced).

induced(X,X,T).
induced(Ind,X,T) :-

forward-ind(Ind1,X,T),
`t Indl - X,
induced(Ind,Ind1,T).

forward-ind([S,H],Y,T) :-
rule-forward(N,head(H),body(B)),
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match-ind(B,B1,Y,S),
new(B1,T).

match-ind([XIL],L,Y,S) :-
match(X,Y,S).

match-ind([XIL],[XIL1],Y,S) :-
match-ind(L,L1,Y,S).

A.1.2 Implementation of the Method based on Potential Updates

'~ The method based on potential updates.

inconsistent(potential,T) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(T),el(Update)),
Update -.. [FIVarL],
potential(Pot,Update,VarL),
ii(N,II),
match-pot(II,II1,Pot,t),
new(II,T),
report([N,II,Update,Pot],T,potential).

potential(X,X,VarL).
potential(Pot,[SX,X],VarL) :-

forward-pot([SP1,Pot1],[SX,X]),
`t (SP1 - SX,unifiable-Lit(Pot1,X,VarL)),
potential(Pot,[SP1,Pot1],VarL).

forward-pot([S,H],Y) :-
rule-forward(N,head(H),body(B)),
match-pot(B,B1,Y,S).

match-pot([XIL],L,Y,S) :-
match(X,Y,S).

match-pot([`t var(Z)~L],L1,Y,S) :-
match-pot(L,L1,Y,S).

match-pot([XIL],[XIL1],Y,S) :-
`t X - (`t var(Z)),
match-pot(L,L1,Y,S).
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A.1.3 Implementation of the Method based on Inconsistency Rules
In the method based on inconsistency rules we add those rules to the database. If the rules and the
inconsistency rules were represented as Prolog rules, then the Prolog evaluator could perform the
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consistency check. However, the previously mentioned query-evaluator is used. Therefore, the

database rules are represented as Prolog facts, see the database rules as presented in Cxa,PTER 6.

Further, a minor adjustment of the inconsistency rules, represented as Prolog rules, is made. In-

stead of inconsistency rules of the form:

incsule ( (update) ) : -

(goal l ) , (gonl2) , . . . , (goaln).

inconsistency rules are now expressed by:

incsule ( (update) ,T) . -

new([(goall),(goal2), ... ,(gonln)],T).

Because the database rules now have to be represented as general Prolog facts, the forward rea-

soning in the methods based on induced and potential updates is easier. The inconsistency check

in each method is initiated by the inconsistent predicate. Now the whole check is performed

by using the rule:

'~ The method based on inconsistency rules.

inconsistent(incrules,T) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(T),el(Update)),
inc-rule(Update,T),
report(Update,T,incrules),

The check is performed by backtracking on every success of inemberlist as long as the evalu-

ation of incsule for some update fails.

A.1.4 Comparing the Implementations

The logic programs implementing thc method based on induced updates and the method based on

potential updates are presented in A.1.1 resp. A.1.2. When comparing both implementations, we

see that besides using different predicates, induced and potent ial, the methods are alike. Note,

the difference between the code:

inconsistent(induced,T) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(T),el(Update)),
induced(Ind,Update,T),
ii(N,II),
match-ind(II,II1,Ind,t),
new(II1,T),
report([N,II,Update,Ind],T,induced).

and the code:
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inconsistent(potential,T) :-
member-list(all-exist,list(T),el(Update)),
Update -.. [FIVarL],
potential(Pot,Update,VarL),
ii(N,II),
match-pot(II,II1,Pot,t),
new(II,T),
report([N,II,Update,Pot],T,potential).
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In fact, the only difference is de first variable in new. Let II represent an inconsistency indicator.
After matching the update Ind, representing an induced update, resp. Pot, representing the po-

tential update, with a literal in II, II1 contains the instantiated inconsistency indicator without

the matched update. As stated in CHAPTER 2, induced updates matching a literal in the instanti-
ated indicator do not have to be evaluated any more and can be left out from the expression, while

potential updates must be evaluated and cannot be left out from the expression. So, in the induced

case it is sufficient to query II1 instead of I I in the potential case.

Note also the difference between the predicates forward-ind and forwardpot, which are in-

tended to reason forward from an induced resp. potential update Y in order to find all other induced
resp. potential updates. Here, [S,H] represents the derived (induced resp. potential) update.

forward-ind([S,H],Y,T) :-
rule-forward(N,head(H),body(B)),
match-ind(B,B1,Y,S),
new(B1,T).

ancl

forward-pot([S,H],Y) :-
rule-forward(N,head(H),body(B)),
match-pot(B,B1,Y,S).

In both methods, after the evaluation match, B1 represents a potential update with respect to Y.

Note that B1 is evaluated in the updated database in the first case, while it is not evaluated in the

second case. If in the first method the evaluation in the updated database succeeds, then B1 be-

comes an induced update. However, when the query fails and no other induced update from Y

can be found by backtracking, the search for induced updates from Y stops here. In the second

method, B1 is not evaluated and all potential updates from Y are found. Note that forward-pot

does not have to contain the transaction as one of its arguments like in f orward-ind, because the

evaluation of the potential update in the updated database, for which the transaction is used, is

skipped or postponed to the evaluation of a relevant inconsistency indicator.
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A.2 DHIS; A Deductive Hospital Information System extended
with ~ICCS

In this section, the implementation of an example Deductive Hospital Information System (DHIS)
is presented, which is based on the hospital database described by E.O. de Brock in his book about
semantical databases (see [Bro78]). Knowledge of Hospital Information Systems, a hospital's or-
ganisational structure, medical information, etc., is well-documented. The hospital environment
is chosen for two reasons, namely:

(i) the domain is semantically very rich; therefore, a lot of rules and integrity constraints can
be stated for the data,

(ii) it shows the relevance of automated integrity checking.

In hospitals a lot of decisions are made based on a lot of constraints. For instance, the condition of
a patient, possible available treatments, illness of a patient, number of beds in a hospital, patients
and their allergy for medicines, etc.. Decisions may turn out to be wrong or cannot be made im-
mediately or even not at all because they do not take all constraints into account. There are several
reasons for neglecting one or more constraints, namely:

(i) the constraints are spread all over the hospital,

~ for instance, the test results of the lab, specialists who must diagnose a patient, the
available time they have and the available medication are important for making a de-
cision for a proper treatment,

(ii) the checking of the constraints is time-consuming and therefore is not evaluated,

D for instance, analysing the treatment of a relative of a patient, who has had the same
illness, and adjust the treatment using these facts, or when the treatment has to be done
acutely and no time has to be wasted for checking some constraints,

(iii) the constraints are only known to experts, who may not be available at that time,

D for instance, when unexpectedly a patient gets an attack at night and only a nurse is
available,

(iv) a constraint is evaluated wrongly or not at all by a human because of a lot of pressure,

D for instance, giving the patient a wrong medicine or too much of some medicine in
acute cases,

A Hospital Information System supporting those decisions by making constraints accessible and
automatically checking those constraints efficiently is needed. This appendix tries to show that a
deductive database with integrity constraint checking can be helpful in supporting those decisions.

This system does not pretend to be a working database system that can be used in a real hospital
environment right away. In order to accomplish this a lot of knowledge acquisition on experts
working in hospitals has to be done in order to get the constraints on the data clear. Here, the
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system is built in order to give an idea of its working, its relevance and its performance. This
appendix contains the highlights of the appendix of [Se193], which appeared as a separate report
(see [Se194]).

A.2.1 Data model of DHIS

In the first part of this section the data-structures, which are used in the database, are given. Some
of these data-structures make use of other data-structures. The NAR-structure is a structure which
gives the name, adress and residence ofa person, department, etc.. The DATE-structure represents
the date. BOOL represents yes and no. The DATE- and BOOL-structures are structures which
are taken separately because in databases they have a separate data type which is resp. DATE and
BOOL. The TEL structure is defined to represent the telephone number. The structures NAR and
TEL are de6ned separately from the other structures of the database in order to avoid their repeti-
tive definition in these structures. In the second part, the set of rules and inconsistency indicators
of the database is given.

A.2.2 Datastructures

This section gives a short overview of the datastructures used in DHIS. It is intended to be self-
explanatory for someone familiar with hospital information systems. However, non-experts in the
field should be able to understand the global idea of how the database is supposed to look like.
The NAR and TEL structures are as follows:

STRUCTURE NAR
firstsame: char(20)
last-name: char(20)
street-name: char( I S)
street-number: number(3)
p. o. -box: char(7)
residence: char(25)

STRUCTtiRE TEL
first-dial: char(6)
second-dial: number(8)

The other structures can be found below:

STRUCTURE patients
patient-id: number(6)
nameladresslresidence: NAR
date-of-birth: DATE
date-of~egistration: DATE
blood-type: [O, A. B, AB]
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Rhesus-factor:
sex:
family-doctor-id:

STRUCTURE employees
emp-id:
nameladresslresidence:
departmentsr:
internal-telephone:
employee-code:

STRUCTURE specialists
sp-id:
locum-tenens-id~tr:
specialisation:
telephone:
fee:
hourslweek:
beds:
in-service:

STRUCTURE staff inembers
st-id:
head-nr:
half-dayslweek:
salary:
days-of-absence:

APPENDIX A uHis; A Case study usin~ ~lCCS

[~-, -]
[M, V]
[ 1..99]

number(4)
NAR
[1..100]
number(4)
[SP, MP, NMP]

number(3)
number(3)
char(40)
TEL
[8000.. )
[0..50]
number
BOOL

number(4)
number(4)
[ 1..10]
[0..mnxsnl ]
[0..290]

STRUCTURE medical staff inembers
ms-id: number(4)
telephone: TEL
schooling-code: char( 2)

STRUCTURE not medical staff inembers
nms-id: number(4)
function-code: char(10)
number-days-off: [ 15..30]
payment: number

STRUCTURE family doctor
family-doctor-id: [ 1..99]
nameladress: NAR
sex: [M, V]
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telephonenumber:
number-of-patients:

TEL
number(3)

STRUCTURE family relation
pat-id:
relation:
relative~d:

STRUCTURE room
room ~id:
departmentmr:
area:
status:
room-type:
number-of-beds:

STRUCTURE admissic
patient~d:
day-of-admission:
room~id:
specialist-id:
discharged:
deceased:

STRUCTURE treatment
treatment-code:
treatment-name:
[reatment tiort:
tariff:

STRUCTURE medical treatment
patient~d:
treatment-code:
specialist-id:
assistent-id:
room~d:
date-of-treatment:
duration:
fee:
success-factor:

STRUCTURE medicines
medicine-code:

number(6)
[child, married]
number(6)

number(4)
[1..100]
number
[AV, PL, NA]
[MED, ADM, LAB, SER, OTH]
[0.. I S]

DATE
number(4)
number(3)
BOOL
BOOL

number(4)
char(50)
number(5)
[10..)

number(6)
number(4)
number(3)
number(3)
number(3)
DATE
[1..)
number(4)
[0, 50, 100]

char(6)

203
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medicine-name:
medicine~ort:
danger-code:
uníty:

STRUCTURE med~
patient~d:
medicine-cc
begin-date
duration~
frea~-

.ctor

.íispensation
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char(20)
char(4)
[ 1..20]
[GR. MG, ML, CC, ST]

number(6)
char(6)
DATE
[1..)
[ 1..6)
[1..)
[0, 25, 50, 75, 100]

ase is automatically filled with data by using a random fact generator for DHIS, which

.zmented in Prolog. For instance, it generates an arbitrary number of patients matching the

.~eral structure of patients as Prolog facts. Also, it generates patients between which some fam-

ily relation exists. Four DHIS databases were generated, in which the number of facts vary from

about 2500 to about 7500 facts in intermediate steps of appoximately 1500. Most of the facts

concern patients facts and medicine dispensation facts. Because of the number of facts, as is only

natural in real database applications, the data are stored on secondary storage. Hence, these Pro-

log facts were transformed in DBaseIV files, although they could be transformed to any database

format, and saved on disk. However, in order to access these data by Prolog, Prolog is coupled to

DBaseIV in the way described in CxAPTE[t 6.

The average access timings for accessing a fact from DBaseIV files may differ from the average

access timings for accessing a fact from another database format file. For instance, managing data

in ORACLE is handled substantially quicker than in DBaseIV. However, the number of accesses

remains the same. Therefore, the number of accesses gives a good indication of the real benefit

of a chosen method. The four databases are used to test some methods for integrity constraint

checking and observe their behaviour, when the number of facts in the database vary.

A.2.3 Test Sets
In DHIS rules and integrity constraints are specified for adding more semantics to the database.

Four sets are given. These sets of rules and constraints are used to test some methods for integrity

constraint checking and observe their behaviour, when the number of rules and constraint vary

(see A.2.4). The following sets are distinguished:

SET 1

famil
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IF X is child of Y
THEN Y is parent of X

IF X is parent of Y and Z
THEN Y is sibling of Z

IF X is fcmale and parent of Y
THEN X is mother of Y

IF X is male and parent of Y
THEN X is father of Y

[F Y is male and sibling of X
THEN Y is brother of X

[F Y is female and sibling of X
THEN Y is sister of X

IF X and Y are married
THEN X is man-ied-with Y

IF X and Y ure rnan-ied
THEN Y is married wíth Y

IF X is female and married-with Y
THEN X is wife of Y

IF X is male and nr:u ried-with Y
THEN X is hushand ~~f Y

[F X is parent of Y
THEN Y is descendant of X

IF Z is parent of X
AND Z is descendant of Y
THEN X is descendant of Y

IF X is descendant of Y
-I'HEN X is relative of Y

IF X is descendant of Y
THEN Y is relati~~e of Y
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IF X and Y are descendants of Z

THEN X and relatives

IF X is child
AND sex of male
THEN X i~ ~f Y

fY
. is female
aughter of Y

tive of Y
,id Y are both male

~.a X is male-related to Y

IF X is relative of Y
AND X and Y are both female
THEN X is femaleselated to Y

IF X is maleselated to Y
THEN X and Y are sex~elated

IF X is female~elated to Y
THEN X and Y are sexselated

~ iami(l~ ~~insU-~iint~ ~

IF person X is father of Y
THEN X MUST be at least 17 years older than Y

IF person X is mother of Y
THEN X MUST be at least 15 years older than Y

PROHIBIT (person X is married to two persons Y and Z)

PROHIBIT (person X is married to Y who is relative of X)

PROHIBIT (X is child of itself)

IF X is a child
PROHIBIT (X is married)
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PROHIBIT ( the treatment of a patient X by a specialist Y if Y
treated a relative of X with success factor 0

elementarv constraints

PROHIBIT ( a date of registration before the date of birth)

[F X is a head of a department
THEN X MUST work full time

IF specialist X is replaced by specialist Y
THEN X and Y MUST have the same specialism

PROHIBIT (a specialist is replaced by him or herself)

PROHIBIT ( the number of beds of a specialist who is working N hours
a week may not exceed Nl2)

PROHIBIT (number of patients of a family doctor exceeding 200)

IF X is a family-doctor of Y
THEN X and Y MUS"I' have the same residence

SET 2

age rules

IF a person X is less than one year old
THEN X is a baby

IF a person X is bcu~~cen 1 and 9 years old
THEN X is an int~int

IF a person X is between 9 and 18 years old
THEN X is a teenager

IF a person X is oliier than 18 years old
THEN X is an adult

[F a person X is older than 64
THEN X is aged
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IF X is a baby
THEN X is a child

IF X is an infant
THEN X is a child

IF X is a teenager
THEN X is a child

IF the age of a patient is 70 or older and sex is female
THEN the patient is weak

IF the age of a patient is 65 or older and sex is male
THEN the patient is weak

~ the illness is bad
TEN the patient is weak

e illness is hartattack
J the patient is weak

related to condition of patient ~

IF pat, ~t is pregnant
THEN , ttient MUST be female

IF patien~ is weak
THEN pa ient MUST have at tnost one room-mate

PROHIBI ï(the dispensation of a strong medicine to a weak patient)

PROHIBIT t weak patient in department Q)

department constra. 's~

IF treatment is pol. ~nical
THEN patient MUS .,pa~ ~. ~nt P
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IF patient X has an illness that is genetic
THEN patient MUST be in department G

1F X is room in Q
THEN X MUST contain one bed

IF patient X has an illness that is infectious
THEN patient MUST be in department Q

IF room-type is laboratory, medical or for service
THEN number of heds MUST be 0

IF room-type is MED
THEN for each bed there MUST be at least l0 nr' space

PROHIBIT ( the occupation of two or more beds by one patient)

SET 3

medicine rules

IF danger code of inedicine is 15-17
THEN medicine is strong

IF danger code of inedicine is 18-20
THEN medicine is dangerous

[F danger code of inedicine is greater than 13
THEN medicine is dangerous for pregnant women

IF medicine sort of a medicine is hormonal
THEN medicine is dangerous for pregnant women

constr,unts on me

IF danger code of inedicine is below 10
THEN maximum frequency of this medicine is 5

IF danger code of inedicine is between 9 and 16
THEN maximum frequency of this medicine is 3
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IF danger code of inedicine is greater than 15
THEN maximum frequency of this medicine is 1

PROHIBIT (two identical medicine dispensations to a patient)

IF reason of admission of a patient is pregnancy
THEN medicine dispensation for patient MUST have a maximum frequency of 2

PROHIBIT (the dispensation of a medicine for a pregnant patient
which is dangerous for pregnant women)

IF the medicine sort of a medicine is hormonal
THEN the danger code of the medicine MUST be greater than 10

PROHIBIT (dispensation of inedicine of sort 'HOR' and
medicine of sort ' ANBC' to a patient)

PROHIBIT (dispensation of inedicine 'SOMATONORM' and
medicine 'STOMBA' to a patient)

PROHIBIT (dispensation of inedicine 'DURABOLIN' and
medicine 'HUMATROPE' to a patient)

PROHIBIT (dispensation of two strong medicines to a patient)

PROHIBIT (dispensation of dangerous medicines to a patient)

PROHIBIT (dispensation of two strong medicines to one patient)

PROHIBIT (the dispensation of a medicine for a second time to a patient for
the same illness while the first time was not successful, success factor 0).

SET 4:

illness rules

IF treatment-sort is '02';OS,'06','09',' 10',' l 1',' 12','PC' or 'UP'
THEN treatment-name is an illness

IF X is relative of Y
AND X and Y are blood~dentical
THEN X has blood relation with Y
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IF X has same blood-type as Y
AND X has same rhesus factor as Y
THEN X is blood-identical to Y

[F X and Y are sex-related
AND patients X and Y have both illness A
THEN illness A is genetic for X

illness constraints ~

IF illness of patient X is genetic
AND X is sex-related to Y who had a medicine A with success factor below 50
AND X and Y have the same illness
THEN medicine A MUST not be dispensated to X

211

IF X is blood-related to Y who had medicine A with success factor below 75
THEN medicine A MUST not be dispensated to X

These integrity constraints must be obtained from experts in the hospital environment. There-
fore, the knowledge engineer is responsible for getting all the integrity constraints in the hospital
clear. Here, some documentation was used in order to find these rules and integrity constraints.
Although some rules and~or integrity constraints may seem a little artificial, they give an idea how
rules and constraints can be used in practice.

The rules can easily be expressed in Prolog. For instance, if the structure familyselation is
represented in the database as a table FAMILY and the table is accessible via Prolog by the clause
fam(Pat,Rel,Fam), then the child resp. married relation can be built on top of this table by
the following rules:

child(X,Y) :-
fam(X,child,Y).

married(X,Y) :-
fam(X,married,Y).

married(Y,X) :-
fam(X,married,Y).

When we want to reason about a patient's age or sex, it is possible to extract the predicate age
resp. sex from the table PATIENT by the following rules:

age(X,N) :-
pat(X,-,-,-,-,-,-,DofB,-,-~-,-,-),
age-of(DofB,N).
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sex(X,male) .-

sex(X,female) :-
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where pat is the predicate with thirteen arguments in Prolog, which accesses a PATIENT table

with thirteen columns which in its turn is the database implementation of the structure patient,

and where age-of is an auxiliary predicate (and therefore no part of the domain of the database),

which delivers the age of a person when his date ofbirth is known. Other relations are defined, like
parent, sibling, mother, father, relative, e[c. in terms of exis[ing relations. For instance:

parent(X,Y) :-
child(Y,X).

sibling(Y,Z) :-
parent(X,Y),
parent(X,Z),
not Y - Z.

mother(X,Y) :-
sex(X,female),
parent(X,Y).

The inconsistency rules can be expressed in Prolog easily. For instance, the constraints with re-
spect to family are expressed in Prolog by:

ii(ii-id(1),[father(X,Y),age(X,N),age(Y,M),N ~ M t 17]).
ii(ii-id(2),[mother(X,Y),age(X,N),age(Y,M),N ~ M t 15]).
ii(ii-id(3),[married(X,Y),married(X,Z),not Y - Z]).
ii(ii-id(4),[married(X,Y),relative(Y,X)]).
ii(ii-id(5),[child(X,X)]).
ii(ii-id(6),[child(X,Y),married(X,Z)]).
ii(ii-id(7),[med-tr(X,-,Sp,- - -,-,-,-), relative(X,Y),

med-tr(Y,-,Sp,-,-,-,-,-,0)]),

where med-tr is the predicate with nine arguments in Prolog. which accesses a MEDICAL TREAT-

MENT table with nine columns which in its turn is the database implementation of the structure

medical treatment. As we can see the domain part can be represented in Prolog in a nice and

declarative way.

A.2.4 Tests and Results
The goal of the tests is to give insight in the performance of the new method when increasing the

number of facts, rules and constraints. The following tests based on the test sets of A.2.3 were
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performed.

Test 1 is intended to find out how the consistency checking methods for a particular database per-
form, when the number of rules and inconsistency indicators increases, for a varying number of
facts. Four test sets of rules and inconsistency indicators were specified in A.2.3. In this test, the
following transaction is used:

[[t,pat(963638, 'Robert', 'Streep', 'Kingsroad', 65, '6647 HL', 'Almere',
'05~12~37', '28~11~93', 'B', t, m, 65) ],

[t,pat(962638, 'Jane', 'Streep', 'Kingsroad', 65, '6647 HL', 'Almere',
'04~10~38', '28~11~93', 'B', t, v, 65) ],

[t,fam(963638,married,962638)],
[t,med-tr(962638, 8110, 332, 124, 1533, '28~11~93', 40, 139, 100)],
[t,med-tr(963638, 8110, 332, 124, 1533, '28~11~93', 40, 139, 75)],
[t,dis(143208, 'ANHM02', '28~11~93', 1, 1, 1, 100)]],

where dis is the predicate with seven arguments in Prolog, which accesses a DISPENSATION ta-
ble with seven columns which in its turn is the database implementation of the structure medicine
dispensation. In test 1 the transaction does not influence the consistency of the database, although
the transaction is relevant to several inconsistency indicators. We are interested in the timings of
the check for this test for the test sets { 1}, { 1,2}, { 1,2,3} and { 1,2,3,4} respectivily. The results
of test 1 can be found ín Table A.I. When we look at these results some interesting issues come
up. First note that the number of database accesses are a good indication for the performance,
because an access to a database is far more expensive than any other computation to answer the
query. These results show tnat the number of database accesses can be reduced considerably by
the new method. Test set 4 is intended to show that the method based on induced updates per-
forms weakly in some particular cases. A transaction which generates a lot of induced updates
and a few potential updates, while only a few of these induced updates are necessary for the in-
consistency check, cause a bad performance in the case of the method based on induced updates.

Consider for instance the following rule in test set 4:

IF X has same blood-type as Y

AND X has same rhesus factor as Y

THEN X is blood-identical to Y

Now, when we insert a new patient X, for whom the blood-type and rhesus factor are known, a lot
of updates in the relation blood-identical are derivable. Each patient Y in the database with the
same blood-type and rhesus factor will lead to an induced update in the relation blood~dentical.
Note~ that all these induced updates are subsumed by one potential update. Next consider the fol-
lowing rule in test set 4:

IF X is relative of Y

AND X and Y are blood~dentical
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2703 I
Set 1 73.7 73.7 76.2 76.2

db-uccesses 86 86 86 86
Set 1 and 2 103.9 105.1 107.3 109.5
db-nccesses 113 113 113 ll3

Set 1, 2 and 3 L30.5 133.3 L33.9 132.9
db-accesses 133 133 133 133

Set 1, 2, 3 and 4 I920 3637 5283 6987
db-accesses 1809 3379 4869 6391

Method based on
Induced Updates

Method based on Number of Facts

Potential Updates 2703 4284 5936 7425

Set l 54.5 57.8 58.8 58.2

db-accesses 60 60 60 60

Set 1 and 2 131.9 131.33 136.77 135.2

db-accesses 116 116 1l6 116

Set I, 2 and 3 173.0 173.5 169.4 169.5

db-accesses 147 147 147 L47

Set 1, 2, 3 and 4 342. I 352.2 348.8 353.0

db-accesses 35L 351 351 351

Method based on Number of Facts
Inconsistency rules 2703 4284 5936 7425

Set 1 35.6 36.7 36.1 37.8

db-accesses 39 39 39 39

Set 1 and 2 63.5 65.2 64S 68.2

db-uccesses 66 66 66 66
Set 1, 2 and 3 98.4 97.2 102.2 101.3

db-ciccesses 87 87 87 87

Set l, 2, 3 and 4 152.6 153.5 154.0 151.8

db-accesses I51 I51 151 I51

Number of Facts
4284 5936 7425

Table A.I : Timings oC test 1.
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THEN X has blood relation with Y

When the relation "blood relation" appears in an inconsistency indicator, only those patients, who
are blood~dentical to X and are relatives of X, are needed for the consistency check. So, the gen-
eration of the relatives should have a higher priority than the generation of all blood-identical
people. This might prevent the generation of an enormous number of blood-identical people of
the inserted patient. This is not prevented in the method based on induced updates, because all
induced updates are generated first. This explains the bad performance in the case of the methods
based on induced updates, especially in the case of test set 4. So, one of the conclusions of the
test is that the method based on induced updates has serious shortcomings.

Test 2 is íntended to show how the method based on revised inconsistency rules performs com-
pared to the other consistency checking methods in several particular cases. In test 2 the database

is constrained to test set 1 only. Test 2 consists of three parts, with different interactions of the
transaction with the database, namely

(i) a transaction may imply a lot of induced and potential updates, but none of these updates
influences any indicator;

(ii) a transaction may imply a lot of induced and potential updates, influencing inconsistency
indicators;

i) a transaction may imply a lot of potential updates and only a few induced updates, where
some of the potential updates appear in inconsistency indicators, while they do not subsume

any induced update.

In the first two cases we can recognize redundancy of the first type and in the third case we can
recognize redundancy of the second type; both are described in C[i.aPTER 3.

In the fiist part of test 2, we take test set 1 of the rules and inconsistency indicators, but with
the family constraints skipped. Further, suppose we have the following transaction for this part

of test 2.

[[t,pat(963638, 'Robert' ,'Streep', 'Kingsroad', 65, '6647 HL', 'Almere',
'05~12~68', '28~11~93', 'B', t, m, 65)],

[t,pat(962638, 'Jane', 'Streep', 'Kingsroad', 65, '6647 HL', 'Almere',
'04~10~38', '28~11~93', 'B', t, v, 65)],

[t,fam(963638,child,962638)],
[t,med-tr(962638, 8110, 332, 124, 1533, '28~11~93', 40, 139, 100)],
[t,med-tr(963638, 8110, 332, 124, 1533, '28~11~93', 40, 139, 75)],
[t,dis(143208, 'ANHM02', '28~11~93', 1, 1, 1, 100)]].

Note the difference between this transaction and the transaction of test I. This transaction contains
the insertion of a family-fact, which implies a great number of updates caused by the application
of several database rules for family relations by using several family-facts of relatives of each of
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the patients involved in the transaction that are stored in the database. Hence, this transaction
will imply a large number of induced and potential updates, expressing the new knowledge about
these members. However, because in this case no inconsistency indicators exist concerning the
family relations, none of the induced resp. potential updates leads to an inconsistency check. In
the proposed method this will be noted immediately, because no inconsistency rules are triggered
by the update. However, in the other methods a lot of preprocessing has to be done. Before find-
ing the inconsistency indicators that must be checked, we have to compute the induced updates
resp. potential updates. Therefore, in this case the method based on inconsistency rules will per-
form superior compared to the other methods, as the results in Table A.2 show.

Method based on timing db-accesses
induced updates 692.1 513 (41)
potential updates 14.1 0 (143)

inconsistency rules 0.05 0

Table A.2: Timings for part one of test 2

In the tables of test 2, the number of induced updates resp. potential updates are given in brackets
in the column of db-accesses. In the potential update method and in the method based on in-
consistency rules there are no database accesses needed, while the induced update method must
access the database 513 times in order to find the induced updates. In this case all accesses were
redundant, because none of the induced updates influences any indicator. Although no database
accesses are needed in the potential update method, a lot of time is wasted in order to derive the
143 potential updates.

In the second part of test 2, test set 1 of the rules and inconsistency indicators is used as the inten-
sional database. So, compared to the previous part we now do have constraints on family relations.
The same transaction as in the previous test is used, which, as we have stated before, implies a
great number of induced resp. potential updates. However, in this test there exists a large number
of induced and potential updates that lead to checks of several inconsistency indicators. The re-
sults of this part of test 2 can be found in Table A.3. Note the asterisk ~ in the last two columns.
Because of the presence of the recursive relation relative the update in fam will always lead to
a potential update relative(X,Y), where X and Y are variables. So, each indicator containing
relative(X,Y) has to be fully checked. For instance, in this case the update together with the
two indicators:

ii(ii-id(4),[married(X,Y),relative(Y,X)]).

ii(ii-id(7),[med-tr(X,-,Sp,-,-,-,-,-,-), relative(X,Y),

med-tr(Y,-,Sp,-,-,-,-,-,0)] ) .

causes a full database search of the relations married and med-tr (medical treatment). For each
success the resulting instance of the relation relat ive has to be evaluated. The results in the table
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marked with an asterisk are corresponding to the same test, but without the inconsistency indica-
tors 4 and 7. In this case, these inconsistency indicators are left out. Compared to part one of

Method based on timing db-accesses timing' db-accesses'
induced updates 763.4 703 (41) 719.6 593 (41)
potentialupdates ~1 hour ~30000 (143) 43.6 22 (143)

inconsistency rules 42.9 44 18.5 12

Table A.3: Timings for part two of test 2

test 2, the number of database accesses increases in all methods, because now also several incon-
sistency indicators have to be checked, for which the database has to be accessed several times. In
the method based on potential updates this causes the explosive growth of the number of database
accesses the number of database accesses exceeds the number of 30000. It is obvious that the
method based on potential updates will lose its efficiency, when recursive predicates appear in the
inconsistency indicators.

In the third part of test 2, test set 1 of the rules and inconsistency indicators is used as the in-
tensional database. Here, the transaction is an insertion of [t,fam(963738,child,624213)].
For this transaction only a few induced updates are derivable, while a lot of potential updates are
derivable because of the large number of rules dependíng on the fam-relation. The results of this
part of test 2 can be found in Table A.4. It shows the performance of each method, when only a
few induced updates (12) and a lot of potential updates (136) exist In this case, the test is divided
in a test that includes the inconsistency indicators 4 and 7 and a test (indicated by ~) that excludes
these inconsistency indicators. Obviously, in the case of a few induced updates the method of
induced updates will perform better than in the other tests. However, even in this situation the
method based on inconsistency rules performs better. It is also clear from the results that the
method based on potential updates will perform well as long as there are no recursive rules in the
indicators. Note that, in this appendix, some tests were performed on a deductive database, where

Method based on timing db-accesses timing " db-accesses '
induced updates 58.3 36 (12) 49.8 29 (12)
potential updates ~ 1 hour ~30000 (136) 26.8 6 (136)

inconsistency rules 27.3 25 10.4 5

Table A.4: Timings for part three of test 2

the data are stored on secondary memory. This means that the access timings increase compared
to a deductive database, where the data are available in the main memory of Prolog. In [Se197]
some tests were performed with main memory databases. Further, note that the number of data-
base accesses can be reduced in all methods, when we implement DHIS by using a real deductive
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database management system, which allows the optimization of a set of queries. Because the re-
~ ised inconsistency rules are known at compile tíme, they are suitable for optimization at compile
time.
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Samenvatting

Aan informatiesystemen worden steeds hogere eisen gesteld. Voorheen was het de verantwoor-
delijkheid van de gebruiker om zelf de gegevens opgeslagen in de database te interpreteren en om
te zetten in bruikbare informatie. Nu en in de toekomst wordt de interpretatie van de data meer
en meer bij het systeem gelegd. Nieuwe data modellen en bijbehorende inferentie mechanismen
worden ingezet om systemen in staat te stellen de informatie op een gestructureerde wijze aan de
gebruiker aan te bieden. Een voorbeeld systemen, die dit beogen te bereiken, zijn deductieve data-
base systemen. In deze systemen kan door middel van deductieregels informatie afgeleid worden
uit de data, die voorgesteld kunnen worden als opgeslagen in de tabellen uit het relationele model.

Verder worden er aan informatiesystemen vaak integriteitscondities toegevoegd, om aan te geven
waaraan de opgeslagen informatie moet voldoen. Dit om een goede weergave van de werkelijk-
heid, die het informatiesysteem modelleert, te garanderen. Een informatiesysteem heet consistent
indien het informatiesyteem aan al zijn integriteitscondities voldoet. In het algemeen wordt, bij
het bestuderen van methoden om integriteitscondities te controleren, uitgegaan van consistente
informatiesystemen. Integriteitscondities worden pas gecontroleerd indien een consistent infor-
matiesysteem wordt geactualiseerd. Dit heeft het voordeel dat de oorzaak van een eventuele in-
consistentie via de update gevonden kan worden. Daardoor kan het zoekproces naar een incon-
sistentie een stuk ef6ciënter worden.

In dit proefschrift wordt het systeem ~ICCS beschreven, dat integriteitscondities, uitgedrukt in
de eerste orde predicaten logica, in gestratificeerde deductieve database systemen automatisch
controleert. Hierbij gaat het niet om het herstellen van de consistentie na een transactie, maar om
een eventuele inconsistentie zo snel mogelijk te ontdekken.

Daarby wordt gebruik gemaakt van inconsistentieregels, die - door updates uit een transactie erop
toe te passen -een mogelijke inconsistentie opsporen. Inconsistentieregels worden geconstrueerd
uit de verzameling deductieregels en integriteitscondities, onafhankelijk van de feiten uit de data-
base of feiten uit de transactie. Deze inconsistentieregels worden dan aan de deductieve database
toegevoegd. Zolang er geen update plaats vindt van deductieregels of integriteitscondities, kun-
nen deze opnieuw gebruikt worden om de consistentie van een deductieve database te controleren
na een transactie bestaande uit feiten. Een verandering ín de verzameling deductieregels of inte-
griteitscondities heeft een incrementele aanpassing van de verzameling inconsistentieregels tot
gevolg. Derhalve hoeven na zo'n verandering niet al deze regels opnieuw geconstrueerd te wor-
den.



Het proefschrift beschrijft eveneens de mogelijke redundante evaluaties die kunnen ontstaan bij

methoden voor het controleren van integriteitscondities. Deze redundanties worden ingedeeld in

soorten, elk met een eigen karakter. Het wordt aan de hand van deze klassificatie duidelijk waarom

de op inconsistentieregels gebaseerde methode zo efficiënt is.

Het proefschrift laat bovendien zien dat in de gepresenteerde methode op een natuurlijke en ef-

ficiënte wijze negatie, recursie, existentiële quantoren en algemenere updates naast toevoegingen

en verwijderingen, zoals vervangingen, opgenomen kunnen worden.

Tevens wordt de architectuur en de implementatie van ~ICCS gegeven. Het toont de elegante

wijze waarop de methode te implementeren is; hier in de logische programmeertaal Prolog. Naast

deze methode werden nog enkele andere methoden geïmplementeerd, die aan de hand van ef-

ficiëntietests op een fictieve deductíeve ziekenhuisdatabase met elkaar werden vergeleken. Deze

testresultaten laten de significante verbeteringen zien, die mogelijk zijn door gebruik te maken

inconsistentieregels.

Het proefschrift is een van de resultaten van het onderzoeksproject 91 P van het Samenwerkings-

Orgaan Brabantse Universiteiten (SOBU).
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